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Copyright 
 
Copyright © 2018 Embedded Systems SIA. All Rights Reserved. 
 

Notice 
 
Embedded Systems SIA., reserves the right to modify the information contained herein as 
necessary. Embedded Systems SIA assumes no responsibility for any errors which may appear 
in this document. Information in this document is provided solely to enable system and 
software implementers to use KNX/EIB LogicMachine product. 
 

Trademarks 
 
LogicMachine is a trademark of Embedded Systems SIA. All other names and trademarks are 
the property of their respective owners and are hereby acknowledged. 
 

Introduction 
 
LogicMachine (LM) is your easiest way to program complex logic in KNX/EIB, Modbus, BACnet 
networks.  LM will enable you to efficiently customize building automation processes, easily 
delivering unlimited flexibility benefit to end users in a cost-effective way.  
 
LM5p-GSM is an embedded platform with integrated Ethernet, USB, CAN FT or KNX TP1, 1-
Wire, Serial interfaces and I/O ports. LM allows to use it as cross-standard gateway, logic 
engine, visualization platform, IP Router, 3G for internet access. Scripting templates provides 
user-friendly, flexible configuration interface and integration with cloud/web services, 3rd party 
devices. Via applying custom scripts LM can simultaneously act as thermostat, security panel, 
lighting controller, etc. LogicMachine application store and external app development 
possibility allows to extend device functionality and adjust to a specific market segment 
 
 

Technical support 
 
Any faulty devices should be returned to Embedded Systems.  
 
If there are any further technical questions concerning the product please contact our support, 
available Mon-Fri 9:00 – 17:00 GMT +02:00. Please write to support@openrb.com. 
 
Firmware updates are available at www.openrb.com 

mailto:support@openrb.com
http://www.openrb.com/
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Caution 
Security advice 

 
The installation and assembly of electrical equipment may only be performed by skilled 
electrician. The devices must not be used in any relation with equipment that supports, directly 
or indirectly, human health or life or with application that can result danger of people, animals 
or real value 
 
 

Mounting advice 
 
The devices are supplied in operational status. The cables connections included can be clamped 
to the housing if required. 
 
 

Electrical connection 
 
The devices are constructed for the operation of protective low voltage (SELV). Grounding of 
device is not needed. When switching the power supply on or off, power surges must be 
avoided. 
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Device specification 
 
Types of product 
 
LogicMachine5 Reactor GSM Power CANx  LM5p-GMSC 
LogicMachine5 Reactor GSM Power KNX  LM5p-GMS 
 
 
 
Standards and norms compliance 
 
EMC:     EN61000-6-1  
     EN61000-6-3 
PCT     Certificate  
 
Technical data: 
 
Power supply:    2 x 24V DC on terminal connectors (1 for LM powering, 1 
for  
     external relay powering) or  

24V DC Passive Power-over-Ethernet  
   

Power consummation:  1.3W 
 
Interface:    GSM module with  

Antenna   1  
Push-push micro-SIM 
connector   1 

     10BaseT/100BaseTX  1 
     RS-485    1 
     RS-485/RS-232  1 
     (switchable in software –  

full-duplex=RS232,  
half-duplex=RS485)   

     USB2.0    1 
Analog input/Digital output 16 

     Analog input 0-10V  1  
     Analog inputs for current  

Measurement clamps  3 (sensor specification) 
     1-Wire    1 
     CAN FT    1 (protocol features) 
 
GSM modem 
     GSM module type  Quectel UG95 

Frequencies   900/2100MHz @UMTS 
900/1800MHz @GSM  

Worldwide UMTS/HSPA and GSM/GPRS/EDGE coverage 

http://www.split-core-ct.com/split-core-clip-on-current-sensor.html
http://canx.info/
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     Maximum data rate  7.2Mbps downlink 
         5.76Mbps uplink 
 
  
 
Connections:    CAN bus:   Bus Connection Terminal 

0.8mm2 
Power supply:   Screw, 5 mm2 

     Serial:    Screw, 3.5 mm2 
I/O:    Screw, 3.5 mm2 
1-wire    Screw, 3.5 mm2 
 

        
Operating elements   LED    1 – CPU load 
         1 - Activity 
 
Enclosure:    Material:   Polyamide 
     Color:    Gray 
     Dimensions:   61(W)x90(H)x108(L) mm 
 
Usage temperature:   0C ... +45C 
Storage temperature:   -15C ... +55C 
Weight:    150g 
Warranty:    2 years 
Relative Humidity:    10...95 % without condensation  
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1. Terminal connection schemes 
 

Model 
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Powering over Ethernet 
 
LM5 supports two powering modes: 
 

- regular powering over screw terminals (Jumpers up or down)  
 

- passive PoE powering over 24V DC (Jumpers down)  

  
 
Please note that there are two PoE types of PoE switches/adapters – passive and active 
(802.3af). In passive mode 4 Ethernet cable wires are used for data and 4 are used for power. In 
active PoE mode data and power goes together. 

 
 
     
 Passive PoE switch                                    Passive PoE adapters 
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canX connection / Powering over 24V terminals 
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RS-485 connection 
 

There can be used max two RS-485 on LM5 Lite. First one is definitive, second one is software 
switchable – either it works as RS-485 or as RS-232 : 
 

- If it is set up as full-duplex it will operate as RS-232 and respective TX/RX/GND screw 
terminals should be used 

- If it is set up as half-duplex (*) it will operate as RS-485 and respective A/B/GND screw 
terminals should be used 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 *RS-485 is chosen in this case, RS-232 is not activated 
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RS-485/RS-232 connection 
 
If second serial port is set as full-duplex in LogicMachine configuration, it will operate as RS-232 
and respective TX/RX/GND screw terminals should be used. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  
*RS-232 is chosen in this case, RS-485 is not activated 
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Digital output (e.g. relay/contactor) 
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Digital or Analog input (e.g. pushbutton or 0-5V current measurement sensor) 
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Digital input (e.g. pushbutton) 
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1-wire connection 
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2. Standards supported 
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LogicMachine is compatible with the following standards: 
 

 KNX/EIB TP1, KNXnet/IP 

 CAN FT 

 Modbus TCP, Modbus RTU Client/Server 

 BACnet IP, Client/Server 

 GSM/3G for Internet access; optionally for sending SMS notifications and controlling the 
installation by receiving SMS commands. 

 Bluetooth 3.0 and 4.0 (through USB modem) 

 DMX512 (through RS485) 

 DALI (through RS485 gateway) 

 1-Wire  

 AllJoyn 

 Ekey biometrical access systems (RS485) 

 HVAC systems can be controller through RS485/Ethernet interface by using scripting 

 SMTP/Email, SSL 

 SIP  

 XML (export object values, alerts or errors; integration with Fidelio) 

 RSS (read Error or Alert tab content) 

 JSON, XMPP 

 MQTT 

 REDIS 

 etc. 
 
The system is made so that each of the standards can be used with each other, so LogicMachine 
can act as BACnet to DALI gateway or Modbus to GSM etc.  
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3. Quick startup guide 
 

3.1. Insert SIM card 

 
1) Open front cover of the enclosure with help of screwdriver (by pushing to yourself the 

side edge of base cover) 

 
2) Open MicroSIM holder by moving down the top part and lifting up 
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3) Insert SIM card and close the holder. Close the front cover 
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4) Connect 3G antenna 
 

 
 

3.2. Quick startup guide 

 
1) Mounting the device on DIN rail 
2) Connect 24V power supply to the device (either through separate 24V crew terminals or 

through Passive 24V DC Power-Over-Ethernet) 
3) Connect Ethernet/LAN cable coming from the PC/switch 

 

 

3.3. Setting up 3G modem 

 
In System configuration go to Network  3G/PPP connection. 
Fill required fields depending on your 3G operator settings, apply settings. 
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3.4. Default login parameters 

 
Login name admin 

Password admin 

IP address 192.168.0.10 

Network mask 255.255.255.0 
 
The device can be accessed by opening web browser (Chrome, Firefox, Safari are supported) 
and entering IP of the device HTTP://IP  
 
Secure access to the device is available via HTTPS://IP:Port  
 
Supported web browsers: Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox (for OS Windows), Safari (for OS X) 
 

3.5. Factory default  

 
 
You can either reboot the device by pressing RESET button or reset the configuration to factory 
defaults: 
 

 Press and hold for <10 sec – reboot the device 

 Press and hold for >10 sec – reset networking with IP to factory default 

 Press and hold for >10 sec and again press and hold for >10 sec – full reset of 
configuration to factory defaults 

 
 

 
For more info please see here: http://openrb.com/discover-ip-of-logic-machine-or-streaming-
player/ 
 
 
 
 

3.6. IP settings 

 
In System configuration Network  Interfaces window click on the specific interface to 
change the IP settings. 

http://ip/
HTTPS://IP:Port
http://openrb.com/discover-ip-of-logic-machine-or-streaming-player/
http://openrb.com/discover-ip-of-logic-machine-or-streaming-player/
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 Protocol– specific protocol used for addressing 
o Static IP – static IP address. By default 192.168.0.10 
o DHCP – use DHCP protocol to get IP configuration.  

 Current IP– the IP address got from DHCP server. This field appears only if 
the IP address is given otherwise it’s hidden.    

 Network mask – network mask. By default 255.255.255.0 (/24) 
 Gateway IP – gateway IP address 
 DNS server – DNS server IP address 
 MTU– maximum transmission unit, the largest size of the packet which could be passed 

in the communication protocol. By default 1500 
 
 
 
When changes are done, the following icon appears in the top-right corner. This should be 
applied changes to take effect. 
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3.7. Discover LogicMachine IP address 

 
LM has built-in zeroconf utility by default, so using the following applications you can find out 
the IP: 

 Windows PC – ServiceBrowser 

 Linux PC – Avahi 

 Android – ZeroConf Browser 

 iOS – Discovery 
 
 
Windows PC 
 
Easiest way is by using the utility ServiceBrowser which can be downloaded here: 
http://marknelson.us/2011/10/25/dns-service-discovery-on-windows/ 

 
 

Linux PC 
The utility called Avahi, can be downloaded here: 
www.avahi.org 

http://marknelson.us/2011/10/25/dns-service-discovery-on-windows/
http://avahi.org/
http://www.avahi.org/
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Android 
The freely available app called ZeroConf Browser, can be downloaded in Play 
Store: 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.grokkt.android.bonjour&hl=en 

 

 

iOS/Mac OS 
The freely available app called Discovery, can be downloaded in App Store: 
https://itunes.apple.com/en/app/discovery-bonjour-
browser/id305441017?mt=8  
 
For iPad install the iPhone/iPod version of the utility. 
 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.grokkt.android.bonjour&hl=en
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.grokkt.android.bonjour&hl=en
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.grokkt.android.bonjour&hl=en
https://itunes.apple.com/en/app/discovery-bonjour-browser/id305441017?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/en/app/discovery-bonjour-browser/id305441017?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/en/app/discovery-bonjour-browser/id305441017?mt=8
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3.8. Firmware upgrade 

 
Note! Before each upgrade please backup your visualization, scripts and object in Logic 
Machine  Tools  Backup.  
 
Note! After each upgrade, we strongly recommend to clean your browser cache. 
 
 
Use web browser to perform upgrade of the software of Logic Machine. Firmwares are 
available in a form of images and could be downloaded from support page ofwww.openrb.com.  
 
Complete system upgrade can be done in System Configuration System Upgrade firmware 
 

 
 
 
LogicMachine visualization upgrade or patch installation can be done in Utilities tab and press 
on Install updates icon. After *.LMU file is chosen from the corresponding location press Save 
button. The device will be rebooted after 5 seconds and new firmware will be installed.  
 

http://www.openrb.com/
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3.9. LogicMachine for KNX/EIB network configuration management with 
ETS 

 
To use LogicMachine with KNXnet/IP functionality and program other KNX bus devices, the 
device should be added into ETS Connection Manager.  

 

 Go to Extras  OptionsCommunicationConfigure interfaces 
 
 

 Put some freely chosen Name for the connection 

 Chose Type = KNXnet/IP 
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 Press Rescan button and then choose from the drop down menu found 
LogicMachine  

 Press OK 

 Back in Options  Communication window select newly created interface as 
Communication Interface from the drop-down menu. 

 To test the communication with ETS, press Test button.  
 

 

 Make sure that bus status is Online – press  button in ETS. 
 

 

3.10. KNX and IP Router settings 

 

KNX specific configuration is located in System configuration  Network  KNX connection 

window. 
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General tab 
 

 Mode [ TP-UART / EIBnet IP Tunneling / EIBnet IP Tunneling(NAT mode) / EIBnet IP 
Routing] – KNX connection mode. LogicMachine5 has TPUART interface by default built-
in. Note! If there is no KNX TP connected to the device, it will automatically offer to 
switch to KNXnet/IP mode. 

 ACK all group telegrams – acknowledge receipt of telegram to all group communication 
 Parameter–KNX corresponding interface in OS of the system 
 KNX address – KNX physical address of the device 
 KNX IP features – Use this device with KNX IP features e.g. for KNXnet/IP network 

configuration 
 Multicast IP – multicast IP address 
 Multicast TTL – Time to live for multicast telegram in seconds 
 Maximum telegrams in queue – count of maximum telegrams in the queue 

 
 
 
IP > TP filter 
 
Filtering table for telegrams going from IP network to KNX TP1 is located in this submenu. 
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 Apply filter to tunneling – either to apply filter policy to telegrams in tunneling 
mode. If ETS is used it is recommended to turn this feature off. 

 SRC policy [No filter / Accept selected individual addresses / Drop selected individual 
addresses]– policy to apply to the list of source addresses 

 Ind. address list – list of individual addresses. One address/range per line. Use * (e.g. 
1.1.* ) to filter all addresses in the given line.  

 DST group policy[No filter / Accept selected group addresses / Drop selected group 
addresses]– policy to apply to the list of destination group addresses 

 Group address list – list of group addresses. One address/range per line. Use * (e.g. 
1/1/*) to filter all addresses in the given line.  
 
Note! KNX IP features should be on for filter to work. Filtering lists are updated at 
once, changing policies requires restart. 

 

Note that group address list can be filled automatically by checking necessary group 

addresses in LogicMachine  Objects list 
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TP > IP filter 

Filtering table for telegrams going from KNX TP1 to IP network is located in this submenu. 
 

 

 

 Apply filter to virtual objects – either to apply filter policy to objects added in 
Objects tab as virtual objects without attraction to bus 

 SRC policy [No filter / Accept selected individual addresses / Drop selected individual 
addresses]– policy to apply to the list of source individual addresses 

 Ind. address list – list of individual addresses. One address/range per line. Use * (e.g. 
1.1.* ) to filter all addresses in the given line.  
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 DST group policy [No filter / Accept selected group addresses / Drop selected group 
addresses]– policy to apply to the list of destination group addresses 

 Group address list – list of group addresses. One address/range per line. Use * (e.g. 
1/1/*) to filter all addresses in the given line.  
 
Note! KNX IP features should be on for filter to work. Filtering lists are updated at 
once, changing policies requires restart. 

 

3.11. Security notes for LogicMachine installation 

 

1. Do not connect LM to an external IP, use it with a local IP. In this case you will be able to 

control which ports/services can communicate with LM from outside through your router  

2. Always disable unnecessary services – FTP, Remote Diagnostics, Remote services, IP 

Features in System config  

3. Change all passwords. We created the annoying reminder on password change because of 

this, don’t push the OK button every time. Change all three passwords – FTP/APPs (System 

config -> Services -> FTP server), admin (System config -> System -> Admin access), remote 

services (System config -> Services -> Remote Services)  

4. Change the default KNX physical address in System config -> Network -> KNX connection  

5. Disable KNX/IP features (System config -> Network -> KNX connection) if: 

 You have finished programming your KNX devices from ETS and this is not 

needed anymore. This will protect from situation when somebody is in the 

same LAN and by using ETS it’s very easy to access KNX bus through LM 

 No IP filter tables are used 

6. If you are not sure of your ISP or there is public access, we recommend using HTTPS access 

to LM instead of HTTP – https://192.168.0.10 (you can block all ports except HTTPS 433 in this 

case on your router). Do not be afraid if you receive browser warning, because LM uses a self-

signed certificate (we cannot use normal certificates because it can only be assigned to a 

domain, not an IP address). If you are located in a local network and connecting to LM directly, 

you can stay on port 80/HTTP – in this way the communication will be slightly faster and there 

will be no browser warnings  

7. For external connection to LM we do not recommend using IP port forwarding because all 

the services and group addresses becomes available in an unsecured form. If you want to use 

port forwarding, do it only with secure port 443 (HTTPS). The best solution is to use our cloud 

service as described here: http://openrb.com/logicmachine-cloud-solution/ (you can control 

only selected group addresses remotely, data exchange between LM/cloud and cloud/client is 

done in secure encrypted way) 
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8. If FTP is used, use SSL/TLS . Also, change default FTP/APPs password in System config -> 

Services -> FTP server  

9. If communication between several LMs is required in one building: 

 By default KNXnet/IP communication is unsecure. If you have any doubts about security 

of your LAN, enable secure communication and specify encryption key in System config -

> Network -> KNX connection. All LMs must have the same key and system clocks must 

be synchronized. We recommend using a local NTP server for this 

 Enable TOS (type of service) if your router supports this. This way you can enable 

prioritization for KNX telegrams (7 – highest priority, 0 – lowest). It means other IP 

packets will have lower priority over KNX telegrams – KNX telegrams will be always 

delivered first and then all the rest  

10. There are cases when somebody tries to reprogramm KNX devices. We can supply KNX 

devices that blocks all peer-to-peer telegrams (which are used for device rogramming) while 

keeping group communication unchanged 

 

3.12. Quick guide - MOSAIC application for easy visualization 

 
Mosaic app is the fastest way to create a nice visualization for your installation.  
 
Getting started. 
 

1. Open the controller's web interface by typing it's IP address in your web browser.  
2. Click on Mosaic Editor Mode icon. You will see the constructor interface with clear 

template.  
3. Once you've entered the Editor Mode you are ready to construct a 

visualization. 
4. When you have made visualization, enter Client mode  

 
Client mode Home screen 
 
This is a first screen that you will see after opening Mosaic application. First page consists of 
Notification, Room and Control Type areas. You can browse the objects either by rooms or by 
functions.  
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For example, entering one of room, you see the following view 
 

 
 
There are also Control Type shortcuts on the left side by clicking on Settings button 

 
 
In Settings you can also change skin of the 
visualization  
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Advanced visualization with more widgets is planned to be available for fixed monthly 
developers fee.  

 
 
Building structure / Editor Mode  
 
On the bottom panel you can set up your building structure by adding new rooms onto it. This 
panel is also designed to navigation by rooms for end-users. Just click on Add new room, then 
type a title for it and press "enter". This will take you to the screen of the new room. Now you 
can start to fill it with widgets. If you want to rename or delete a room just right-click on it's 
title and select the option you want. 
 
 

 
 
Widgets 
 
To add new widget on the home or room screen just click to Add new widget at the top right 
corner to open the widgets panel. Once you opened the widget panel choose a widget you 
want to add and click on it - it will appear on the screen. A popup window with widget's 
properties opens automatically at the same moment. 
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Now you can set a title for this widget and link KNX objects to widget's controls. After you've 
set up a widget click on the "Add this widget" button. Well done, the widget on the screen. 
Right-click on it to see/edit it's properties or delete the widget. 
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Notifications 
 
There is a special Messages field in Client mode where you can send specific notifications or 
alerts. Use storage name mosaic-message to write notifications.  
 

 
 

  
 
Custom widgets 
 
Here you can download Mosaic custom widget creation manual: http://openrb.com/wp-
content/uploads/2016/11/Mosaic_widgets_eng.pdf  
 
Here you can download couple of custom widgets examples together with the instruction on 
how to install them: 
http://forum.logicmachine.net/showthread.php?tid=122&pid=2651#pid2651 
 
 

3.13. Quick guide - create visualization for iPad/PC 

 

You can download ready LM backup files here: 

http://forum.logicmachine.net/showthread.php?tid=196  

Import objects 
 

Fastest way is to import *.ESF file from ETS in Logic Machine Utilities  Import ESF file. 

http://openrb.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Mosaic_widgets_eng.pdf
http://openrb.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Mosaic_widgets_eng.pdf
http://forum.logicmachine.net/showthread.php?tid=122&pid=2651#pid2651
http://forum.logicmachine.net/showthread.php?tid=196
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Or connect LM to the bus and it will detect objects automatically (in yellow) in Objects tab once 

they are activated. Objects can be added manually as well. 

 
Prepare graphics 

Either in Adobe Illustrator or any ready images can be used. In this example we use 

professionally created designs in Illustrator in SVG form (so we can do scaling depending of the 

screen size and not losing the quality) 
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a) basic background which can be changed by necessity 

 
b) foreground which will stay unchanged 
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Add both files in Logic Machine  Vis. Graphics  Images/Backgrounds 
 
 

 
 
 
Prepare set of icons (preferably in SVG form) and add them in Logic Machine  Vis. Graphics  
Icons. Or you can use icons predefined in LogicMachine by default. 
 

 
 

Create “floor” structure and add objects to the map 
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In Logic Machine Vis.structure menu the structure of the visualization is defined and 

visualization backgrounds are uploaded. Use icon to add floor.  

 

In this example we will create a new floor named “1_page_H” and “Bathroom_H”. First Floor 

will be a dashboard with link to other rooms and functions. Choose screen resolution for which 

you are creating this visualization, choose first and second background images from the ones 

added before. 
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Add objects to newly created visualization map 
 

After the building and floor structure is defined, it is visualized in Visualization tab. Controlled 

and monitored objects can be added and managed in this section. Both side bars can be 

minimized by pressing on left/right arrow icon making the map more visible especially on small 

displays. 
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Objects can be added to the map by clicking on Unlock current floor plan for editing button. In 

this example we are creating first page of visualization which will link to other Floors with 

specific object control. Add link by clicking on Link tab, choosing specific icon, scale it and place 

in desired location.  

This example’s secondary background already contains icons on it, so what is needed, is to add 

transparent image in Vis.graphics and add this image on top of every icon. 

 

 

When all links are defined, press Save and reload floor plan button.  

In same way fill the Bedroom plan with object parameters in Object tab. 
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Launching visualization on touch device (iPad in this case) 
 

 Make sure your iPad is connected wirelessly to the Logic Machine 

 In the browser enter Logic Machine’s IP (default 192.168.0.10).  

 Click on the User mode visualization 

 Save the application as permanent/shortcut in your iPad 

 

Touch visualization is also automatically created with list of Floor objects. 
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4. Graphical User Interface Login 
 

KNX/EIB LogicMachine has IP address 192.168.0.10 set by default to LAN interface. Use this 

address as www address in the browser's address field.  

Note! Make sure that the PC connecting to the LogicMachine has IP set from the same subnet. 

After successful login a default page appears. 

 

 

 

 Logic Machine – visualization creator, scripts, object relations, alerts, KNX objects and 
KNX objects, designing building view and visualization maps 

 
 System config – IP and KNX specific configuration  

 
 Visualization –  defined visualization maps with objects 

 
 Touch – Visualization system for iPhone/iPod/iPad/Android touch screen devices 

 
 Schedulers – User defined schedulers 

 
 Trend logs – Trends for data logs 

 
 Mosaic app – Mosaic easy visualization creation and presentation apps 
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First screen of the interface is a constructor of applications – you can change applications which 
you see on specific device, change background color, install or remove apps, sort order etc. 
Note that the mentioned settings are individual for each device you are connecting from. 
 

4.1. Customize background / Language 

 

By clicking on Customize icon , you access the window where you can choose background 
image of your first screen for this particular device 

 
 
You can choose the interface language by clicking on Language drop-down menu. 
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After you choose the style, the interface is automatically set to chosen background 
 

 
 
 

4.2. Find applications 

 

By clicking on the zoom icon  on the left top corner, you can quickly find applications 
containing search phrase. 
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4.3. Unlock the screen for sorting order and hiding apps 

 
Sorting the order of applications is available when the screen is unlocked. Press Unlock icon for 

this purpose  

 

If you press Visibility icon  you will be able to hide/unhide apps from main screen. This 
setting can be disabled by admin. 

For example if you disable specific apps and finish sorting, click Lock icon  to see the new 
screen. 
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4.4. Admin mode: adding/removing/administering apps  

Enter admin mode by clicking on Admin icon and entering the password. 
 

Password 

admin 

 

 
 
Change admin password 
 

Once in admin mode, click on Settings icon  and press Change admin password button. 
 
Another setting here is Allow users to show/hide apps which will enable/disable the possibility 
to show or hide apps for end-users as shown in 4.3.  
 
 
Change default page view for users 
 
While in admin mode, do the necessary page adjustments – you can change background 

texture, hide/unhide/sort apps by using same icons as in user mode (see 4.3)     

Once all necessary changes are done, click on Save icon  to save the default page. 
 
 
Add / remove apps 
 

Click on plus icon  to enter the administration window of apps. If you see the following 
window, make sure you have set correct IP/gateway/DNS settings for your LogicMachine 
(System config  Network Interfaces) 
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On the default App management page you see available applications.  
 
 

 
 
 

You can add the App to your first screen by clicking on Install button  and approve the 
choice 
 

 
 
The installed Apps will appear then in Installed section where you can uninstall them by 
necessity.  
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You can install the app also from the file, by clicking on Install from file entry 
 

 
 

To update app click on respective Update icon  or from main administration screen – on the 
following icon: 
 

 
 
 
 

By pressing on this icon  you will be redirected to initial front page. 
 
 
Exit admin mode 
 

Click  icon to exit admin mode.  
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5. Application development 
 
 
Available libraries/frameworks 

• jQuery v2 (http://jquery.com/) 

• Bootstrap v3 (http://getbootstrap.com) 

• Font Awesome v4 (http://fontawesome.io) 

Bootstrap comes without Glyphicons, use Font Awesome instead. 

 

Base directory structure 

 

• /data –  apps and widgets are stored here, accessible at http://IP/apps/data/ 

• /libs – Lua library storage, loaded via require('custom.lib') where lib is library name. 

• /user – allows storing user files and LP scripts, accessible at http://IP/user/ 

 

App / Widget structure 

 

Application name (ID) must be unique and can only contain alphanumeric characters, hyphens 

and underscores. Maximum name length is 64 characters. 

 

Directory structure 

 

• index.lp or index.html – required for apps, unless url is specified, clicking app icon will 

open app directory in the same window. Applications must provide a Back button so 

user can return to starting page 

• icon.svg or icon.png – required for apps, contains application icon, SVG is 

recommended 

• widget.lp or widget.js – required for widgets, can contain JavaScript + Lua code or 

pure JavaScript source which displays widget contents 

• title – optional for apps, text file with title that is shown beneath the icon 

• url – optional for apps, text file with URL that should be open when icon is clicked 

• style.css – optional for widget, contains custom CSS stylesheet for given widget 

• config.lp or config.html  – optional configuration file, see description below 

 

In widget mode icon element ID is the same as widget name, all other HTML element IDs must 

be prefixed with unique application name to minimize collisions between different applications. 

The same rule applies to CSS selectors. 

 

Default widget size is 100×100px. Width/height can be increased by calling setWidgetSize(cols, 

http://jquery.com/
http://getbootstrap.com/
http://fontawesome.io/
http://ip/apps/data/
http://ip/user/
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rows) on widget element.  Width formula: cols * 110 – 10, height formula: rows * 110 – 10 

 

Example 

 

Clock widget which takes double width/height and places SVG image which fills all available 

space inside of widget container: 

(function() { 
  // get widget element and set double width/height 
  var el = $('#clock').setWidgetSize(2, 2); 
  $('<object type="image/svg+xml"></object>') // object allows SVG+JavaScript 
    .css('width', '100%') // full width 
    .css('height', '100%') // full height 
    .attr('data', '/apps/data/clock/clock.svg') // SVG image source 
    .appendTo(el); // add to container 
})(); 
 
 

Configuration 
 

• Application directory must contain either config.lp or config.html file 

• This file must contain form element, id must be set in myapp-config format, where 

myapp is unique application name 

• Data exchange is done via events triggered on form element: 

◦ config-load – (to app) provides an object with all configuration key/value pairs 

◦ config-check – (to app) triggered when Save button is clicked, app configuration 

must either show an error message if configuration is invalid or trigger config-save 

◦ config-save – (from app) saves configuration on server side and closed modal 

window, application must pass configuration parameters as an object 

• Configuration can be accessed from Lua using these functions: 

◦ config.get(app, key, default) – returns single value for given application name, 

default value or nil if key is not found 

◦ config.getall(app) – return table with all configuration values for given application 

name or nil if configuration is empty 

◦ config.set(app, key, value) – adds a new key/value pair or overwrites an existing one 

◦ config.setall(app, cfg) – overwrites existing config with given cfg table with 

keys/values 

◦ config.delete(app, key) – deletes existing key/value pair 

• Unpublished apps that have configuration file present will appear under Dev apps in 

admin page 
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Example (config.html) 

 

Create a simple for element with single numeric input which accepts values in 0..100 range 

 

<form id="myapp-config"> 
  <div class="form-group"> 
    <label for="myapp-input">Numberic input</label> 
    <input type="number" name="input" id="myapp-input" class="form-control" min="0" 
max="100"> 
  </div> 
</form> 
 
<script> 
(function() { 
  var el = $('#myapp-config') // form element 
    , input = $('#myapp-input'); // input element 
 
  // set element values when config is loaded 
  el.on('config-load', function(event, data) { 
    $.each(data, function(key, value) { 
      $('#myapp-' + key).val(value); 
    }); 
  }); 
 
  // runs when Save button is clicked 
  el.on('config-check', function() { 
    var val = parseInt(input.val(), 10) // input value 
      , min = parseInt(input.attr('min'), 10) // minimum value 
      , max = parseInt(input.attr('max'), 10); // maximum value 
 
    // invalid value 
    if (isNaN(val) || val < min || max < val) { 
      alert('Please enter a value between ' + min + ' and ' + max); 
    } 
    // all good, save configuration 
    else { 
      el.triggerHandler('config-save', { input: val }); 
    } 
  }); 
})(); 
</script> 
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localStorage wrapper functions 

 

localStorage allows saving client-side configuration. Several functions are provided to safely execute 

localStorage functions, as they might fail is some cases like private mode on iOS. It also allows storing 

any values that can be serialized using JSON.stringify. 

 

• storeSet(key, value) – sets key/value pair 

• storeGet(key) –  retrieves key value, returns null when key is not found 

• storeRemove(key) – removes key from storage 

 

Storage keys must be prefixed with unique application name to minimize collisions between different 

applications 

 

Examples 

 

Get currently selected theme (light/dark) 

 

var theme = storeGet('theme') || 'light'; 

 

Store JavaScript objects 

 

var user = { name: 'John', surname: 'Doe', age: 42 }; 
storeSet('myapp_user', user); 
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Translation 

 

• $.i18n.lang – current language or undefined if default language is used 

• $.i18n.add(ns, dictionary) – adds translations to current dictionary, ns must be a unique 

application name 

• $.i18n.translate(key, default, vars) or $.tr(key, default, vars) – translates a given key or 

uses default value if translation is not found for current language. Additional vars object 

can be passed to replace variables inside of translation text 

 

Example 1 

// register translation for application “myapp” 
$.i18n.add('myapp', { 
  // translation for mylang 
  mylang: { 
    hello: 'Hello %{username}, current temperature is %{temperature}', 
    goodbye: 'Goodbye %{username}' 
  } 
}); 
 
var text = $.tr('myapp.hello', 'No translation', { username: 'John', temperature: 21 }); 
 
// alerts “Hello John, current temperature is 21” if current language is “mylang” 
// otherwise alerts “No translation” 
alert(text); 

 
 

Example 2 

You can apply translation to jQuery selectors by using tr function: all HTML elements that have 

tr class and data-tr-key attribute will have contents replaced with translated version 

 

HTML: 

 

<div id="myapp-container"> 
  <span class="tr" data-tr-key="myapp.hello">Hello!</span> 
</div> 

 

JavaScript: 

 

// register french translation 
$.i18n.add('myapp', { 
  fr: { 
    hello: 'Bonjour!' 
  } 
}); 
 
// apply translation to all elements inside of myapp-container 
$('#myapp-container').tr(); 
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LP scripts 

 

Allows mixing HTML and Lua inside a single file, Lua chunks must be enclosed in <?  ?> tags, 

closing tag at the end of the document is not required. 

 

Example 

Print current date 

 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body>Current date is <? write(os.date()) ?></body> 

</html> 

 

Available functions: 

 

• header(hdr) –  adds a custom header to the output 

• getvar(name) – returns named GET/POST variable or nil when variable is not set 

• getvars() - returns all GET/POST variables as Lua table 

• getcookie(name) – returns named cookie contents or nil when cookie is not set 

• print(...) – outputs any number of variables, ending output with CRLF 

• write(...) – similar to print but does not output CRLF at the end 

• escape(val) – escape single/double quotes, less than/greater than characters to HTML 

entities 

 

Library package is loaded via require('apps') and provides access to these functions: 

• all built-in LM functions: alert, log, grp, storage etc 

• config library 

• vprint(...) and vprinthex(...) functions to view variable contents in human-readable form 

• json library 

 

Example 

 

Output multiplication table. Size can be a GET/POST variable in 1..20 range (defaults to 10). 

<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<body> 
<? 
size = getvar('size') -- GET/POST variable 
size = tonumber(size) or 0 -- convert to number 
if size < 1 or 20 < size then 
  size = 10 -- set to default value if empty or invalid 
end 
?> 
<table border="1" cellpadding="3"> 
<? for i = 1, size do ?> 
  <tr> 
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    <? for j = 1, size do ?> 
      <td><? write(i * j) ?></td> 
    <? end ?> 
  </tr> 
<? end ?> 
</table> 
</body> 
</html> 
 

 

Full Lua function reference manual is available at: 
http://openrb.com/docs/lua.htm 

 

Object functions 

Most functions use alias parameter — either object group address or object name. (e.g. '1/1/1' 

or 'My object') 

Finding single/multiple objects 

 

grp.find(alias) 

Returns single object for given alias. Object value will be decoded if data type is set. 

Returns nil when object cannot be found, otherwise it returns table with the following 

items: 

• address — object group address 

• updatetime — latest update time in UNIX timestamp format. Use os.date() to 

convert to readable date formats 

• name — unique object name 

• datatype — object data type 

• decoded — set to true when decoded value is available 

• value — decoded object value 

grp.tag(tags [, mode]) 

Returns a table containing objects with given tag. Tags parameter can be either table or 

a string. Mode parameter can be either 'or' (default — returns objects that have any of 

given tags) or 'and' (return objects that have all of given tags). You can use object 

functions on the returned table. 

grp.dpt(dpt, [strict]) 

Find all objects with matching data type. Dpt can be either a string (“bool”, “scale”, 

“uint32” etc) or a field from dt table (dt.bool, dt.scale, dt.uint32). For example, if dpt is 

set to dt.uint8, in normal mode all sub-datatypes like dt.scale and dt.angle will be 

http://openrb.com/docs/lua.htm
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included. If exact data type match is required, set strict to true. 

grp.all() 

Returns a table with all known objects. 

Helpers 

grp.alias(alias) 

Converts group address to object name or name to address. Returns nil when object 

cannot be found. 

grp.getvalue(alias) 

Returns value for given alias or nil when object cannot be found. 

Bus requests 

grp.write(alias, value [, datatype]) 

Sends group write request to given alias. Data type is taken from the database if not 

specified as third parameter. Returns boolean as the result. 

grp.response(alias, value [, datatype]) 

Similar to grp.write. Sends group response request to given alias. 

grp.read(alias) 

Sends group read request to given alias. Note: this function returns immediately and 

cannot be used to return the result of read request. Use event-based script instead. 

grp.update (alias, value [, datatype]) 

Similar to grp.write, but does not send new value to the bus. Useful for objects that are 

used only in visualization. 

Tag manipulation 

grp.gettags(alias) 

Returns a table with all tags that are set for given alias. 

grp.addtags(alias, tags) 

Adds single or multiple tags to given alias. Tags parameter can be either a string (single 

tags) or Lua table consisting of strings (multiple tags). 

grp.removetags(alias, tags) 

Removes single or multiple tags from given alias. Tags parameter can be either a string 

(single tags) or Lua table consisting of strings (multiple tags). 

grp.removealltags(alias) 
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Removes all tags for given alias. 

grp.settags(alias, tags) 

Overwrites all tags for given alias. Tags parameter can be either a string (single tags) or 

Lua table consisting of strings (multiple tags) 

Object creation and modification 

grp.setcomment(alias, comment) 

Sets comment field for given alias 

grp.create(config) 

Creates a new or overwrites an existing object based on provided config, which must be 

a Lua table. Returns object ID on success, nil plus error message otherwise. 

Config fields: 

• datatype – required, object data type. Can be either a string (“bool”, “scale”, 

“uint32” etc) or a field from dt table (dt.bool, dt.scale, dt.uint32) 

• name – optional, unique object name. If an object with the same name already 

exists, numeric prefix will be added 

• comment – optional, object comment (string) 

• units – optional, object units/suffix (string) 

• address – optional, object group address (string). If not set the first free address 

from configured range will be used 

• tags – optional, object tags, can be either a string (single tags) or Lua table 

consisting of strings (multiple tags) 

If an object with the same group address already exists, only units, datatype and 

comment fields will be changed. All other properties will be kept unchanged. 

Examples 

Create new object with known address 

address = grp.create({ 
  datatype = dt.float16, 
  address = '1/1/1', 
  name = 'My first object', 
  comment = 'This is my new object', 
  units = 'W', 
  tags = { 'My tag A', 'My tag B' }, 
}) 

 
 

Create new object with automatic address assignment 
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address = grp.create({ 
  datatype = dt.bool, 
  name = 'My second object', 
}) 
 
 

 

Database functions 
 
SQLite v3 is used as the database engine. 

Note: Database tables must be prefixed with unique application name to minimize collisions 

between different applications. 

 

Core functions 

• db:execute(query) – executes given query, return value can be either a database cursor 

or query result 

• db:escape(value) – escapes given string value so it can be safely used in a query 

• db:query(query, …) – executes given query, question marks in the query are replaced by 

additional parameters (see examples below) 

 

INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE helpers 

Note: Lua tables passed as values and where parameters must not have fields that are not 

present in given database table. Otherwise query will fail 

• db:insert(tablename, values) – performs INSERT query based on given values 

• db:update(tablename, values, where) – performs UPDATE query based on given values 

and where parameters 

• db:delete(tablename, where) – performs DELETE query based on where parameter 

SELECT helpers 

Note: parameters must be passed in the same way as for db:query() function 

• db:getone(query, …) – returns first field value from the first matching row from given 

query 

• db:getrow(query, …) – returns first matching row from given query 

• db:getlist(query, …) – returns complete query result as Lua table, where each table item 

is first field from each row 

• db:getall(query, …) – returns complete query result as Lua table, where each table item 

is Lua table with field→value mapping 
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Examples 

-- Query parameter replacement 

db:query('UPDATE table SET field=? WHERE id=?', 'test', 42) 

-- Same as INSERT INTO table (id, value) VALUES (42, 'test') 

db:insert('table', { 

  id = 42, 

  value = 'test', 

}) 

-- Same as UPDATE table SET value='test' WHERE id=42 

db:update('table', { value = 'test' }, { id = 42 }) 

-- Same as DELETE FROM table WHERE id=42 

db:delete('table', { id = 42 }) 
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6. LogicMachine configuration 
 

Login  Password 

admin admin 

 
This is a home directory for LogicMachine configuration management. The main menu consists 
of the following menus: 

 
 

 Reactor – LM Reactor specific IO settings 

 Scripting – scripting repository management 

 Objects– KNX bus object management 

 Object logs– KNX bus object historical logs 

 Schedulers– administrator interface for user mode schedulers 

 Trend logs – administrator interface for trend logs 

 Scenes – scene visual editor 

 Vis.structure – visualization structure definition 

 Visualization– Visualization creation, control and monitoring 

 Vis.graphics– icon, background, font management  

 Utilities – utilities including import from ETS, reset object DB, backup, update system 
installation 

 User access – user access level definition 

 BACnet – BACnet client with scanner 

 Power meter – voltage, current, power value mapping to KNX objects 

 DALI – DALI master (over RS485 gateway) 

 Modbus – Modbus mapper 

 BLE – Bluetooth device mapping (over USB gateway) 

 Alerts – alert messages defined with alert function 

 Logs – log messages defined with log function 

 Error log – error messages in KNX bus 

 Help – documentation for scripting syntaxes  
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6.1. Reactor 

 
Reactor IO configuration and mapping to KNX is done under Reactor tab. No additional 
software is needed to configure KNX mapping of IO ports.  
 

 
 

6.1.1. Universal input/output 

 

You can set up Universal I/O port as binary output, voltage input, binary ON/OFF input, binary 
SHORT/LONG input, Step dimmer 1 byte, Relative dimmer 4 bit, Pulse meter and Frequency 
meter.  
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6.1.2. Output: Binary 

 
 
 

 
 Name – name of the port 

 Link to object – group address to link the object with. By pressing the  button, 
the field will be automatically filled with the next free group address. You can 
add up to 6 objects to one output. 

 Status object – status object group address.  
 Lock object – lock object group address 
 Write to bus – defines either to write or not to bus on value change 
 Mode – port operating mode  
 Invert output – defines either to invert the output value 
 On delay (seconds) – delay in seconds when getting in On state 
 Off delay (seconds) – delay in seconds when getting in Off state 
 Comments – comment of the object 
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6.1.3. Input: Voltage 

 

 
 

 Name – name of the port 

 Link to object – group address to link the object with. By pressing the  button, the 
field will be automatically filled with the next free group address 

 Lock object – lock object group address 
 Write to bus – defines either to write or not to bus on value change 
 Mode – port operating mode 
 Send delta – send the data upon specific delta value has changed 
 Send timer (seconds) – time interval to send the reading 
 Value compensation – compensation of the value 
 Base value (at 0V) – value at 0V 
 Multiplier – multiplier for the received value 
 Comments – comment of the object 
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6.1.4. Input: Binary: On/Off 

 

 

 Name – name of the port 

 Link to object – group address to link the object with. By pressing the  button, the 
field will be automatically filled with the next free group address. 

 Lock object – lock object group address 
 Write to bus – defines either to write or not to bus on value change 
 Mode – port operating mode 
 On press (rising edge)[Send 0; Send 1; Toggle] – action on rising edge 
 On release (falling edge) [Send 0; Send 1; Toggle] – action on falling edge 
 Midpoint voltage – voltage midpoint to determine the On/Off state 
 Input hysteresis (V) – If binary input is OFF, it will change to ON when voltage level is 

above MIDPOINT + HYSTERESIS. If binary input is ON, it will change to OFF when voltage 
level is below MIDPOINT – HYSTERESIS 

 Comments – comment of the object 
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6.1.5. Input: Binary: Short/Long 

 

 

 
 Name – name of the port 
 Short press object – group address to link the object with on short press. By pressing the 

 button, the field will be automatically filled with the next free group address. 

 Long press object – group address to link the object with on long press. By pressing the  
button, the field will be automatically filled with the next free group address. 

 Lock object – lock object group address 
 Write to bus – defines either to write or not to bus on value change 
 Mode – port operating mode  
 Short press [Send 0; Send 1; Toggle] – action on short press 
 Long press (1 second) [Send 0; Send 1; Toggle] – action on long press 
 Midpoint voltage – voltage midpoint to determine the On/Off state 
 Input hysteresis (V) – If binary input is OFF, it will change to ON when voltage level is 

above MIDPOINT + HYSTERESIS. If binary input is ON, it will change to OFF when voltage 
level is below MIDPOINT – HYSTERESIS 

 Comments – comment of the object 
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6.1.6. Input: Step dimmer (1 byte) 

 

 
 

 

 Name – name of the port 

 Link to object – group address to link the object with. By pressing the  button, the 
field will be automatically filled with the next free group address. 

 Lock object – lock object group address 
 Write to bus – defines either to write or not to bus on value change 
 Mode – port operating mode  
 Dimmer step (% )– value on which the brightness value will change by one step 
 On preset (%) – brightness preset when getting in On state 
 Midpoint voltage – voltage midpoint to determine the On/Off state 
 Input hysteresis (V) – If binary input is OFF, it will change to ON when voltage level is 

above MIDPOINT + HYSTERESIS. If binary input is ON, it will change to OFF when 
voltage level is below MIDPOINT – HYSTERESIS 

 Comments – comment of the object 
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6.1.7. Input: Relative dimmer (4 bit) 

 

 

 
 

 

 Name – name of the port 
 Short press object – group address to link the object with on short press. By pressing 

the   button, the field will be automatically filled with the next free group address. 
 Long press object – group address to link the object with on long press. By pressing 

the   button, the field will be automatically filled with the next free group address. 
 Lock object – lock object group address 
 Write to bus – defines either to write or not to bus on value change 

 Mode – port operating mode 

 Midpoint voltage – voltage midpoint to determine the On/Off state 
 Input hysteresis (V) – If binary input is OFF, it will change to ON when voltage level is 

above MIDPOINT + HYSTERESIS. If binary input is ON, it will change to OFF when 
voltage level is below MIDPOINT – HYSTERESIS 

 Comments – comment of the object 
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6.1.8. Input: Pulse meter 

 

 
 

 Name – name of the port 

 Link to object – group address to link the object with. By pressing the  button, the 
field will be automatically filled with the next free group address. 

 Lock object – lock object group address 
 Write to bus – defines either to write or not to bus on value change 
 Mode – port operating mode 
 One pulse weight – multiplier of the received value 
 Send delta – send the data upon specific delta value has changed 
 Midpoint voltage – voltage midpoint 
 Input hysteresis (V) – If binary input is OFF, it will change to ON when voltage level is 

above MIDPOINT + HYSTERESIS. If binary input is ON, it will change to OFF when 
voltage level is below MIDPOINT – HYSTERESIS 

 Comments – comment of the object 
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6.1.9. Input: Frequency 

 

 

 
 

 

 Name – name of the port 

 Link to object – group address to link the object with. By pressing the  button, the 
field will be automatically filled with the next free group address. 

 Lock object – lock object group address 
 Write to bus – defines either to write or not to bus on value change 
 Mode – port operating mode 
 Multiplier – multiplier for the received value 
 Send delta – send the data upon specific delta value has changed 
 Midpoint voltage – voltage midpoint 
 Input hysteresis (V) – If binary input is OFF, it will change to ON when voltage level is 

above MIDPOINT + HYSTERESIS. If binary input is ON, it will change to OFF when 
voltage level is below MIDPOINT – HYSTERESIS 

 Comments – comment of the object 
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6.1.10. Voltage input 

 

 

 
 

 

 Name – name of the port 

 Link to object – group address to link the object with. By pressing the  button, the 
field will be automatically filled with the next free group address 

 Lock object – lock object group address 
 Write to bus – defines either to write or not to bus on value change 
 Send delta – send the data upon specific delta value has changed 
 Send timer (seconds) – time interval to send the reading 
 Value compensation – compensation of the value 
 Base value (at 0V) – value at 0V 
 Multiplier – multiplier for the received value 

 Comments – comment of the object  
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6.1.11. Current clamp input 

 

 
 

 

 Name – name of the port 

 Link to object – group address to link the object with. By pressing the  button, the 
field will be automatically filled with the next free group address. You can add up to 6 
group addresses to one output. 

 Status object – status object group address.  
 Lock object – lock object group address 
 Write to bus – defines either to write or not to bus on value change 
 Send delta – send the data upon specific delta value has changed 
 Send timer (seconds) – time interval to send the reading 
 Value compensation – compensation of the value 
 Base value (at 0V) – value at 0V 
 Multiplier – multiplier for the received value 

 Comments – comment of the object 
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6.2. Scripting 

 
Scripting menu allows adding and managing various scripts, depending on the type of the 
script. There are two ways to program logics – FB (functional blocks) and via Lua programming 
language. Most of the Lua language aspects are covered in the first edition of "Programming in 
Lua" which is freely available at http://lua.org/pil/ 
 
Note! Here is available LUA Reference Manual for LogicMachine: 
http://openrb.com/docs/lua.htm  
 
 
 
There are six main types of scripts: 

Event-based – scripts that are executed when a group event occurs on the bus. Usually used when nearly 

real-time response is required. 

Resident– scripts that use polling to check for object state changes. Usually used for heating and ventilation 

when data is gathered from more than one group address. 

Scheduled– scripts that run at the required time and day. Can be used for various security systems and 

presence simulations. 

User libraries – user defined scripts to call from other scripts 

Common functions – common functions to call from other scripts 

Start-up (init) script – initialization script that is run upon system starting. 

  

http://lua.org/pil/
http://openrb.com/docs/lua.htm
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6.2.1. Functional Blocks (FB) app 

 
FB (Function blocks) editor allow easy, PLC like approach to programming based on IEC 
61499(event execution) and on IEC61131(cyclic execution) standard.  FB editor allows of mixing 
both standards on single diagram.  

 

 
Menu 

 
 Diagrams – All logic diagrams are created here. Name of diagram must be unique  
 Event Elements – elements used to trigger event type logic 
 Elements – Ale normal elements which are equal to function properties 
 All functions -  Contains build in functions (green) and user defined function (purple)  
 Search box- will find function block containing typed letter 
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FB editor basic controls 
 

 

 
 Undo – undo last change 
 Redo – redo last change 
 Clear and New – delete all function blocks in diagram 
 Print – print current diagram 
 Zoom in – enlarge view 
 Zoom out – reduce view 
 Live monitoring – live monitoring of values changes by sending values from block to 

contained group objects which will trigger block functions on outputs. 
 Save as file – save current diagram as a file 
 Load from file – reload diagram from file  
 Preview code – preview of LUA code 
 Show and generate – show and generate LUA code 

 
 

Adding a new diagram 
 

New diagram can be added by clicking + Add new in diagram tab. Diagram can be renamed by 
double click on diagram name. Name of each Diagram must be unique. Diagram can be deleted 
by clicking on x on beside diagram name. 
All unsaved changes will be lost when creating new diagram 
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Adding new function block to the diagram 
 

Left click on selected function block to be added to the working space. When added, element 
need to be assigned /set. Clicking on element will open Properties dialog window on the right 
side.  
 
Sample: Description of Address Function block changed from “Address” to selected object 
“0/1/0”. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Function properties 
 
Each function block has set of properties which are defined by 
function block definition. 
 
Objects connected to the function block must be created first. 
 
Event – object triggered by event / timer 
Input: 

 Show – Show / hide input value/connection point in 
function block. Must be selected for event elements.  

 Object – selecting object / value / storage / string. 
Variable depend of definition.  

 Select object – select concerned object 
 
Output: 

 Show – Show / hide output value / connection point in 
function block 

 Write to bus – value will be written to bus when 
checked 

 Select output – selecting output  
 Min delta – minimal difference in value change 
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Add timer function block 
 
Timer block represent old IEC61131(cyclic execution) standard.  

 Select required block and set event to TIMER  
 Set block properties as required and press apply.  

 

 Select Timer from Event Elements and link output to timer input of your block 
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 Set timer properties to requires cycle frequency and press Show and generate. Logic 
will run every X seconds set in timer properties. In this example every 10 seconds. 

 If no error generated script will be shown. Errors are highlighted with red mark around 
the block. 

 

 Logic can be tested under live monitoring.   
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Add event function block 
 
 

Event block represent new IEC61499 standard.  
 

 Select required block and set event to EVENT 

 Event block must use Event element to trigger at last one of the inputs. Select show for 
each input which should trigger the logic when its value will change. 

 

 Do not select object from function properties if it must be used as triggerable event.  If 
object will be selected from Function Properties, it will act as simple static parameter. 
 

 

 Set rest of parameter of the Function Properties and press Apply. Block will change its 
appearance and will show exposed inputs. 
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 Select Address from Event Elements and select its object. Elements can be duplicated 
for quicker multiplication 

 

 
 Link Address to desired input. Orange lines represent event signals 

 
 Press show and generate to save and generate the logic. Created script will be 

displayed.  Generated script will be triggered by TAG which was automatically added to 
all Event elements.   
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Linking blocks together 
 

There are 2 ways of linking blocks together: 

 Via storage 

 Via event object 
 

To link two blocks via storage, add a block and leave output without object and select Show, 
Press Apply to save changes. 
 

Add second block and leave one of the inputs without object and select Show. Finish 
configuration of block and press Apply.  
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Link output with input. 

 

 

Grey link is automatically generated storage. As this link is grey it will not trigger the second 
block. 
 
To link two blocks with event object fallow the same actions only select object on output of the 
block and change the second block to run as Event. 
 

 

 

Link output with input and popup question will appear 
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Select yes and both block will be linked via orange line.  Telegram received on the output object 
will trigger logic in second block. 

 

Creation of custom blocks 
 

 Description 
 

In the same way as puzzle programming FB editor will use user libraries  to import new logic 
blocks. Each user library will be visible as separate category. Each input and output must be 
defined. There are several options which can be used. 
 

Example of one function 
 

--- [Function] fb_editor_OR  --function name 
--- OR     -- function display name 
--- [Comment] – below this line comment can be added 
--- This module enables OR linking of 8 inputs. 
--- If value != 0 (not equal to zero) is active on at least one of the inputs, result is 1. 
--- [Input]   - below all inputs are listed with its types 
--- Input 1 [object, storage]  
--- Input 2 [storage] 
--- Input 3 [object:find] 
--- Input 4 [tag, storage, value] 
--- Input 5 [tag:find] 
--- Input 6 [value:sdDKRhgskadjhg|12|true|dkDsghdskjgh|djkghsdkgh] 
--- Input 7 [object] 
--- Input 8 [object] 
--- [Output]    - below this line all outputs are define 
--- out - Output [object, storage]  
--- out_not - Output Not [storage]  
--Function is defined here 
function fb_editor_OR(input1, input2, input3, input4, input5, input6, input7, input8) 
  local result = false 
  local inputs = { input1, input2, input3, input4, input5, input6, input7, input8 } 
  for i, input in ipairs(inputs) do 
    if input then 
      result = true 
      break 
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    end 
  end 
  return result, not result 
end 

 
Input definition 
 

- Input1 [object] -  Input 1 =  grp.getvalue('object') 
- Input2 [storage] – Input2 = storage.get('storage') 
- Input3 [object:find] – Input3 = grp.find('object') 
- Input4 [tag] – Input4 = tag 
- Input5 [tag:find] -  Input5 = grp.tag('tag') 
- Input6 [value] – Input6 = value 
- Input7 [value:atext|12|true|false] – Input7 is a value which can onlu be selected from 
(atext|12|true|false 
 

Output definition 
 

out – Output [object] -  grp.write('object', out) 
out_not – Output Not[storage] -- storage.set('storage', out_not) 

If result is = null then nothing is send on the output.   
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6.2.2. Adding a new script in Scripting tab 

 
Click on Add new script button on the bottom part of the Event-based, Resident or Scheduled 
submenus 
 
 

 
 
The following fields should be filled when adding a new script: 
 

Event-based 
 

 
 

 Script name – the name of the script 
 Group address / Tag – specific group address or tag name on which the script will be 

triggered 
 Active– specifies whether the script is active (green circle) or disabled (red circle) 
 Execute on group read– specifies whether the script is executed on KNX group read 

telegram 
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 Category – a new or existing name of the category the script will be included. This 
will not affect on script action, helps only by grouping the scripts and watching by 
categories in  script listings page 

 Description– description of the script 
 

 
Resident 

 

 
 

 Script name – the name of the script 
 Sleep interval (seconds) – interval after which the script will be executed.  
 Active– specifies whether the script is active (green circle) or disabled (red circle) 
 Category – a new or existing name of the category the script will be included. This will 

not affect on script action, helps only by grouping the scripts and watching by categories 
in  script listings page 

 Description– description of the script 
 
Scheduled 
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 Script name – the name of the script 
 Minute – Minute 
 Hour – Hour 
 Day of the month – Day of the month 
 Month of the year – Month of the year 
 Day of the week – Day of the week 
 Active– specifies whether the script is active (green circle) or disabled (red circle) 
 Category – a new or existing name of the category the script will be included. This 

will not affect on script action, helps only by grouping the scripts and watching by 
categories in  script listings page 

 Description– description of the script 
 

List of scripts 

 
 
There are five actions you can do with each of the script: 
 

Duplicate – Duplicate the script with its source code 
Editor – Enter scripting editor to write specific code for the particular program. It can be 
source code editor or block programming 
Active – Make script active (green) or deactivate it (red) 
Delete – Delete the script. When pressing this icon the confirmation is asked to accept 
the delete.  
 

 

6.2.3. Event-based scripting 

Event-based scripting can be used to implement custom logic for group address or tag events. 
User-defined function is executed when a "group write" or “group read” (if checked while 
adding the script) event occurs for given group address. Event information is stored in global 
event variable.Variable contents: 

 dstraw (integer) — raw destination group address 
 srcraw (integer) — raw source individual address 
 dst (string) — decoded destination group address (for example: 1/1/4) 
 src (string) — decoded source individual address (for example: 1.1.2) 
 type (string) — type of event, either "groupwrite", "groupread", "groupresponse". 

Currently user-defined scripts are bound to "group write" events only. 
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 dataraw (integer/string) — raw binary data 
 datahex (string) — data as a hex-encoded string which can be used to convert value to 

Lua variable 

Note! event variable is available only in Event-based functions, not in Resident and Scheduled. 
 
Note! All event-based scripts are executed in a single queue-like manner. Make sure event 
scripts do not contain infinite loops, sleep calls or other blocking parts. 
 
Note! To get event value in scripts, use the following command: a = event.getvalue() 
 
Note! To get event group address object name, use the following command:  
a = grp.alias(event.dst) 
 

6.2.4. Resident scripting 

 
Resident scripts are executed infinite amount of times. Scripts are put into inactive state after 
each call and are resumed after delay timer expires. 
 
Note! even though resident scripts are executed in parallel they should not have infinite loops or 
it will not be possible to reload scripts after editing. 
 
 

6.2.5. Scheduled scripting 

 
Scheduled scripts are executed when the system time matches the specified script start time. 
Scheduled script is run only once after each timer call. 
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6.2.6. Script editor 

 

When a script is added  icon appears in Editor column that allows opening a script in 
scripting editor and re-working it with built-in code snippets. 
 

 
 
 
The idea is that not knowing the syntaxes you get a helper for writing your own scripts. Code 
snippets save also a time and make the coding much more convenient. After clicking on 
appropriate snippet, it automatically adds code to the editor field. 
 
 
There are three main groups of Script editor: 
 
Helpers – predefined code snippets, like if-then statement. Helpers consist of three main sub-
groups: 

Conditionals – If Else If, If Then etc. 
Loops and iterators – Array, Repeat..Untiletc 
Math – Random value, Ceiling, Absolute value, Round etc. 
Objects/KNX bus – Get object value, Group read, Group write, Update interval etc. 
Storage – Get data from storage, Save data to storage  
Script control – Get other script status, enable or disable other scripts 
Alerts and logs – Alert, Log variables, Formatted alert 
Time functions – Delay script execution 
Miscellaneous – Sunrise/sunset etc. 
Serial – Communication through internal LogicMachine IO ports 
Modbus – Create RTU/TCP connection, Write register, Read register etc. 
DMX – Communication with DMX devices 
 

Data types – choose object by data type 
Scripts – list of all scripts added in the LogicMachine 
Code helpers on the right side of the editor 
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There is a special section in scripting editor which allows quickly find functions, objects or tags 
by name and storage variables.  
 

 
 
There is also a code shortcut button, which helps with most common function structure. 
 

 
 
There are also following helpful button in the script editor, which allows quickly access Error 
Logs, Test the script, Enable or disable it. 
 

6.2.7. Object functions 

 

grp provides simplified access to the objects stored in the database and group address request 
helpers. 
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Most functions use alias parameter — object group address or unique object name. (e.g. '1/1/1' 
or 'My object') 

 

grp.getvalue(alias) 
Returns value for the given alias or Lua nil when object cannot be found. 

 

grp.find(alias) 
Returns single object for the given alias. Object value will be decoded automatically only if the 
data type has been specified in the 'Objects' module. Returns Lua nil when object cannot be 
found, otherwise it returns Lua table with the following items: 

 address — object group address 

 updatetime — latest update time in UNIX timestamp format. Use Lua os.date() to convert 
to readable date formats 

When object data type has been specified in the 'Objects' module the following fields are 
available: 

 name — unique object name 

 datatype — object data type as specified by user 

 decoded — set to true when decoded value is available 

 value — decoded object value 

 

grp.tag(tags, mode) 
Returns Lua table containing objects with the given tag. Tags parameter can be either 
Lua table or a string. Mode parameter can be either 'all' (return objects that have all of the 
given tags) or 'any' (default — returns objects that have any of the given tags). You can 
useReturned object functions on the returned table. 

 

grp.alias(alias) 
Converts group address to object name or name to address. Returns Lua nil when object cannot 
be found. 

 

6.2.8. Returned object functions, group communication functions 

 
Objects received by using grp.find(alias) or grp.tag(tags, mode) have the following functions 
attached to them: 

Always check that the returned object was found otherwise calling these functions will result in 
an error. See the example below. 

object:write(value, datatype) 
Sends group write request to object's group address. Data type is taken from the database if 
not specified as second parameter. Returns Lua boolean as the result. 
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object:response(value, datatype) 
Similar to object:write. Sends group response request to object's group address. 

 

object:read() 
Sends group read request to object's group address. Note: this function returns immediately 
and cannot be used to return the result of read request. Use event-based script instead. 

 

object:update(value, datatype) 
Similar to object:write, but does not send new value to the bus. Useful for objects that are used 
only in visualization. 

 

 

6.2.9. Group communication functions 

These functions should only be used if it is required to access objects by group address directly, 
it is recommended to use single or multiple object functions. 

grp.write(alias, value, datatype) 
Sends group write request to the given alias. Data type is taken from the database if not 
specified as third parameter. Returns Lua boolean as the result. 

 

grp.response(alias, value, datatype) 
Similar to grp.write. Sends group response request to the given alias. 

 

grp.read(alias) 
Sends group read request to the given alias. Note: this function returns immediately and cannot 
be used to return the result of read request. Use event-based script instead. 

 

grp.update(alias, value, datatype) 
Similar to grp.write, but does not send new value to the bus. Useful for objects that are used 
only in visualization. 

 

6.2.10. Object function examples 

Find object by name and write new value. 

1. myobject=grp.find('My object') 

2. -- grp.find will return nil if object was not found 

3. if myobjectthen 

4. myobject:write(1)-- update object value with 1 

5. end 

 

Find object by address and write new value. 

1. myobject=grp.find('1/1/15') 
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2. -- verify that the requested object was found 

3. if myobject then 

4. myobject:write(52.12, dt.float16)-- explicitly set data type to dt.float16 (2-byte 

floating point) 

5. end 

 

 

Switch all binary objects tagged 'lights' off. 

1. lights =grp.tag('lights') 

2. lights:write(false) 

 

Group write to the specified group address and data type. 

1. grp.write('1/1/1', true, dt.bool)-- write 1-bit 'on' to 1/1/1 

2. grp.write('1/1/2', 50, dt.scale)-- write 1-byte 50% to 1/1/2 

 

6.2.11. Data type functions, data types 

 
knxdatatype object provides data encoding and decoding between Lua and KNX data formats. 

 

knxdatatype.decode(value, datatype) 
Converts hex-encoded data to Lua variable based on given data type. Data type is specified 
either as KNX primary data type (integer between 1 and 16) or a secondary data type (integer 
between 1000 and 16000).Return values: 

 success — decoded data as Lua variable (type depends on data type), value length in 
bytes 

 error — nil, error string 

 

6.2.12. Data types 

 
The following data types can be used for encoding and decoding of KNX data. Data 
representation on Lua level and predefined constants (in bold) is given below: 

 1 bit (boolean) - dt.bool — boolean 

 2 bit (1 bit controlled) - dt.bit2 — number 

 4 bit (3 bit controlled) - dt.bit4 — number 

 1 byte ASCII character - dt.char — string 

 1 byte unsigned integer - dt.uint8 — number 

 1 byte signed integer - dt.int8 — number 

 2 byte unsigned integer - dt.uint16 — number 

 2 byte signed integer - dt.int16 — number 

 2 byte floating point - dt.float16 — number 

 3 byte time / day - dt.time — table with the following items: 
o day — number (0-7) 
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o hour — number (0-23) 
o minute — number (0-59) 
o second — number (0-59) 

 3 byte date - dt.date — table with the following items: 
o day — number (1-31) 
o month — number (1-12) 
o year — number (1990-2089) 

 4 byte unsigned integer - dt.uint32 — number 

 4 byte signed integer - dt.int32 — number 

 4 byte floating point - dt.float32 — number 

 4 byte access control - dt.access — number, currently not fully supported 

 14 byte ASCII string - dt.string — string, null characters ('\0') are discarded during 
decoding 

 

6.2.13. Data storage function 

 
storage object provides persistent key-value data storage for user scripts. Only the following 
Lua data types are supported: 

 boolean 

 number 

 string 

 table 

 

storage.set(key, value) 
Sets new value for the given key. Old value is overwritten. Returns boolean as the result and an 
optional error string. 

 

storage.get(key, default) 
Gets value for the given key or returns default value (nil if not specified) if key is not found in 
the data storage. 

Note: all user scripts share the same data storage. Make sure that same keys are not used to 
store different types of data. 

 

Examples 

 The following examples shows the basic syntax of storage.set. Result will return 
boolean true since the passed parameters are correct 

 

result=storage.set('my_stored_value_1', 12.21) 

 
 

 This example will return false as the result because we are trying to store a function 
which is not possible. 
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1. testfn=function(t) 

2. return t * t 

3. end 

4. result =storage.set('my_stored_value_2', testfn)-- this will result in an error 

 

 

 The following examples shows the basic syntax of storage.get. Assuming that key value 
was not found, first call will return nil while second call will return number 0 which was 
specified as a default value. 

 

1. result =storage.get('my_stored_value_3')-- returns nil if value is not found 

2. result =storage.get('my_stored_value_3', 0)-- returns 0 if value is not found 

 

 

 When storing tables make sure to check the returned result type. Assume we have 
created a storage item with key test_object_data. 
 

 

1. objectdata={} 

2. objectdata.temperature=23.1 

3. objectdata.scene='default' 

4. result =storage.set('test_object_data', objectdata)-- store objectdata variable as 

'test_object_data' 

 

 Now we are retrieving data from storage. Data type is checked for correctness. 
 

1. objectdata=storage.get('test_object_data') 

2. if type(objectdata)=='table' then 

3. if objectdata.temperature> 24 then 

4. -- do something if temperature level is too high 

5. end 

6. end 

 

 

6.2.14. Alert function 

 

alert(message, [var1, [var2, [var3]]]) 
Stores alert message and current system time in the main database. All alerts are accessible in 
the "Alerts" module. This function behaves exactly as Lua string.format. 

 

Example 

1. temperature = 25.3 

2. if temperature > 24 then 

3. -- resulting message: 'Temperature levels are too high: 25.3' 

4.   alert('Temperature level is too high: %.1f', temperature) 

5. end 
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6.2.15. Log function 

 
log(var1, [var2, [var3, ...]]) 
Converts variables to human-readable form and stores them in the main database. All items are 
accessible in the "Logs" module. 

 

Example 

1. -- log function accepts Lua nil, boolean, number and table (up to 5 nested levels) type 

variables 

2. a ={ key1 ='value1', key2 =2} 

3. b ='test' 

4. c =123.45 

5. -- logs all passed variables 

6. log(a, b, c) 

 

6.2.16. Scheduled scripting date/time format 

 

Scheduled scripting uses standard cron format for date/time parameters. Valid values are: 

* — execute script every minute, hour or day. 

*/N — execute script every N minutes, hours or days. N is an integer, script is executed 
when current value divided by N gives 0 in modulo. For example, script with hour 
parameter set to */8 will be executed when hour is 0, 8 and 16. 

N — execute script exactly at N minute, hour or day. 

N-K — execute script when minute, hour or day is between N-K range (inclusive). 

N,K — it is possible to specify several N and N-K type parameters separated by comma. 
For example, script with minute parameter set to 15,50-52 will get executed when minute 
is 15, 50, 51 and 52 

 

6.2.17. Time function 

 
os.sleep(delay) 
Delay the next command execution for the delay seconds. 
 
os.microtime () 
Returns two values: current timestamp in seconds and timestamp fraction in nanoseconds 
 
os.udifftime (sec, usec) 
Returns time difference as floating point value between now and timestamp components 
passed to this function (seconds, nanoseconds) 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cron
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6.2.18. Data Serialization 
 

serialize.encode (value) 
Generates a storable representation of a value. 
 
serialize.decode (value) 
Creates a Lua value from a stored representation. 

 
 

6.2.19. String functions 

 
This library provides generic functions for string manipulation, such as finding and extracting 
substrings, and pattern matching. When indexing a string in Lua, the first character is at 
position 1 (not at 0, as in C). 
Indices are allowed to be negative and are interpreted as indexing backwards, from the end of 
the string. Thus, the last character is at position -1, and so on. 
The string library provides all its functions inside the table string. It also sets a meta table for 
strings where the __index field points to the string table. Therefore, you can use the string 
functions in object-oriented style. For instance, string.byte(s, i) can be written as s:byte(i).The 
string library assumes one-byte character encodings. 
 
 

string.trim (str) 
Trims the leading and trailing spaces off a given string. 
 
string.split (str, sep) 
Splits string by given separator string. Returns Lua table. 

 
 

string.byte (s [, i [, j]]) 
Returns the internal numerical codes of the characters s*i+, s*i+1+, ···, s*j+. The default value for i 
is 1;the default value for j is i.Note that numerical codes are not necessarily portable across 
platforms. 
 
string.char (···) 
Receives zero or more integers. Returns a string with length equal to the number of arguments, 
in which each character has the internal numerical code equal to its corresponding argument. 
Note that numerical codes are not necessarily portable across platforms. 
 
string.find (s, pattern [, init [, plain]]) 
Looks for the first match of pattern in the string s. If it finds a match, then find returns the 
indices of s where this occurrence starts and ends; otherwise, it returns nil. A third, optional 
numerical argument init specifies where to start the search; its default value is 1 and can be 
negative. A value of true as a fourth, optional argument plain turns off the pattern matching 
facilities, so the function does a plain "find substring" operation, with no characters in pattern 
being considered "magic". Note that if plain is given, then init must be given as well. If the 
pattern has captures, then in a successful match the captured values are also returned, after 
the two indices. 
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string.format (formatstring, ···) 
Returns a formatted version of its variable number of arguments following the description 
given in its first argument (which must be a string). The format string follows the same rules as 
the printf family of standard C functions. The only differences are that the options/modifiers *, 
l, L, n, p, and h are not supported and that there is an extra option, q. The q option formats a 
string in a form suitable to be safely read back by the Lua interpreter: the string is written 
between double quotes, and all double quotes, newlines, embedded zeros, and backslashes in 
the string are correctly escaped when written. For instance, the call 
 

string.format('%q', 'a string with "quotes" and \n new line') 
 

will produce the string: 
 

     "a string with \"quotes\" and \ 

      new line" 

 

The options c, d, E, e, f, g, G, i, o, u, X, and x all expect a number as argument, whereas q and s 
expect a string. This function does not accept string values containing embedded zeros, except 
as arguments to the q option. 
 

string.gmatch (s, pattern) 
Returns an iterator function that, each time it is called, returns the next captures from pattern 
over strings. If pattern specifies no captures, then the whole match is produced in each call. As 
an example, the following loop 
 

1. s ="hello world from Lua" 
2. for w instring.gmatch(s, "%a+")do 
3. print(w) 
4. end 

 

will iterate over all the words from string s, printing one per line. The next example collects all 
pairs key=value from the given string into a table: 
 

1. t ={} 
2. s ="from=world, to=Lua" 
3. for k, v instring.gmatch(s, "(%w+)=(%w+)") do 
4.    t[k]= v 
5. end 

 

For this function, a '^' at the start of a pattern does not work as an anchor, as this would 
prevent the iteration. 
 

string.gsub (s, pattern, repl [, n]) 
Returns a copy of s in which all (or the first n, if given) occurrences of the pattern have been 
replaced by are placement string specified by repl, which can be a string, a table, or a function. 
gsub also returns, as its second value, the total number of matches that occurred. 
If repl is a string, then its value is used for replacement. The character % works as an escape 
character:any sequence in repl of the form %n, with n between 1 and 9, stands for the value of 
the n-th capture dsub string (see below). The sequence %0 stands for the whole match. The 
sequence %% stands for a single %. 
If repl is a table, then the table is queried for every match, using the first capture as the key; if 
the pattern specifies no captures, then the whole match is used as the key. 
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If repl is a function, then this function is called every time a match occurs, with all captured 
substrings passed as arguments, in order; if the pattern specifies no captures, then the whole 
match is passed as a sole argument. 
If the value returned by the table query or by the function call is a string or a number, then it is 
used as the replacement string; otherwise, if it is false or nil, then there is no replacement (that 
is, the original match is kept in the string). 
 

Examples: 
x =string.gsub("hello world", "(%w+)", "%1 %1") 
     --> x="hello hello world world" 
 
x =string.gsub("hello world", "%w+", "%0 %0", 1) 
     --> x="hello hello world" 
 
x =string.gsub("hello world from Lua", "(%w+)%s*(%w+)", "%2 %1") 
     --> x="world hello Lua from" 
 
x =string.gsub("home = $HOME, user = $USER", "%$(%w+)", os.getenv) 

--> x="home = /home/roberto, user = roberto" 
 
x =string.gsub("4+5 = $return 4+5$", "%$(.-)%$", function(s) 
returnloadstring(s)() 
end) 

--> x="4+5 = 9" 
 
local t ={name="lua", version="5.1"} 

x =string.gsub("$name-$version.tar.gz", "%$(%w+)", t) 

--> x="lua-5.1.tar.gz" 
 

string.len (s) 

Receives a string and returns its length. The empty string "" has length 0. Embedded zeros are 
counted, so"a\000bc\000" has length 5. 
 
string.lower (s) 
Receives a string and returns a copy of this string with all uppercase letters changed to 
lowercase. All other characters are left unchanged. The definition of what an uppercase letter is 
depends on the current locale. 
 
string.match (s, pattern [, init]) 
Looks for the first match of pattern in the string s. If it finds one, then match returns the 
captures from the pattern; otherwise it returns nil. If pattern specifies no captures, then the 
whole match is returned. A third, optional numerical argument init specifies where to start the 
search; its default value is 1 and can be negative. 
 
string.rep (s, n) 
Returns a string that is the concatenation of n copies of the string s. 
 
string.reverse (s) 
Returns a string that is the string s reversed. 
 
string.sub (s, i [, j]) 
Returns the substring of s that starts at i and continues until j; i and j can be negative. If j is 
absent, then it is assumed to be equal to -1 (which is the same as the string length). In 
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particular, the callstring.sub(s,1,j) returns a prefix of s with length j, and string.sub(s, -i) returns 
a suffix of s with length i. 
 
string.upper (s) 
Receives a string and returns a copy of this string with all lowercase letters changed to 
uppercase. All other characters are left unchanged. The definition of what a lowercase letter is 
depends on the current locale. 
 

Patterns 
Character Class: 
A character class is used to represent a set of characters. The following combinations are 
allowed in describing a character class: 

• x: (where x is not one of the magic characters ^$()%.[]*+-?) represents the character x 
itself. 
• .: (a dot) represents all characters. 
• %a: represents all letters. 
• %c: represents all control characters. 
• %d: represents all digits. 
• %l: represents all lowercase letters. 
• %p: represents all punctuation characters. 
• %s: represents all space characters. 
• %u: represents all uppercase letters. 
• %w: represents all alphanumeric characters. 
• %x: represents all hexadecimal digits. 
• %z: represents the character with representation 0. 
• %x: (where x is any non-alphanumeric character) represents the character x. This is the 
standard way to escape the magic characters. Any punctuation character (even the non 
magic) can be preceded by a '%' when used to represent itself in a pattern. 
• [set]: represents the class which is the union of all characters in set. A range of 
characters can be specified by separating the end characters of the range with a '-'. All 
classes %x described above can also be used as components in set. All other characters 
in set represent themselves. For example,[%w_] (or [_%w]) represents all alphanumeric 
characters plus the underscore, [0-7] represents the octal digits, and [0-7%l%-] 
represents the octal digits plus the lowercase letters plus the '-'character. 
• The interaction between ranges and classes is not defined. Therefore, patterns like 
[%a-z]or [a-%%] have no meaning. 
• [^set]: represents the complement of set, where set is interpreted as above. 

 
For all classes represented by single letters (%a, %c, etc.), the corresponding uppercase letter 
represents the complement of the class. For instance, %S represents all non-space characters. 
The definitions of letter, space, and other character groups depend on the current locale. In 
particular, the class [a-z] may not be equivalent to %l. 
 
Pattern Item: 
A pattern item can be: 

• a single character class, which matches any single character in the class; 
• a single character class followed by '*', which matches 0 or more repetitions of 
characters in the class. These repetition items will always match the longest possible 
sequence; 
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• a single character class followed by '+', which matches 1 or more repetitions of 
characters in the class. These repetition items will always match the longest possible 
sequence; 
• a single character class followed by '-', which also matches 0 or more repetitions of 
characters in the class. Unlike '*', these repetition items will always match the shortest 
possible sequence; 
• a single character class followed by '?', which matches 0 or 1 occurrence of a character 
in the class; 
• %n, for n between 1 and 9; such item matches a substring equal to the n-th captured 
string (see below); 
• %bxy, where x and y are two distinct characters; such item matches strings that start 
with x, end with y, and where the x and y are balanced. This means that, if one reads the 
string from left to right, counting +1 for an x and -1 for a y, the ending y is the first y 
where the count reaches 0. For instance, the item %b() matches expressions with 
balanced parentheses. 

 
Pattern: 
A pattern is a sequence of pattern items. A '^' at the beginning of a pattern anchors the match 
at the beginning of the subject string. A '$' at the end of a pattern anchors the match at the end 
of the subject string. At other positions, '^' and '$' have no special meaning and represent 
themselves. 
 
Captures: 
A pattern can contain sub-patterns enclosed in parentheses; they describe captures. When a 
match succeeds, the substrings of the subject string that match captures are stored (captured) 
for future use. Captures are numbered according to their left parentheses. For instance, in the 
pattern "(a*(.)%w(%s*))",the part of the string matching "a*(.)%w(%s*)" is stored as the first 
capture (and therefore has number 1);the character matching "." is captured with number 2, 
and the part matching "%s*" has number 3. 
As a special case, the empty capture () captures the current string position (a number). For 
instance, if we apply the pattern "()aa()" on the string "flaaap", there will be two captures: 3 
and 5.A pattern cannot contain embedded zeros. Use %z instead. 
 

6.2.20. Input and output functions 
 

io.exists (path) 
Checks if given path (file or directory) exists. Return boolean. 
 
io.readfile (file) 
Reads whole file at once. Return file contents as a string on success or nil on error. 
 
io.writefile (file, data) 
Writes given data to a file. Data can be either a value convertible to string or a table of such 
values. When data is a table then each table item is terminated by a new line character. Return 
boolean as write result when file can be open for writing or nil when file cannot be accessed. 
 
Example:  Write event status to log file located on plugged USB flash drive: 
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1. value = knxdatatype.decode(event.datahex, dt.bool) 

2. data =string.format('%s value is %s', os.date('%c'), tostring(value)) 

3. -- write to the end of log file preserving all previous data 

4. file =io.open('/mnt/usb/log.txt', 'a+') 

5. file:write(data .. '\r\n') 

6. file:close() 

 

Output: 
 
Mon Jan 3 05:25:13 2011 value is false 
Mon Jan 3 05:25:14 2011 value is true 
Mon Jan 3 05:25:32 2011 value is false 
Mon Jan 3 05:25:33 2011 value is true 

 

Example: Read data from file (config in format key=value) 
 

1. for line inio.lines('/mnt/usb/config.txt')do 

2. -- split line by '=' sing 

3.   items = line:split('=') 

4. -- two items, line seems to be valid 

5. if #items == 2 then 

6.     key = items[1]:trim() 

7.     value = items[2]:trim() 

8.     alert('[config] %s = %s', key, value) 

9. end 

10. end 

 

6.2.21. Script control functions 

 
script.enable('scriptname') 
Enable the script with the name scriptname. 
 
script.disable('scriptname') 
Disable the script with the name scriptname. 
 
status = script.status('scriptname') 
Returns true/false if script is found, nil otherwise 
 
 
 
 

6.2.22. JSON library 

 

Note: json is not loaded by default, use require('json') before calling any functions from this 
library. 

 
json.encode (value) 
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Converts Lua variable to JSON string. Script execution is stopped in case of an error. 
 
json.pencode (value) 
Converts Lua variable to JSON string in protected mode, returns nil on error. 
 
json.decode (value) 
Converts JSON string to Lua variable. Script execution is stopped in case of an error. 
 
json.pdecode (value) 
Converts JSON string to Lua variable in protected mode, returns nil on error. 
 
 

6.2.23. Conversion 

 
Compatibility layer:lmcore is an alias of cnv. 
 
cnv.strtohex (str) 
Converts given binary string to a hex-encoded string. 
 
cnv.hextostr (hex [, keepnulls]) 
Converts given hex-encoded string to a binary string. NULL characters are ignored by default, 
but can be included by setting second parameter to true. 
 
cnv.tonumber (value) 
Converts the given value to number using following rules: numbers and valid numeric strings 
are treated as is, boolean true is 1, boolean false is 0, everything else is nil. 

 
cnv.hextoint(hexvalue, bytes) 
Converts the given hex string to and integer of a given length in bytes. 

 

cnv.inttohex(intvalue, bytes) 
Converts the given integer to a hex string of given bytes. 

 

cnv.strtohex(str) 
Converts the given binary string to a hex-encoded string. 

 

cnv.hextostr(hexstr) 
Converts the given hex-encoded string to a binary string. 

 

6.2.24. Bit operators 

 
bit.bnot (value) 
Binary not 
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bit.band (x1 [, x2...]) 
Binary and between any number of variables 
 
bit.bor (x1 [, x2...]) 
Binary and between any number of variables 
 
bit.bxor (x1 [, x2...]) 
Binary and between any number of variables 
 
bit.lshift (value, shift) 
Left binary shift 
 
bit.rshift (value, shift) 
Right binary shift 
 
 

6.2.25.  Input and Output Facilities 

 
The I/O library provides two different styles for file manipulation. The first one uses implicit file 
descriptors; that is, there are operations to set a default input file and a default output file, and 
all input/output operations are over these default files. The second style uses explicit file 
descriptors. 
When using implicit file descriptors, all operations are supplied by table io. When using explicit 
file descriptors, the operation io.open returns a file descriptor and then all operations are 
supplied as methods of the file descriptor. 
The table io also provides three predefined file descriptors with their usual meanings from C: 
io.stdin, io.stdout, and io.stderr. The I/O library never closes these files.  
Unless otherwise stated, all I/O functions return nil on failure (plus an error message as a 
second result and a system-dependent error code as a third result) and some value different 
from nil on success. 
 
io.close ([file]) 
Equivalent to file:close(). Without a file, closes the default output file. 
 
io.flush () 
Equivalent to file:flush over the default output file. 
 
io.input ([file]) 
When called with a file name, it opens the named file (in text mode), and sets its handle as the 
default input file. When called with a file handle, it simply sets this file handle as the default 
input file. When called without parameters, it returns the current default input file. In case of 
errors this function raises the error, instead of returning an error code. 
 
io.lines ([filename]) 
Opens the given file name in read mode and returns an iterator function that, each time it is 
called, returns a new line from the file. Therefore, the construction 
 

for line in io.lines(filename) do body end 
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will iterate over all lines of the file. When the iterator function detects the end of file, it returns 
nil (to finishthe loop) and automatically closes the file. 
The call io.lines() (with no file name) is equivalent to io.input():lines(); that is, it iterates over the 
lines of the default input file. In this case it does not close the file when the loop ends. 
 
io.open (filename [, mode]) 
This function opens a file, in the mode specified in the string mode. It returns a new file handle, 
or, in case of errors, nil plus an error message. The mode string can be any of the following: 

• "r": read mode (the default); 
• "w": write mode; 
• "a": append mode; 
• "r+": update mode, all previous data is preserved; 
• "w+": update mode, all previous data is erased; 
• "a+": append update mode, previous data is preserved, writing is only allowed at the 
end of file. 
 

The mode string can also have a 'b' at the end, which is needed in some systems to open the 
file in binary mode. This string is exactly what is used in the standard C function fopen. 
 
io.output ([file]) 
Similar to io.input, but operates over the default output file. 
 

6.2.26. Mathematical functions 

 
This library is an interface to the standard C math library. It provides all its functions inside the 
table math. 
 
math.abs (x) 
Returns the absolute value of x. 
 
math.acos (x) 
Returns the arc cosine of x (in radians). 
 
math.asin (x) 
Returns the arc sine of x (in radians). 
 
math.atan (x) 
Returns the arc tangent of x (in radians). 
 
math.atan2 (y, x) 
Returns the arc tangent of y/x (in radians), but uses the signs of both parameters to find the 
quadrant of the result. (It also handles correctly the case of x being zero.) 
 
math.ceil (x) 
Returns the smallest integer larger than or equal to x. 
 
math.cos (x) 
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Returns the cosine of x (assumed to be in radians). 
 
math.cosh (x) 
Returns the hyperbolic cosine of x. 
 
math.deg (x) 
Returns the angle x (given in radians) in degrees. 
 
math.exp (x) 
Returns the value   . 
 
math.floor (x) 
Returns the largest integer smaller than or equal to x. 
 
math.fmod (x, y) 
Returns the remainder of the division of x by y that rounds the quotient towards zero. 
 
math.frexp (x) 
Returns m and e such that x =    , e is an integer and the absolute value of m is in the range 
[0.5, 1) (or zero when x is zero). 
 
math.huge 
The value HUGE_VAL, a value larger than or equal to any other numerical value. 
math.ldexp (m, e) 
Returns    ,(e should be an integer). 
 
math.log (x) 
Returns the natural logarithm of x. 
 
math.log10 (x) 
Returns the base-10 logarithm of x. 
 
math.max (x, ···) 
Returns the maximum value among its arguments. 
 
math.min (x, ···) 
Returns the minimum value among its arguments. 
 
math.modf (x) 
Returns two numbers, the integral part of x and the fractional part of x. 
 
math.pi 
The value of pi. 
 
math.pow (x, y) 
Returns   . (You can also use the expression x^y to compute this value.) 
 
math.rad (x) 
Returns the angle x (given in degrees) in radians. 
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math.random ([m [, n]]) 
This function is an interface to the simple pseudo-random generator function rand provided by 
ANSI C. (No guarantees can be given for its statistical properties.) 
When called without arguments, returns a uniform pseudo-random real number in the range 
[0,1). When called with an integer number m, math. random returns a uniform pseudo-random 
integer in the range [1,m]. When called with two integer numbers m and n, math. random 
returns a uniform pseudo-random integer in the range [m, n]. 
 
math.randomseed (x) 
Sets x as the "seed" for the pseudo-random generator: equal seeds produce equal sequences of 
numbers. 
 
math.sin (x) 
Returns the sine of x (assumed to be in radians). 
 
math.sinh (x) 
Returns the hyperbolic sine of x. 
 
math.sqrt (x) 
Returns the square root of x. (You can also use the expression x^0.5 to compute this value.) 
 
math.tan (x) 
Returns the tangent of x (assumed to be in radians). 
 
math.tanh (x) 
Returns the hyperbolic tangent of x. 
 

6.2.27. Table manipulations 

 
This library provides generic functions for table manipulation. It provides all its functions inside 
the table. Most functions in the table library assume that the table represents an array or a list. 
For these functions, when we talk about the "length" of a table we mean the result of the 
length operator. 
 
table.concat (table [, sep [, i [, j]]]) 
Given an array where all elements are strings or numbers, returns table*i+..sep..table*i+1+ ··· 
sep..table[j]. The default value for sep is the empty string, the default for i is 1, and the default 
for j is the length of the table. If i is greater than j, returns the empty string. 
 
table.insert (table, [pos,] value) 
Inserts element value at position pos in table, shifting up other elements to open space, if 
necessary. The default value for pos is n+1, where n is the length of the table, so that a 
calltable.insert(t,x) inserts x at the end of table t. 
 
table.maxn (table) 
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Returns the largest positive numerical index of the given table, or zero if the table has no 
positive numerical indices. (To do its job this function does a linear traversal of the whole 
table.) 
 
table.remove (table [, pos]) 
Removes from table the element at position pos, shifting down other elements to close the 
space, if necessary. Returns the value of the removed element. The default value for pos is n, 
where n is the length of the table, so that a call table.remove(t) removes the last element of 
table t. 
 
table.sort (table [, comp]) 
Sorts table elements in a given order, in-place, from table[1] to table[n], where n is the length 
of the table. If comp is given, then it must be a function that receives two table elements, and 
returns true when the first is less than the second (so that not comp(a[i+1],a[i]) will be true 
after the sort). If comp is not given, then the standard Lua operator < is used instead. 
The sort algorithm is not stable; that is, elements considered equal by the given order may have 
their relative positions changed by the sort. 
 

6.2.28. Operating system facilities 

 
os.date ([format [, time]]) 
Returns a string or a table containing date and time, formatted according to the given string  
format. If the time argument is present, this is the time to be formatted (see the os.time 
function for a description of this value). Otherwise, date formats the current time. 
If format starts with '!', then the date is formatted in Coordinated Universal Time. After this 
optional character, if format is the string "*t", then date returns a table with the following 
fields: year (four digits),month (1--12), day (1--31), hour (0--23), min (0--59), sec (0--61), wday 
(weekday, Sunday is 1), yday (dayof the year), and isdst (daylight saving flag, a boolean). 
If format is not "*t", then date returns the date as a string, formatted according to the same 
rules as the C function strftime. 
When called without arguments, date returns a reasonable date and time representation that 
depends on the host system and on the current locale (that is, os.date() is equivalent to 
os.date("%c")). 
 
os.difftime (t2, t1) 
Returns the number of seconds from time t1 to time t2. In POSIX, Windows, and some other 
systems, this value is exactly t2-t1. 
 
os.execute ([command]) 
This function is equivalent to the C function system. It passes command to be executed by an 
operating system shell. It returns a status code, which is system-dependent. If command is 
absent, then it returns nonzero if a shell is available and zero otherwise. 
 
os.exit ([code]) 
Calls the C function exit, with an optional code, to terminate the host program. The default 
value for code is the success code. 
 
os.getenv (varname) 
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Returns the value of the process environment variable varname, or nil if the variable is not 
defined. 
 
os.remove (filename) 
Deletes the file or directory with the given name. Directories must be empty to be removed. If 
this function fails, it returns nil, plus a string describing the error. 
 
os.rename (oldname, newname) 
Renames file or directory named oldname to newname. If this function fails, it returns nil, plus a 
string describing the error. 
 
os.time ([table]) 
Returns the current time when called without arguments, or a time representing the date and 
time specified by the given table. This table must have fields year, month, and day, and may 
have fields hour, min, sec,and isdst (for a description of these fields, see the os.date function). 
The returned value is a number, whose meaning depends on your system. In POSIX, Windows, 
and some other systems, this number counts the number of seconds since some given start 
time (the "epoch"). In other systems, the meaning is not specified, and the number returned by 
time can be used only as an argument to date and difftime. 
 
os.tmpname () 
Returns a string with a file name that can be used for a temporary file. The file must be 
explicitly opened before its use and explicitly removed when no longer needed. On some 
systems (POSIX), this function also creates a file with that name, to avoid security risks. 
(Someone 
else might create the file with wrong permissions in the time between getting the name and 
creating the file.) You still have to open the file to use it and to remove it (even if you do not 
use it). 
When possible, you may prefer to use io.tmpfile, which automatically removes the file when 
the program 
ends. 
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6.2.29. Extended function library 

 
toboolean(value) 
Converts the given value to boolean using following rules: nil, 
boolean false, 0, empty string, '0' string are treated as false, everything else as true 

 

string.split(str, sep) 
Splits the given string into chunks by the given separator. Returns Lua table. 

 

knxlib.decodeia(indaddressa, indaddressb) 
Converts binary-encoded individual address to Lua string. This function accepts either one or 
two arguments (interpreted as two single bytes). 

knxlib.decodega(groupaddressa, groupaddressb) 
Converts binary-encoded group address to Lua string. This function accepts either one or two 
arguments (interpreted as two single bytes). 

 

knxlib.encodega(groupaddress, separate) 
Converts Lua string to binary-encoded group address. Returns group address a single Lua 
number when second argument is nil or false and two separate bytes otherwise. 

ipairs (t) 
Returns three values: an iterator function, the table t, and 0, so that the construction 
 

for i,v in ipairs(t)do body end 

 

will iterate over the pairs (1,t*1+), (2,t*2+), ···, up to the first integer key absent from the table. 
 
next (table [, index]) 
Allows a program to traverse all fields of a table. Its first argument is a table and its second 
argument is an index in this table. next returns the next index of the table and its associated 
value. When called with nil as its second argument, next returns an initial index and its 
associated value. When called with the last index, or with nil in an empty table, next returns nil. 
If the second argument is absent, then it is interpreted asnil. In particular, you can use next(t) to 
check whether a table is empty. The order in which the indices are enumerated is not specified, 
even for numeric indices. (To traverse a table in numeric order, use a numerical for or the ipairs 
function.)The behavior of next is undefined if, during the traversal, you assign any value to a 
non-existent field in the table. You may however modify existing fields. In particular, you may 
clear existing fields. 
 
pairs (t) 
Returns three values: the next function, the table t, and nil, so that the construction 
 

for k,v inpairs(t)do body end 

 

will iterate over all key–value pairs of table t. 
 
tonumber (e [, base]) 
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Tries to convert its argument to a number. If the argument is already a number or a string 
convertible to a number, then tonumber returns this number; otherwise, it returns nil. 
An optional argument specifies the base to interpret the numeral. The base may be any integer 
between 2and 36, inclusive. In bases above 10, the letter 'A' (in either upper or lower case) 
represents 10, 'B'represents 11, and so forth, with 'Z' representing 35. In base 10 (the default), 
the number can have a decimal part, as well as an optional exponent part. In other bases, only 
unsigned integers are accepted. 
 
tostring (e) 
Receives an argument of any type and converts it to a string in a reasonable format. For 
complete control of how numbers are converted, use string.format. 
If the meta table of e has a "__tostring" field, then tostring calls the corresponding value with e 
as 
argument, and uses the result of the call as its result. 
 
type (v) 
Returns the type of its only argument, coded as a string. The possible results of this function are 
"nil" (astring, not the value nil), "number", "string", "boolean", "table", "function", "thread", 
and 
"userdata". 
 

 

6.2.30. User libraries 

 

 
User libraries usually contain user defined functions which are later called from other scripts.  
 
You have to include your library in the script with the following command: 
require(‘user.test’)unless you have enabled Auto load library.  
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Secure the code 
 

There is an option keep source available for user libraries. Once disabled, the code is compiled 
in the binary form and can’t be seen for further editing. If this option is enabled, the source 
code is seen in the editor. 

 
 

 
 
 
Auto load library means that the library will be automatically loaded so you don’t have to use 
require when writing scripts. Also this have to be checked if Block programming is used. 
 
 

6.2.31. Common functions 

 
Common functions contains library of globally used functions. They can be called from any 
script, any time, without special including like with user libraries. Functions like sunrise/sunset, 
Email are included by default in Common functions. 
 

 

6.2.32. Start-up (init) script 

 
Init script is used for initialization on specific system or bus values on system start. Init script is 
run each time after system is restarted for some reason. 
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6.2.33. Tools 

 

 
 

 Export helpers – export scripting helpers 
 Import helpers – import scripting helpers 
 Restore helpers – restore default scripting helpers 
 Backup user scripts – backup all scripts in *.gz file 
 Restore from archive – restore script from archive (*.gz) file with two 

possibilities: 
o Remove existing scripts and import from backup 
o Append keeping existing (s) scripts 

 

 
 

 Print script listings – shows all scripts with codes in list format sorted by 
Categories. 
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 Show logs window – show logs in separate window 
 Edit custom JavaScript 
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With custom JavaScripts it is possible to create different dynamic tasks, like detect short/long 
press from visualization using one icon or we can open specific Floor/Plan when some grp 
address is triggered - useful e.g. when you want IP Camera page automatically to be 
opened when Intercom button is pressed: 
 
$(function(){ 
  if (typeof objectStore !== 'undefined') { 
    var id = Scada.encodeGroupAddress('1/1/2'); 
 
    objectStore.addListener(id, function(object, type) { 
      if (type == 'value') { 
        showPlan(69); 
      } 
    }); 
  } 
}); 
 

See more examples here: http://forum.logicmachine.net/showthread.php?tid=275  
 

6.3. Objects 

 
List of KNX network objects appears in Objects menu. The object appears in the list by way of: 
 

 sniffing the bus for telegrams from unknown group addresses (if enabled in Utilities) 

 adding manually 

 importing ESF file (in Utilities) 
 
Object can be created as standard KNX object or virtual object. Virtual objects are marked with 

 icon, their range starting from 32/1/1 and therefore they cannot be sent to the KNX TP bus. 
Filtering is disabled for virtual objects. Virtual objects are useful for visualization purposes or 
communication with 3rd parties i.e. BACnet. 

 

 
 

http://forum.logicmachine.net/showthread.php?tid=275
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6.3.1. Object parameters 

 
To change the settings for existing or new objects, press on the specific list entry. 
 

 
 

 Object name – Name for the object 
 Group address – Group address of this object 
 Data type – KNX data type for the object. This has to be set once the LM sniffs the 

new object for proper work. 
 Units / suffix – units for the object which will appear on the visualization along with 

the value 
 Log – enable logging for this object. Logs will appear in Objects logs menu. 
 High priority log – mark the object for high priority logging; when the log database is 

cleared, first standard logs are cleared, only then high priority 
 Export – Make object visible by remote XML requests and in BACnet network (if KNX 

– BACnet gateway functionality is used) 
 Poll interval (seconds) – perform automatic object read after some time interval 
 Tags – assign this object to some tag which can be later used in writing scripts, for 

example, All_lights_first_floor. 
 Current value– Current value of the object 
 Object comments – Comment for the object 

 
There is a possibility to sort the objects by one of the following – Name, Group address, Data 
type, Current value, Tags, Comments 
 

6.3.2. RGB group object 

 
A special RGB color data type is added in Data type list. 
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In Visulization Parameters  you can do the following settings for the object: 
 

 
Send after each color pick – specifies either to send the telegram automatically into KNX 
bus once the color is selected in color picker.  
Number of presets to show – count of predefined presets in color picker in Visualization 
Preset 1..6 – preset color 
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When you add the object with RGB color data type in the Visualization, the color picker with 
predefined colors appears. 
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6.3.3. Object visualization parameters 

 
By pressing on the button of the corresponding object you can set specific visualization 
parameters for this type of object. 
 
1 bit 
 

 
 

 Control type – type of the visual control element which will appear in Touch 
Visualization 
 

o Toggle 
o Checkbox 

 

o Start/Stop – while icon is pressed it send one value, when it is released, it send 
opposite value 

 
 
 
4 bit (3 bit controlled) 
 

 
 

 Step size – step size for object change, example for blinds control 
 
 
1byte and 4byte float 
 
 

 Control type – type of the visual control element 
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o Slider  

 M
inimum 
value – 
minimum 
value on the 
slider 

 M
aximum 
value – 
maximum 
value on the 
slider 

 Step – step for one slider movement 
 Vertical slider – special option for Usermode visualization 
 Invert vertical slider – invert vertical slider so the maximum is on top 

 
 

o Direct input / Step +/- 
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 Minimum value – minimum value on the control bar 
 Maximum value – maximum value on the control bar 
 Step – step for one position change 

 

 
o Circular slider 

 
 Minimum value – minimum value on the control bar 
 Maximum value – maximum value on the control bar 
 Step – step for one position change 
 Slider color – color of slider 
 Background color – background color of the slider 
 Round line cap – make round ends of slider 
 Hide title –  hide title 
 Hide min/max/step buttons – hide min, max and step buttons 
 Line thickness – specify the thickness of slider line 
 Size – Size in px of the control 
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o Custom value select – select from list of custom values. Custom values should be 

defined in  
 

 Show icons in Usermode – show icons instead of values for the object in 
visualization. You will be able to choose from defined icons/custom 
values. Icons should be defined in visualization constructor as Additional 

Icons 
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6.3.4. Change the object state 

 
In the object list, by pressing on the button, you can change the state of the object. 
The appearance of the New value depends on what visualization parameters are set for specific 
object. 

 
6.3.5. Custom values 

 
If special value naming is necessary, use this icon to set it up (only for Boolean and 
Integer data types) 
   

 
 

6.3.6. Object control bar 

 

 
 

 Add new object – Manually add new object to the list 
 Auto update enabled –Specifies either the object list is updated automatically or not 
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 Clear – Clear the list of group addresses 
 Next/Previous page – move to next or previous page 
 Refresh – refresh the object list 
 Mass edit – mass edit objects by a specific criteria – object properties, visualization 

parameters or custom values.  
 

 

 
 

 Mass delete – delete mass object either by current Mass Edit filters or all unnamed 
objects 
 

 
 
 
There is also the following bar on the bottom of the configuration screen: 
 

 
 

 CPU/IO –Load average. The load average represents the average system load over a 
period of time. It conventionally appears in the form of three numbers which 
represent the system load during the last one-, five-, and fifteen-minute periods. 
The lower number the better.  
 
Note! Inspect your running tasks if the load exceeds the level 0.70! 

 
More on UNIX style load calculation can be found here: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Load_(computing)#Unix-style_load_calculation 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Load_(computing)#Unix-style_load_calculation
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 Memory – memory usage in % 
 KNX/IP / KNX/TP – type of connection to KNX bus. If KNX/TP is set and it is not 

available, there will be error notification 
 Sync project data – save all project data to internal flash by pressing this button. 

Otherwise the data is saved once in 30 minutes from RAM to Flash, or when Reboot 
or Shutdown commands are sent 

 KNX statistics graphs – shows average KNX bus load 
 

6.3.7. Filter objects 

 
On the left side of the object list there is filtering possible. To perform the filtering type the 
name, group address, tag or specify the data type of the object and press on Filter button. 
 

 
 

Match mode: 
All tags – represents AND function when all tags should match 
Any tag – represents OR function when any one of listed should match 
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6.4. Object logs 

 
Object historical telegrams are available in Object logs. Once logging is enabled for object, all 
it’s further history will be logged. 
 

 
 
Filtering is available when there is a need to find specific period information 
 

 Start date – start date and time for log filtering 
 End date – start date and time for log filtering 
 Name or group address – specific name or group address of object 
 Tags – tag names  
 Value – specific object value 
 Source address – specific source address 

 
 

You can clear all logs by pressing on Clear button. 
 
Size of log is defined in Utilities General Configuration 
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6.4.1. Export logs 

 
Example 
 
Once an hour, make CSV file with all objects logs and send to external FTP server with IP 
192.168.1.11, login ‘ftplogin‘, password ‘ftppassword‘. 
 

 In Scripting -> Scheduled add the script which will run once an hour  

 
 Add the following code in Script editor for this particular script. 

 
1. require('socket.ftp') 

2.   

3. -- ftp file 

4. ftpfile=string.format('ftp://ftplogin:ftppassword@192.168.1.11/%s.csv', os.date('%Y-%m-

%d_%H-%M')) 

5. -- get past hour data (3600 seconds) 

6. logtime=os.time() - 60*60 

7.   

8. -- list of objects by id 

9. objects ={} 

10.   

11. -- objects with logging enabled 

12. query ='SELECT address, datatype, name FROM objects WHERE disablelog=0' 

13. for _, object in ipairs(db:getall(query)) do 

14.   objects[tonumber(object.address)]={ 

15. datatype=tonumber(object.datatype), 

16.     name =tostring(object.name or''), 

17. } 

18. end 

19.   
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20. -- csv buffer 

21. buffer ={'"date","address","name","value"'} 

22.   

23. -- get object logs 

24. query='SELECT src, address, datahex, logtime, eventtype FROM objectlog WHERE logtime>= 

? ORDER BY id DESC' 

25. for _, row in ipairs(db:getall(query, logtime))do 

26.   object = objects[tonumber(row.address)] 

27.   

28. -- found matching object and event type is group write 

29. if object and row.eventtype=='write' then 

30. datatype=object.datatype 

31.   

32. -- check that object datatype is set 

33. if datatype then 

34. -- decode data 

35.       data =knxdatatype.decode(row.datahex, datatype) 

36.   

37. -- remove null chars from char/string datatype 

38. if datatype==dt.char or datatype==dt.string then 

39.         data =data:gsub('%z+', '') 

40. -- date to DD.MM.YYYY 

41. elseifdatatype==dt.date then 

42.         data =string.format('%.2d.%.2d.%.2d', data.day, data.month, data.year) 

43. -- time to HH:MM:SS 

44. elseif datatype==dt.time then 

45.         data =string.format('%.2d:%.2d:%.2d', data.hour, data.minute, data.second) 

46. end 

47. else 

48.       data ='' 

49. end 

50.   

51. -- format csv row 

52. logdate=os.date('%Y.%m.%d %H:%M:%S', row.logtime) 

53. csv=string.format('%q,%q,%q,%q', logdate, knxlib.decodega(row.address), object.name, 

tostring(data)) 

54.   

55. -- add to buffer 

56. table.insert(buffer, csv) 

57. end 

58. end 

59.   

60. -- upload to ftp only when there's data in buffer 

61. if #buffer > 1 then 

62.   result, err =socket.ftp.put(ftpfile, table.concat(buffer, '\r\n')) 

63. end 

64.   
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65. -- error while uploading 

66. if err then 

67.   alert('FTP upload failed: %s', err) 

68. end 

 

6.5. Schedulers 

 
Schedulers contain administration of user mode schedulers. Schedulers allow for end user to 
control KNX group address values based on the date or day of the week. 
 

 

6.5.1. Add new scheduler 

 
By clicking on the Schedulers  Add new scheduler you will see such parameter window: 
 

 
 

 Object – the object group address which will be controlled by scheduler 
 Active – define this scheduler as active or not 
 Name – name of the scheduler 
 Start date – start date of the scheduler 
 End date – end date of the scheduler 

6.5.2. Scheduler events 
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 Event can be added both in administrator interface as well as by end user in the special User 
mode schedulers interface. 

 

 
 Active – Defines the Event to be active or not. 
 Name – name of the Event 
 Run at – Even could be triggered by specific time, sunrise or sunset. 
 Start time offset – offset can be set for sunrise/sunset i.e. when location is in the valley 

and surrounding hills casting shadows. 
 Start time – time of Event activation. 
 Day of the week – days in which Event will be active. 
 Weekday in month – weekday in which Event will be active i.e. every 1st Monday in the 

month which may fall to the second week in some months. 
 Months – Months in which Event will be active 
 Year– Year in which Event will be active, (leave year blank for recurring events). 
 Holidays – Holidays which are defined in the Holidays - “No effect”, “Do not run on 

holidays” and “Run only on holidays” options available. 

 Value – Value to send to the group address when the Event will be triggered. 
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6.5.3. Scheduler holidays 

 
Once the event will be marked to run in Hol, Holiday entries will be activated.  
 
 

 Name – name of Holidays 
 Holiday type – type of Holidays, specific date or Day in the week can be selected 
 Day– day in which Holidays will be active. 
 Months – Months in which Holidays will be active 
 Year– Year in which Event will be active, (leave year blank for recurring events). 

 Duration(days) – duration of Holidays 

6.5.4.  Direct link 

 
To get direct link to a specific scheduler click on Direct link button on bottom left part. 
 

 
 

6.6. Trend logs 

 
Trends logs are administration of user mode trends, used to see historical object graphical 
values, compare with other period values. 
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6.6.1. Add new trend log 

 
 
 Object – choose from list of object the one to make trends for 
 Name – name of the trend 
 Log type [Counter, Counter with negative delta, Absolute value] – type of the log. 

Counter type is used to count the date, Absolute value – saves the actual readings 
 Trend resolutions [5 min .. 1 hour]  – average value of 1 minute for specific time 

interval data will be shown on the trend. E.g. if 1 hour – trend step will be 1 hour 
with average 60 readings data 

 Decimal places – decimal places for the presentation 
 Resolution data – Number of data points to store at the selected resolution 
 Daily data –average value of daily data for specific time interval 
 
Note! One trend data point reading takes 8bytes of flash memory. E.g. reading some 
value once in every 10 minutes, will consume ~0.4MB of flash each year.   
 
Note! Trend’s number have flexible limit based on total size of all trends. Each trend 
reserves part of system memory according to its settings. System will not allow you to 
create further trends when full. Do not store data for unnecessary long time or use high 
rate of trend sampling if not necessary. Export your trend data regularly. 
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6.6.2.  Direct link 

 
To get direct link to a specific trend log click on Direct link button on bottom left part. 

 

 
 

6.6.3. Trend logs functions 

 
To process logged information in trends, you can use built in trend log functions from scripting. 
 
Include library before calling trend log functions: 
 
require('trends') 
 
Include library before calling trend log functions 
 
trends.fetch(name, dates, resolution) 
trends.fetchone(name, dates, resolution) 
 
Fetch one or many values for the given period 
 
Parameters: 
 

 name trend log name, required 
 dates Lua table with two items - 'start' and 'end', each item must contain 'year', 'month', 

'day' keys, required 
 resolution optional, will use trend resolution if not specified, set to 86400 for retreive 

daily data 
 

Return values: 
 

 fetch returns Lua table with values for the given period or nil on error. Number of values 
depends on period, resolution and data retention settings 

 fetchone returns single value for the given period or nil on error 
 

Example: 
 

require('trends') 
 
-- will fetch data between 2016.04.15 00:00 and 2016.04.16 00:00 
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dates = { 
  ['start'] = { year = 2016, month = 4, day = 15 }, 
  ['end'] = { year = 2016, month = 4, day = 16 }, 
} 
 
-- fetch current value 
day = trends.fetchone('Gas', dates) 
 
-- get data for the past year 
dates = {} 
dates['start'] = os.date('*t') 
dates['start'].year = dates['start'].year - 1 
dates['end'] = os.date('*t') 
 
-- fetch previous value 
yearly = trends.fetch('Gas', dates, 86400) 

 

 trends.NaN value is used for points which contain invalid values or cannot be found.  
The default value is 0, but it can also be set to 0 / 0 (NaN - not a number). 
 

Example: 
 
require('trends') 
 
-- use "not a number" for invalid values 
trends.NaN = 0 / 0 
 
-- get data for the past year 
dates = {} 
dates['start'] = os.date('*t') 
dates['start'].year = dates['start'].year - 1 
dates['end'] = os.date('*t') 
 
value = trends.fetchone('Hot Water', dates) 
 
-- NaN ~= NaN, means value was not found 
if value ~= value then 
  return 
end 

 

 

 

6.7. Scenes 

 

Scenes section allows creating scenes visually (without using event-based scripting).  

 

Add scene 
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 Name – scene name 

 Scene is active – define either this scene is active or not 

 Trigger object – group address for scene trigger object 

 Trigger value – scene object trigger value 
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Scene sequence 

 

List of object and the sequence is defined here.  

 

 

 Object – group address 

 Write to bus –  define either to send KNX bus telegram 

 

 

6.8. Visualization structure 

 
In Vis.structure menu the structure of the visualization is defined and visualization backgrounds 
are uploaded.  
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6.8.1. Levels / Plans 

 
By default there is Main level added. To add a new level/building, press “Add new level” button. 
Please note that you can limit access to this specific level by adding PIN code. 
 

 
 
 
You can also add a new level by importing it from the file (which is exported on other LM for 
example). Press Import button for this purpose. Object linkage can be either cleared or 
imported as-is. 
 

 
 
 
Once a new level is added, you can add second level or upload floor pictures related to this 

particular building. To add a new entry, click on the green icon , to delete a specific entry 

press on the red icon . 
 

 
 

When adding new plan, the following parameters should be defined: 
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 Parent – name of parent level 
 Name – name for the plan 
 Plan size – plan size in pixels. There are predefined resolutions available when 

clicking on the icon on the right size of this parameter: 

 
 

 Layout – layout for this specific plan. All object from Layout will be duplicated on this 
particular plan including background color and plan image if they are not defined 
separately for this specific plan 

 Usermode visualization [Show, Show and make default, Hide] – visibility for this 
particular plan in Usermode visualization 

 Touch visualization [Show, Show and make default, Hide]– visibility for this 
particular plan in Touch visualization 
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 PIN code – specify PIN code to access the plan 
 Primary background image – choose primary background image from the list added 

in Vis.graphics  Images/Backgrounds 
 Secondary background image – choose secondary background image from the list 

added in Vis.graphics  Images/Backgrounds 
 Background color – choose background color of the plan 
 Touch background color – define a color for touch visualization 
 Repeat background image – either to show the image once or repeat it and fill the 

whole plan 
 Fixed primary background – specify if first background image should be fixed. By 

enabling this, you can enable Parallax effect for your visualization 
 Admin only access – enable admin only access for this floor 
 

 
When clicking on Background image, the following window appears with background images 
which has to be added in Vis.graphics  Images/Backgroundsin advance: 

 
 
 
You can duplicate the plan with all its objects and settings by pressing on   icon. 
Levels can be sorted by pressing  and  icons. You can export the plan structure by clicking 

in this icon  
 

6.8.2. Layouts / Widgets 

 
Layouts are used as templates for further use when adding Levels in Levels/Plans tab. 
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Layouts will not be visible from the Usermode/Touch visualizations. When you add any 
background, objects to layouts level in Visualization, they will automatically appear on all linked 
Levels.  

 
 

 Parent – name of parent layout 
 Name – name for the layout 
 Plan size – plan size in pixels. There are predefined resolutions available when 

clicking on the icon on the right size of this parameter 
 Primary background image – choose primary background image from the list added 

in Vis.graphics  Images/Backgrounds 
 Secondary background image – choose secondary background image from the list 

added in Vis.graphics  Images/Backgrounds 
 Background color – choose background color of the plan 
 Touch background color – define a color for touch visualization 
 Repeat background image – either to show the image once or repeat it and fill the 

whole plan 
 Fixed primary background – specify if first background image should be fixed. By 

enabling this, you can enable Parallax effect for your visualization 
 
 
Widgets are used to combine several objects under one object in visualization, will pop-up 
when activated. 
Background image for the widget should be added in Vis.graphics  Images/Backgrounds in 
advance. 
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 Parent – name of parent widget 
 Name – name for the widget 
 Plan size – plan size in pixels. There are predefined resolutions available when 

clicking on the icon on the right size of this parameter 
 Widget position – default position of the widget on the screen 
 Primary background image – choose primary background image from the list added 

in Vis.graphics  Images/Backgrounds 
 Background color – choose background color of the widget 
 Touch background color – define a color for touch visualization 
 Repeat background image – either to show the image once or repeat it and fill the 

whole plan 
 Fixed primary background – specify if first background image should be fixed. By 

enabling this, you can enable Parallax effect for your visualization 
 
 
When you have defined the widget in Layouts/Widgets tab, you can add objects to it in 
Visualization tab. 
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When you have added necessary objects to the widget, you can choose it when adding objects 
for main Levels e.g. Bedroom in Main level. 
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Once added, you can try out the widget in Usermode visualization by clicking on added object 
(temperature sensor icon on the left), the widget appears on click. 

 
 

6.9. Visualization 

 
After the building and floor structure is defined in Vis.structure tab, it is visualized in 
Visualization tab. Controlled and monitored objects can be added and managed in this section.  
 

Both side bars can be minimized by pressing on  icon making the map more visible especially 
on small displays. 

 

 

 

6.9.1. Plan editor 

 
Plan editor is located on the right side of the visualization map. By clicking on Unlock current 
plan for editing button, the following main menus appear for configuration: 
 

 Object – new object to be added to the map 
 Link – linking several floors with special icons 
 Text Label – text label to put on visualization 
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 Image – Add specific image on the visualization 
 Frame – add frame object to the visualization 
 Gauge – Metering gauge  
 Camera – IP web camera integration into visualization 
 Graph – Real-time graph to monitor value of scale-type objects   

 
While in editing mode, on the left side you can change plan resolution on the fly 
 

 
 
When some object is selected and in the editing mode, there appears Delete / Duplicate 
buttons so you can either delete or copy the object 

 
 

6.9.2. Object 

 
 

 Main object – list of existing group addresses on KNX/EIB bus, the ones available for 
configuration in Objects tab 

 Status object – list of status objects on KNX/EIB bus 
 Custom name – Name for the object 
 Read-only – the object is read-only, no write permission 
 Hide in touch– do not show this object in Touch Visualization 
 Hide background– Hide icon background  
 Send fixed value– Allows to send specific value to the bus each time the object is 

pressed 
 No bus write – do not send telegram into the bus once clicked on this object in 

Usermode/Touch visualizations 
 PIN code – PIN code which will be asked to provide when click on this object to perform 

group write 
 Widget – specify widget which will be launched when click on this object 
 Display mode [icon and value; icon; value] – how to display the object 
 Touch icon – icon for Touch visualization 
 On icon – On state icon for binary-type objects. Icons library is located in Vis.graphics  

Icons tab 
 Off icon –Off state icon for binary-type objects. Icons library is located in Vis.graphics  

Icons tab 
 Additional classes – additional CSS classes for the element 
 Show control –scale-type object specific setting defining 

either to show the control in Usermode visualization 
without icon  

 Show value background – show value background color 
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 Visualization parameters 
 

Defines global or local visualization parameter for specific group address. 
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Global (per-object) parameters – specify type of visualization parameter for this specific group 
address as seen in point 6.2.3. Once specified as global, the same visualization parameter will 
be used with this group address. 
Local (per-element) parameters – specify type of visualization parameter for this specific group 
address for this specific element as seen in point 6.2.3. Once specified as local, it will only be 
used in this specific place. 
Override global parameters with local – override global parameter for this specific element to 
local 
Clear local parameters – clear all local parameters 
  
 
For scale-type objects additional button appears while specifying parameters – Additional icons. 
It’s possible to define different icons for different object values in the window. 

 
On the bottom of setting you can see element position and size parameters, which you can 

freely change. By pressing  you will reset size. By pressing  you can lock aspect ratio. 
 

 
 
Once the object parameters are defined, press Add to plan button and newly created object will 
appear. You can move the object to the location it will be located. Note that while being in 
editing mode, the object will not work. When all necessary objects are added, press Save and 
reload plan button so the objects starts functioning.  
 
You can edit each added object when clicking on it while in Editing mode. 
 

6.9.3. Link 

 
In order to make visualization more convenient, there are floor links integrated. You can add 
icons or text on the map, which links to other floors.  
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 Link to – Linked plan name or link to Schedulers / Trends or External Link (use the 
link in form http://www.openrb.com) 

 Custom name – name for the link  
 Hide in touch – do not show this object in Touch Visualization 
 Hide background– Hide icon background  
 Display mode [Icon; Value] – either to show icon or its value 
 Icon – Icon which will be showed in visualization (if chosen, no further parameters 

are available) 
 Active state icon – active state icon if the link is to current plan (in case you have 

several smaller plans on one visualization and want to display the current one) 
 Additional classes – additional CSS classes for the element 
 

 
Once the floor link parameters are defined, press Add to plan button and newly created object 
will appear. You can move the object to the location it will be located. Note that while being in 
editing mode, the object will not work. Press on Save and reload plan button so the objects 
starts functioning.  
 

6.9.4. Text Label 

 
Text labels can be added and moved across the visualization map.  
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 Text – label text 
 Font size – label font size 
 Text style – style of the text – bold, italic, underscored 
 Custom font – font name 
 Font color– label font color 
 Additional classes – additional CSS classes for the element 

 
Once the label parameters are defined, press Add to plan button and newly created object will 
appear on the map. You can move the object to the location it will be located. Press on Save 
and reload plan button so the objects starts functioning.  
 
 

6.9.5. Image 

 
Image section allows adding images from the internet into the visualization map. Useful for 
example, to grab dynamic weather cast images. 
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 Image source [Local; Remote] – image source location 
 Source url / Select image – Source URL of the image or image from local database 
 Image size – width and height of the image 
 External link – external link URL when pressing on the image 
 Additional classes – additional CSS classes for the element 

 
Once the image parameters are defined, press Add to plan button and newly created object will 
appear on the map. You can move the object to the location it will be located. Press on Save 
and reload plan button so the objects starts functioning.  
 

6.9.6. Frame 

 

With Frame functionality you can integrate 3rd party applications, we resources or local 
Trends/Schedulers into one common visualization.  
 

 Source [Url, Schedulers; Trend logs] – frame source 
 Url – Source URL of the page to integrate 
 Frame size – width and height of the frame 
 Custom name – custom name of the frame object 
 External link – external link URL when pressing on the image 
 Hide in Touch – defines either to hide frame in Touch visualization 
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 Additional classes – additional CSS classes for the element 
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6.9.7. Gauge 

 
Gauge allows visualizing and changing object value in the gauge. 

 
 Data object – KNX group address 
 Gauge size – size of the gauge 
 Custom name – custom name for the object 
 Read only – make the gauge read only 
 Additional classes – additional CSS classes for the element 

 
Once the gauge parameters are defined, press Add to plan button and newly created object will 
appear on the map. You can move the object to the location it will be located. Press on Save 
and reload plan button so the objects starts functioning.  
 

 

6.9.8. Camera 

 
LogicMachine supports third party IP web camera integration into its visualization.  
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 Source url – source address of the video stream 
 Window size – size of the window of camera picture 
 Custom name – name for the object 
 Icon – icon for the object 
 Auto open window – automatically open video window, otherwise it is launched by 

click on the icon 
 Hide background– hide icon background  
 Additional classes – additional CSS classes for the element 
 

Note! If IP camera requires user name and password, enter the url in form 
http://USER:PASSWORD@IP 
 
Once the camera parameters are defined, press Add to plan button and newly created object 
will appear in look of video camera. You can move the object to the location it will be located. 
Note that while being in editing mode, the object will not work. Press on Save and reload plan 
button so the objects starts functioning. By pressing on video camera, a new sub-window 
appears with a picture from your IP web camera. The window can be freely moved to other 
location so not to cover other visualization objects. 
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6.9.9. Graph 

 
Real-time graphs can be integrated into visualization system to monitor the current and old 
value of scale-type objects. Make sure logging is enabled for the object in Object tab which 
values is planned to be shown in the graph. 

 
 

 Data object – group address of the object 
 Custom name – name of the object 
 Icon– icon to launch the graph 
 Windows size – size of the graph window 
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 Number of points – number of data points to show in the graph 
 Auto open window – graph window is automatically opened 
 Hide background – hide icon background 
 Additional classes – additional CSS classes for the element 

 
 
Once the graph parameters are defined, press Add to plan button and newly created object will 
appear. You can move the object to the location it will be located. Note that while being in 
editing mode, the object will not work. Press on Save and reload plan button so the objects 
starts functioning.  
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6.10. Vis.graphics 

 
 The list of predefined icons, list of images and backgrounds is available in Vis.graphics tab. 

 
 
Press on Add icons button to add a new entry. The system accepts any size icons. GIF is also 
supported. 
 

 
 

 Name (optional) – the name of the icon 
 File – Icon file location 

 
 
Images/Backgrounds tab is used to upload image files for visualization purposes 
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In Fonts tab you can add custom fonts 

 
 

In Custom CSS tab you can add your CSS style for the visualization which you can use when 
adding elements into visualization, so any elements of Look and Feel is customizable with this 
solution. 
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6.11. Utilities 

 
There are following utilities in the tab available: 

 
Import ESF file– imports ETS object file. It will be necessary to set correct data types for 
some imported objects. Existing objects will not be overwritten. Objects with the same 
name are considered duplicates and might not be imported 

 
 
 
Import neighbours – import list of objects from network LM devices 
 

 
 
Reset / clean-up – delete all objects from the Logic Machine, they disappear from 
visualization aswell 
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Factory reset– delete all configuration and return to factory defaults 

 
 
 
 
 
Date and time – data and time settings 

 
 
Install updates – install LogicMachine update file *.lmu. LogicMachine will reboot after 
successful update 

 
 
 
Backup – backup all objects, logs, scripts, visualization.  
 
Restore– restore configuration from backup 
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General Configuration – system general settings  

 
 
 Interface language – interface language  
 Automatic address range start – start group address when using automatic 

addressing in scripts, IO settings and other 
 Discover new objects– either KNX object sniffer is enabled. If yes, once 

triggered all new objects will appear automatically in the Objects list 
 Object log size – max count of object logs 
 Default log policy– either to log status change for all objects or only for 

checked objects 
 Alert log size – max count of alerts logged 
 Log size – max count of logs 
 Error log size – max count of errors logged 
 Enable block editor – either to enable scripting block editor 
 Save object values in storage – save object values in REDIS database to access 

from apps 
 Code editor tab size – specify tab size to be used in the scripting editor 
 

Note! If log size is changed to a smaller value, excess logs will be deleted on next auto clean-up 
(every 10 minutes) 
 
Note! Log policy only affects new objects, current per-object log settings are kept unchanged 
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Warning! Excessive object logging degrades LogicMachine performance. Please follow this 
example to store logs on local FTP or automatically export to external FTP server: 
http://openrb.com/example-export-last-hour-csv-object-log-file-to-external-ftp-server-from-
lm2/  
 

 
Vis. Configuration – visualization specific settings  

 
 

 Usermode sidebar [Show docked, Show as overlay (auto-hide), Hide 
(fullscreen mode] – visibility of sidebar when in Usermode Visualization 

 Usermode view [Align plans to top left, no size limit; Center plans, limit 
size; Center plans, enable auto-sizing; Center horizontally, auto-size 
width] – defines the look of Usermode visualization  

 Usermode page transition [Flip X; Flip Y; Shrink; Expand; Slide up; Slide 
down, Slide left; Slide right; Slide up big; Slide down big; Slide left big; 
Slide right big] – transition when changing plans in visualization  

 Usermode auto-size upscaling – enable this to scale the visualization 
automatically on each display device. Please note to use SVG format 
images and icons so the quality is not affected by upscaling 

 Usermode background color – background color in usermode 
visualization 

 Usermode background image – specific image for usermode visualization 
 Custom font – select custom font to use in visualization 
 Use dark theme – check to enable dark theme in both usermode and 

touch visualizations 
 Enable swipe gesture – check to enable swipe gesture to move across 

plans from your touch device 

http://openrb.com/example-export-last-hour-csv-object-log-file-to-external-ftp-server-from-lm2/
http://openrb.com/example-export-last-hour-csv-object-log-file-to-external-ftp-server-from-lm2/
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 Disable object click animation – disable object click animation 
 Dim inactive visualization after – define time in minutes after which the 

screen will be dimmed where visualization is opened 
 Dim level – dim level for the display 
 Show alerts in Usermode – once new Alerts is triggered it will pop-up in 

User mode visualization 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

System – by clicking on the arrow near System button, KNX Connection, User Access, Remote 
Services settings can be access. By clicking on the System button, network configuration 
window opens in new browser’s tab.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

6.12. User access 

 
User access management is located in User access tab. 
 
User access settings 
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 Disable password for Visualization – disable password access for visualization 
 Enable password for Apps – enable password to enter the initial Apps screen of 

LogicMachine (when entering http://IP in the web-browser) 
 Enable password for User directory – enable password access for User directory 
 Visualization PIN code – global PIN code visualization 
 Remember username and password – remember user login credentials after 

entered once for specified time interval 
 User cookie expiration days – user cookie expiration days 

 
User directory 
 
You can upload files which are accessible through the main web server via FTP. In System config 
--> Services --> FTP server you have to enable the FTP server and set password for apps user. 
Then you can upload files into user directory which can then be accessed at http://IP/user. 
Password authentication for this directory can be enabled/disabled in Logic Machine --> User 
access --> User access settings. 
 
Adding users 
 

http://ip/
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 Name – name of the user 
 Login – login name 
 Password – password 
 Repeat password – repeat password 
 Visualization access [None, Partial, Full] – type of Visualization access 
 Schedulers access [None, Partial, Full] – type of Schedulers access 
 Trends access [None, Partial, Full] – type of Trends access 

 None – access is limited 
 Partial – access is granted for specific visualization floors, schedulers and 
trends 
 Full – full access 
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Access logs 
 
Shows a list of access logs  
 
 
 

6.13. Alerts 

 
In Alert tab a list of alert messages defined with alert function in scripts is located. The 
messages are stored on the compact flash. Information on system start and KNX connection 
status messages are also automatically displayed in this window. 
 

 
 
On the communication panel you can jump by pages 
and reload the page. 
 
Example 
 

1. temperature = 25.3  

2.   
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3. if temperature > 24 then 

4. -- resulting message: 'Temperature levels are too high: 25.3' 

5. alert('Temperature level is too high: %.1f', temperature) 

6. end 

 

 

6.14. Error log 

 
Error messages from scripts are displayed in Error log tab. 

 
 
 

6.15. Logs 

 
Logs can be used for scripting code debugging. The log messages appear defined by log 
function. 
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7. User mode visualization 
 
User mode visualization contains created visualization maps. A password and users to access 
specific visualization maps can be created in Logic Machine --> User access  
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7.1. Custom design Usermode visualization 

 
Through Custom CSS styles it is possible to create different type of visualization maps. Custom 
CSS can be done in Vis. Graphics  Edit custom CSS tab. For more information of CSS examples 
please see our user forum: http://forum.logicmachine.net/  
  

http://forum.logicmachine.net/
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8. Touch visualization 
 
Touch visualization is designed for iPhone/iPod/iPad/Android touch screen devices. All objects 
which are added in Logic Machine configuration by default are visible in touch visualization (if 
there is no Hide in touch option enabled).  
 
The main window is Building view where you can choose which Floor from which Building to 
control. Once you choose the floor, all objects which are assigned to it, are listed and can be 
controlled. 

Launching visualization on touch device (iPad in this case) 
 

 Make sure your iPad is connected wirelessly to the LogicMachine (either through 
separate access point or directly to Logic Machine’s USB WiFi adapter).  

 In the browser enter Logic Machine’s IP (default 192.168.0.10).  

 Click on the Touch Visualization icon.  

 Save the application as permanent/shortcut in your iPad 
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9. System configuration 
 
System configuration allows managing router functionality on KNX/EIB LogicMachine as well as 
do access control management, upgrade firmware, see network and system status and others. 
 

 
 

Login  Password 

admin admin 

 
 
 

9.1. Hostname 

 
Hostname can be change in System  Hostname. This name will appear when searching for the 
device through Zeroconf or Discovery applications. 
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9.2. Changing Admin password 

 
The admin password configuration window is located in System  Admin access. 

 
 

9.3. Packages 

 
System  Packages shows the packages installed in the system. You can add new packaged by 
pressing on + 
 

 
 

9.4. Upgrade firmware 

 
System  Upgrade firmware is used to do a full upgrade of the system (both OS part as well as 
LogicMachine part). 
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9.5. Reboot Logic Machine 

 
You can restart the LogicMachine by executing System Reboot command. 
 

9.6. Shutdown Logic Machine 

 
You can shutdown the LogicMachine by executing System Shutdown command. It is advisable 
to shutdown the system before plug out the power, because the database is saved safely.  
 

9.7. Interface configuration 

 
Ethernet interface is listed in the first tab. There are possibilities to disable/enable or to take a 
look at the traffic flow graph using special icons on the right side.  

 
 
 
By clicking on the interface you get to the configuration. 
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 Protocol– specific protocol used for addressing 
  Static IP – static IP address. By default 192.168.0.10 

 DHCP – use DHCP protocol to get IP configuration.  
 Current IP– the IP address got from DHCP server. This field appears only if the IP 

address is given otherwise it’s hidden. 
  
    

 Network mask – network mask. By default 255.255.255.0 (/24) 
 Gateway IP – gateway IP address 
 DNS server – DNS server IP address 
 MTU– maximum transmission unit, the largest size of the packet which could be passed 

in the communication protocol. By default 1500 
 
 
Ethernet interface data throughput graph 

 

On the main window of the Ethernets tab, if you click on the button, a new window is 
opened. It draws a real-time graph of the traffic flow passing the interface (both In and Out). 
There is a possibility to switch the units of measurement – bytes/s or bytes/s. 
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9.8. KNX connection 

 
KNX specific configuration is located in Network  KNX connection window. 

General tab 
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 Mode [ TP-UART / EIBnet IP Tunneling / EIBnet IP Tunneling(NAT mode) / EIBnet IP 
Routing] – KNX connection mode. LogicMachine5 has TPUART interface by default built-
in. Note! If there is no KNX TP connected to the device, it will automatically offer to 
switch to KNXnet/IP mode. 

 ACK all group telegrams – acknowledge receipt of telegram to all group communication 
 KNX address – KNX physical address of the device 
 KNX IP features – Use this device with KNX IP features e.g. for KNX device configuration 

from ETS using LogicMachine 
 Multicast IP – multicast IP address 
 Multicast TTL – Time to live for multicast telegram in seconds 
 Maximum telegrams in queue – count of maximum telegrams in the queue 
 TOS priority level (0=no priority) – type of service in the telegram. See more here: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Type_of_service  
 Encryption key – key for secure IP communication along LogicMachines. Setting 

Encryption key will enable encryption of routing telegrams. Reception of normal 
telegrams will still work. Tunneling and non-secure routing is disabled if only secure 
communication is enabled. All devices must have the same date/time set otherwise 
encrypted telegrams will be rejected. 

 Enable only secure communication – define either only encrypted communication is 
accepted 
 

 
 
IP > TP filter 
 
Filtering table for telegrams going from IP network to KNX TP1 is located in this submenu. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Type_of_service
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 Apply filter to tunneling – either to apply filter policy to telegrams in tunneling 
mode. If ETS is used it is recommended to turn this feature off. 

 SRC policy [No filter / Accept selected individual addresses / Drop selected individual 
addresses]– policy to apply to the list of source addresses 

 Ind. address list – list of individual addresses. One address/range per line. Use * (e.g. 
1.1.* ) to filter all addresses in the given line.  

 DST group policy[No filter / Accept selected group addresses / Drop selected group 
addresses]– policy to apply to the list of destination group addresses 

 Group address list – list of group addresses. One address/range per line. Use * (e.g. 
1/1/*) to filter all addresses in the given line.  
 
Note! KNX IP features should be on for filter to work. Filtering lists are updated at 
once, changing policies requires restart. 

 

Note that group address list can be filled automatically by checking necessary group 

addresses in LogicMachine  Objects list 
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TP > IP filter 

Filtering table for telegrams going from KNX TP1 to IP network is located in this submenu. 
 

 

 

 Apply filter to virtual objects – either to apply filter policy to objects added in 
Objects tab as virtual objects without attraction to bus 
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 SRC policy [No filter / Accept selected individual addresses / Drop selected individual 
addresses]– policy to apply to the list of source individual addresses 

 Ind. address list – list of individual addresses. One address/range per line. Use * (e.g. 
1.1.* ) to filter all addresses in the given line.  

 DST group policy [No filter / Accept selected group addresses / Drop selected group 
addresses]– policy to apply to the list of destination group addresses 

 Group address list – list of group addresses. One address/range per line. Use * (e.g. 
1/1/*) to filter all addresses in the given line.  
 
Note! KNX IP features should be on for filter to work. Filtering lists are updated at 
once, changing policies requires restart. 

 
 

9.9. KNX statistics 

 
KNX related statistics can be found in Network  KNX statistics menu. 
 
 

 

 

9.10. BACnet settings 

 
BACnet server specific configuration can be done in Network BACnet Settings.  
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Server enabled – specify if BACnet server is enabled or not 
Device ID – device ID in BACnet network 
Password – device password 
Object priority – object priority 
Add group address to object name – add automatically the address to object name 
Port – port number 
BBMD IP – BACnet router IP. When router IP and port are set, LM will act as a foreign 
device and will attempt to register with BACnet router. 
BBMD port – BACnet router port. When router IP and port are set, LM will act as a foreign 
device and will attempt to register with BACnett router 
BBMD lease time (seconds) – registration resend interval 

 
 
To make KNX/EIB objects BACnet readable/writable, mark necessary objects in LogicMachine as 
“Export object”. Binary objects will appear as Binary Values, other numeric values will appear as 
Analog Values. Other types are not currently supported. KNX bus write changes priority array 
value at configured object priority index  
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9.11. BACnet objects 

 
In Network BACnet objects you can see marked objects on LogicMachine which are sent to 
BACnet network. 
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9.12. HTTP server 

 
In case additional www ports are needed to run the web-server on, use Network  HTTP server 
menu. Default HTTP port is 80, default HTTPS port is 443. 
 

 
 

9.13. NTP client/server 
 

Client status when enabled LM obtaining data from up to four selected servers. 

 

Local server status when enabled LM can serve as local NPT server for other LMs or other 

devices. 
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9.14. HTTP SSL certificate 

 

SSL Certificates are small data files that digitally bind a cryptographic key to a device’s details. 

When installed on a web server, it activates the padlock and the https protocol and allows secure 

connections from a web server to a browser.  

 

There is amount of online SSL certificate providers some SSL certificates are free some are paid. 

 

 Upload new private key/certificate – for upload existing RSA key/SSL certificate 

 Generate new private key/certificate – generate RSA private key/SSL certificate from 

one already installed. 
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9.15. FTP server 

 
You can enable access to FTP server of LogicMachine by enabling this service in Service FTP 
Server. 

 
 
 Server status – define either FTP server is enabled or disabled 
 Port – port of the service 
 Username – login name, ftp 

 Password – password for user ftp, length 4-20 symbols 
 Username – login name to user directory http://IP/user, apps user. You can enable 

or disable password authorization for this directory in Logic Machine  User access 
 User access settings 

 Password – password for user apps, length 4-20 symbols 
 Passive mode min port – FTP passive mode minimum port 
 Passive mode max port – FTP passive mode maximum port 

 
 

  

http://ip/user
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9.16. Remote services 

 

 
 

 Service status – define either remote services are enabled or disabled 
 Username – user name 
 Password – password 

 

URL 

Change the IP and password according to your LM settings 

http://remote:remote@192.168.0.10/scada-remote?m=rss&r=alerts 

Request parameters 

m  set the return value format 

 json  

 xml  

 rss  only for alerts and errors 

r  requested function name 

 alerts  newest 50 alerts 

Return values: 

o alert  alert text 

o time  alert time (UNIX timestamp) 

o date  alert time (RFC date) 

 

 errors  newest 50 errors 

Return values: 

o error  error text 
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o script  error script name 

o time  error time (UNIX timestamp) 

o date  error time (RFC date) 

 

 objects  list of objects marked for export, ordered by update time 

Return values: 

o address  object address (e.g. "1/1/1") 

o name  object name (e.g. "My object") 

o data  decoded object value (e.g 42 or "01.01.2012") 

o datatype  object datatype (e.g. 1 or 5.001) 

o time  object update time (UNIX timestamp) 

o date  object update time (RFC date) 

o comment  object comment (e.g. "Second floor entry lights") 

o tags  optional array of object tags (e.g. "Light", "Second floor") 

 

 grp  execute one of grp functions 

Parameters: 

o fn  function name, required 

 getvalue  returns current object value if found 

 find  return object info 

 write  send KNX bus group write telegram 

 response  send KNX bus group response telegram 

 read  send KNX bus group read telegram 

 update  update local LM object value without KNX bus group write 

o alias  group address or name, required 

o value  new value to write, required for write / response / update, except for time and 

date datatypes 

Parameters for time  datatype: 

 day  number (0-7), day of the week, optional 

 hour  number (0-23) 

 minute  number (0-59) 

 second  number (0-59) 
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Parameters for date  datatype: 

 day  number (1-31) 

 month  number (1-12) 

 year  number (1990-2089) 

o datatype  optional for write / response / update, data type is taken from 

the database if not specified 

Possible values: 

bool  bit2  bit4  char  uint8  int8  uint16  int16  float16  

time  date  uint32  int32  float32  access  string  

 

Examples 

Write value of 50  to 1/1/1  

http://remote:remote@192.168.0.10/scada-
remote?m=json&r=grp&fn=write&alias=1/1/1&value=50  

Write boolean value to 1/1/2 , you can use true  or false , as well as 1  or 0  

http://remote:remote@192.168.0.10/scada-
remote?m=json&r=grp&fn=write&alias=1/1/2&value=true  

Explicit datatype setting to scale , send 50  to 1/1/1  

http://remote:remote@192.168.0.10/scada-
remote?m=json&r=grp&fn=write&alias=1/1/1&value=50&datatype=scale  
 

9.17. System monitoring 

 
System monitoring is used to monitor system processes, hardware. In case of failure, the 
system will be rebooted or specific task restarted. 

http://remote:remote@192.168.0.10/scada-remote?m=json&r=grp&fn=write&alias=1/1/1&value=50
http://remote:remote@192.168.0.10/scada-remote?m=json&r=grp&fn=write&alias=1/1/1&value=50
http://remote:remote@192.168.0.10/scada-remote?m=json&r=grp&fn=write&alias=1/1/2&value=true
http://remote:remote@192.168.0.10/scada-remote?m=json&r=grp&fn=write&alias=1/1/2&value=true
http://remote:remote@192.168.0.10/scada-remote?m=json&r=grp&fn=write&alias=1/1/1&value=50&datatype=scale
http://remote:remote@192.168.0.10/scada-remote?m=json&r=grp&fn=write&alias=1/1/1&value=50&datatype=scale
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9.18. Remote diagnostics 

 
Remote diagnostics should be enabled only when there is remote Embedded Systems support 
necessary for the device. It enables SSH access to the device.  
 

 
  

 Service status – define either remote SSH access is enabled or disabled. 

9.19. NTP client 

 
NTP servers can be specified in Service  NTP client window. 
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9.20. System status 

 
General system status with CPU usage, Memory usage, Partition, Serial ports information can 
be seen in Status System status window. 
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9.21.  Network utilities 

 
Ping and Traceroute utilities are located in Status Network utilities window. Both IP address 
and DNS names are accepted. 

 

9.22. System log 

Operating system log is available in Status  System log. 
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9.23. Running processes 

 
System running processes can be seen in Status Running processes window. 
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10. User mode schedulers 
 
User mode schedulers contains user-friendly interface for end-user to manage scheduler tasks, 
for example, specify thermostat values depending of the day of the week, time and holidays. 
 

10.1. Events 

 
Each scheduler is mapped to specific group address in administration panel (see section 1.4 of 
this manual).  

 
 
 
When adding the new task for specific scheduler you can specify day of the week, start time, 
value to send to the object.  
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10.2. Holidays 

 
In Holidays special days are specified which are then used adding new events. 
 

 
 
Click on Add new holiday button to specify a holiday. 
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11. Trend logs 

 
Trend logs are end user interface for trends (defined in administrator interface in section 1.5).  

 

By clicking on the menu button  you can change to different trends where each is mapped 
to a specific KNX group address. 
 

 
 

 Day – Trend with Day view 
 Month – Trend with Month view 
 Year – Trend with year view 
 Current – Current trend is drawn in blue, you can choose either to show Day, 

Month or Year view 
 Previous – previous time period, you can choose either to show Day, Month or 

Year view 
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 Show previous – when enabled a yellow trend line appears showing Previous 
trend above Current trend 

 

 

 

 Single trend – view single trend 
 Multiple trends – view multiple trends. When this mode is chosen, you can select 

several object on the left side to be shown  
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There is an automatic secondary axis – for two trends with different units / scales.  

 
 

 
By clicking on Data button, data points will be shown in a way of table which can be later 
exported as CSV file.  
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12. Modbus RTU/TCP interconnection with LM 
 

Modbus RTU is supported over RS-485 ports. Modbus TCP is supported over Ethernet port. 
Modbus communication is done either from visual Modbus mapper (only 1 RS485 interface can 
be defined through visual mapper. If you need to configure another RS-485, use scripting) for 
Modbus Master or through scripts for Modbus Slave. 

 
Modbus Master – user graphical mapper interface in Modbus tab 
Modbus Slave – to use LM as Modbus Slave, disable Modbus RTU in ModbusRTU settings, 
and use scripts for the communication 
 
 

12.1. Modbus device profile 

 
First thing you should do is to define Modbus device profile – it is a *.json file with the following 
structure e.g. a fragment from UIO20 device by Embedded Systems: 
 
 
 
{ 
"manufacturer": "Embedded Systems", 
"description": "Universal 16+4 I/O module", 
"mapping": [ 
{ "name": "Output 1", "bus_datatype": "bool", "type": "coil", "address": 0, "writable": 1 }, 
{ "name": "Input 1", "bus_datatype": "float16", "type": "inputregister", "address": 0, "value_multiplier": 0.001, "units": "V" } 
] 
} 

 
Name – Object name, e.g. Output 2 (String, Required) 
Bus_datatype - KNX object data type, key from dt table, e.g. float32 (String/Number, 
Required) 
Type – Modbus register type, possible values: coil discreteinput register inputregister 
(String, Required)  
Address – Register address (0-based) (Number, Required) 
Writable - Set to true to enable writing to register if type is either coil or register 
(Boolean) 
Datatype – Modbus value data type. If set, conversion will be done automatically. 
Possible values:  uint16 int16 float16 uint32 int32 float32 uint64 int64 quad10k s10k 
(String) 
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Value_delta – New value is sent when the difference between previously sent value and 
current value is larger than delta. Defaults to 0 (send after each read) (Number) 
Value_multiplier – Multiply resulting value by the specified number, value = value_base 
+ value * value_multiplier (Number) 
Value_bitmask – Bit mask to apply, shifting is done automatically based on least 
significant 1 found in the mask (Number) 
Value_nan – Array of 16-bit integers. If specified and read operation returns the same 
array no further processing of value is done (Array) 
Value_conv – Apply one of built-in conversion functions (String, Internal) 
Value_custom – Name of a built-in enumeration or a list of key -> value mapping, 
resulting value will be 0 if key is not found (String/Object) 
Internal – Not visible to user when set to true, should be used for scale registers  
(Boolean) 
Units – KNX object units/suffix (String) 
Address_scale – Address of register containing value scale, value = value * 10 ^ scale 
(Number) 
Read_count – Number of register to read at once (for devices that only support reading 
of a specific block of registers) (Number)  
Read_swap – Swap register order during conversion (endianness) (Boolean) 
Read_offset – Position of first register of data from the block of registers (0-based) 
(Number) 
 

When the Modbus device profile file is created, upload it by clicking on Profiles button. 
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12.2. Reading ModBus RTU coil / register from the interface 

 

As creating new Modbus profiles is not the most user-friendly task, we have added a new 
feature that allows reading any Modbus coil or register straight from the user interface. This 
should help users to find correct settings and addresses before creating new profiles. For now it 
only works with RTU connection, TCP is planned to be implemented later. 
By pressing RTU read test button you get the following options: 

 
 Device address – ModBus device address 
 Function (Coil, Discrete input, Holding register, Input register) – ModBus function 
 Address – address where data is located 
 Data type – data type, can be chosen only for registers 
 Read swap (None (ABCD); Word (CDAB); Byte (BADC); Byte and word (DCBA) – read 

data swapped in chosen way  
 Read length – read length of registers/coils 

 
 

12.3. RTU Scan 

 

Scan RS-485 ports for connected ModBus RTU devices. Only devices that are not already 

present and have a valid profile will be added. Operation will finish once the whole range has 

been scanned or 30 seconds have elapsed 
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 Scan range start – start ModBus device address 

 Scan range end – end ModBus device address 

 

12.4. RTU settings 

 

 
 

 RTU ( serial) enabled – defines either Modbus RTU is enabled 

 Port (/dev/RS485-1; /dev/RS485-2) – specify the port to communicate or leave blank for 

automatic detection.  

 Baud rate (1200 .. 500000) – baud rate 

 Parity (None 1 stop bit; Odd, Even, None 2 stop bits) – parity 

 Duplex – define either half or full duplex communication 
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12.5. Adding Modbus device 

 
Once profiles are added, add Modbus device by clicking Add device button. 

 
 Connection type – define either it is Modbus RTU or Modbus TCP connection 
 Name – name of the device 
 Profile – profile of the device 
 Device address – device address 
 Poll interval (seconds) – interval to poll the device 
 IP – IP address of the device in case Modbus TCP is used 
 Port – Communication port of the device in case Modbus TCP is used 
 

Once the device is added, you can do mapping to KNX addresses by clicking on icon. First, 
you see a list of all objects on the Modbus device. 
 

 
 
Click on specific object to do mapping.  
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12.6. Program address for UIO20 Modbus device 

 

 
There is a separate Write address button to program address for UIO20 device. Press 
programming button and click save afterwards. Programming LED will turn off after successful 
write operation. 
 
Once script is added, you can add the code in the Script Editor. There are lots of predefined 
code blocks in the Helpers. 
 

12.7. Modbus Slave examples 

 
Add the following code to Common functions 
 

1. -- modbus proxy 

2. mbproxy ={ 

3. -- supported function list 

4.   functions ={ 

5. 'readdo', 

6. 'readcoils', 

7. 'readdi', 

8. 'readdiscreteinputs', 

9. 'readao', 

10. 'readregisters', 

11. 'readai', 

12. 'readinputregisters', 
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13. 'writebits', 

14. 'writemultiplebits', 

15. 'writeregisters', 

16. 'writemultipleregisters', 

17. 'reportslaveid', 

18. 'getcoils', 

19. 'getdiscreteinputs', 

20. 'getinputregisters', 

21. 'getregisters', 

22. 'setcoils', 

23. 'setdiscreteinputs', 

24. 'setinputregisters', 

25. 'setregisters', 

26. }, 

27. -- new connecton init 

28.   new =function() 

29. require('rpc') 

30. local mb =setmetatable({}, { __index = mbproxy }) 

31.   

32.     mb.slaveid =0 

33.     mb.rpc = rpc.client('127.0.0.1', 28002, 'mbproxy') 

34.   

35. for _, fn in ipairs(mbproxy.functions)do 

36.       mb[ fn ]=function(self, ...) 

37. return mb:request(fn, ...) 

38. end 

39. end 

40.   

41. return mb 

42. end 

43. } 

44.   

45. -- set local slave id 

46. function mbproxy:setslave(slaveid) 

47.   self.slaveid = slaveid 

48. end 

49.   

50. -- send rpc request for a spefic function 

51. function mbproxy:request(fn, ...) 

52. local res, err = self.rpc:request({ 

53.     fn = fn, 

54.     params ={ ... }, 

55.     slaveid = self.slaveid or0, 

56. }) 

57.   

58. -- request error 

59. if err then 

60. return nil, err 
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61. -- request ok 

62. else 

63. -- reply with an error 

64. if res[ 1 ]==nil then 

65. return nil, res[2] 

66. -- normal reply 

67. else 

68. return unpack(res) 

69. end 

70. end 

71. end 

 

Handler (resident script with 0 delay) configuration 
 
1. mb:open()    
Open Modbus TCP connection 
 
2. mb:setslave(10) 
set slave device id 
 
3. mb:setmapping(10, 10, 10, 10) 
set number coils, discrete inputs, holding registers and input registers 
 
4.mb:setwritecoilcb(function(coil, value)... 
callback function which is executed for each coil write 
 
5. mb:setwriteregistercb(function(coil, value)... 
callback function which is executed for each register write 
 
 
 
 
Handler script example 
 

1. -- modbus init 

2. if not mb then 

3. require('luamodbus') 

4.   mb = luamodbus.tcp() 

5.   mb:open() 

6.  

7. -- init slave storage for coils, discrete inputs, holding registers and input registers 

8.   mb:setmapping(10, 10, 10, 10) 

9.   

10. -- coil write callback 

11.   mb:setwritecoilcb(function(coil, value) 

12. if coil == 0 then 

13.       grp.write('1/1/1', value, dt.bool) 

14. else 

15.       alert('coil: %d = %s', coil, tostring(value)) 
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16. end 

17. end) 

18.   

19. -- register write callback 

20.   mb:setwriteregistercb(function(register, value) 

21. if register == 0 then 

22. -- send value limited to 0..100 

23.       grp.write('4/1/5', math.min(100, value), dt.scale) 

24. else 

25.       alert('register: %d = %d', register, value) 

26. end 

27. end 

28. end 

29.   

30. -- server part init 

31. if not server then 

32. require('rpc') 

33.   

34. -- incoming data handler 

35. local handler = function(request) 

36. local fn, res 

37.   

38.     fn =tostring(request.fn) 

39.   

40. if not mb[ fn ]then 

41. return{nil, 'unknown function ' .. fn } 

42. end 

43.   

44. if type(request.params)=='table' then 

45. table.insert(request.params, 1, mb) 

46.       res ={ mb[ fn ](unpack(request.params))} 

47. else 

48.       res ={ mb[ fn ](mb)} 

49. end 

50.   

51. return res 

52. end 

53.   

54.   server = rpc.server('127.0.0.1', 28002, 'mbproxy', handler, 0.01) 

55. end 

56.   

57. mb:handleslave() 

58. server:step() 

 

 

Example: event script which changes modbus slave coil (address 0) 
 
Must be mapped to a group address with binary value. 
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1. value = event.getvalue() 

2. mb = mbproxy.new() 

3. mb:setcoils(0, value) 

 

 

Example: event script which changes modbus slave register (address 5) 
 
Must be mapped to a group address with scaling (0..100) value 

1. value = event.getvalue() 

2. mb = mbproxy.new() 

3. mb:setregisters(5, value) 

 
LM interconnection with PLC over Modbus TCP 
 
sleep time = 0. It only supports binary objects as coils and 1-byte / 2-byte integer objects as 
registers. Number of coils and registers is not limited, object mapping can be set by filling coils, 
registers and regdt tables.  
 

1. if not mb then 

2.   require('genohm-scada.eibdgm') 

3.   require('luamodbus') 

4.   

5.   -- list of coil mapping, starting from 0 

6.   coils = { '1/1/1', '1/1/2' } 

7.   

8.   -- list of register mapping, starting from 0 

9.   registers = { '2/2/2', '3/3/3' } 

10.   

11.   -- list of register data types, element count must match registers table 

12.   regdt = { dt.int8, dt.uint16 } 

13.   

14.   -- knx group write callback 

15.   function knxgroupwrite(event) 

16.     local value 

17.   

18.     -- try to find matching coil 

19.     for id, addr in ipairs(coils) do 

20.       if event.dst == addr then 

21.         value = knxdatatype.decode(event.datahex, dt.bool) 

22.         mb:setcoils(id - 1, value) 

23.       end 

24.     end 

25.   

26.     -- try to find matching register 

27.     for id, addr in ipairs(registers) do 

28.       if event.dst == addr then 

29.         value = knxdatatype.decode(event.datahex, regdt[ id ]) 
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30.         mb:setregisters(id - 1, value) 

31.       end 

32.     end 

33.   end 

34.   

35.   -- coil write callback 

36.   function mbwritecoils(coil, value) 

37.     local addr = coils[ coil + 1 ] 

38.     if addr then 

39.       grp.write(addr, value, dt.bool) 

40.     end 

41.   end 

42.   

43.   -- register write callback 

44.   function mbwriteregisters(register, value) 

45.     local addr = registers[ register + 1 ] 

46.     if addr then 

47.       grp.write(addr, value, regdt[ register + 1]) 

48.     end 

49.   end 

50.   

51.   -- knx group monitor, handles group writes 

52.   knxclient = eibdgm:new({ timeout = 0.1 }) 

53.   knxclient:sethandler('groupwrite', knxgroupwrite) 

54.   

55.   -- modbus slave, listen on all interfaces and default port 502 

56.   mb = luamodbus.tcp() 

57.   mb:open('0.0.0.0', 502) 

58.   

59.   -- setting slave id is optional 

60.   -- mb:setslave(1) 

61.   

62.   mb:setreceivetimeout(0.1) 

63.   mb:setmapping(#coils, 0, #registers, 0) 

64.   

65.   -- init coils 

66.   for id, addr in ipairs(coils) do 

67.     value = grp.getvalue(addr) 

68.     mb:setcoils(id - 1, value) 

69.   end 

70.   

71.   -- init registers 

72.   for id, addr in ipairs(registers) do 

73.     value = grp.getvalue(addr) 

74.     mb:setregisters(id - 1, value) 

75.   end 

76.   

77.   -- set callbacks for coil and register write 

78.   mb:setwritecoilcb(mbwritecoils) 

79.   mb:setwriteregistercb(mbwriteregisters) 
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80. end 

81.   

82. -- handle modbus and knx 

83. mb:handleslave() 

84. knxclient:step() 

 

 

 

Example usage (TCP / master mode): 
 
require('luamodbus') 
 
mb = luamodbus.tcp() 
mb:open('192.168.0.1', 5000) 
mb:connect() 
 
-- verbose output and select slave number 10 
mb:setdebug(true) 
mb:setslave(10) 
 
-- read input from reg 1 to 5, get slave-specific data 
mb:readinputregisters(1, 4) 
mb:reportslaveid() 
 
-- close serial connection 
mb:close() 

 
 
Example usage (RTU / master mode): 
 
require('luamodbus') 
mb = luamodbus.rtu() 
 
-- open serial connection (half duplex) 
mb:open('/dev/ttyS2', 38400, 'E', 8, 1, 'H') 
mb:connect() 
 
-- verbose output and select slave number 10 
mb:setdebug(io.write) 
mb:setslave(10) 
 
-- read input from reg 1 to 5, get slave-specific data 
mb:readinputregisters(1, 4) 
mb:reportslaveid() 
 
-- close serial connection 
mb:close() 

 
 
Read/write examples 
 
-- multiple coil read 
coil1, coil2, coil3 = mb:readcoils(10, 3) 
 
-- multiple coil read to table 
coils = { mb:readcoils(0, 3) } 
 
Note: coil1 or coils[ 1 ] will be nil on error 
 
-- multiple write 
coil1 = true 
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coil2 = false 
coil3 = false 
 
mb:writebits(10, coil1, coil2, coil3) 
 
-- multiple write from table 
coils = { true, false, false } 
mb:writebits(10, unpack(coils)) 

 
 
Core functions: 
 
luamodbus.rtu() 
  Creates new Modbus RTU object 
 
luamodbus.tcp() 
  Creates new Modbus TCP object 

 
 
Modbus object functions: 
 
Core functions: 
 
mb:open(port, [baudrate = 9600, [parity = 'N', [databits = 8, [stopbits = 2]]]]) 
  RTU mode - opens the serial port. (parity: 'N' - none, 'E' - even, 'O' - odd; databits: 7 or 
8; stopbits: 1 or 2) 
 
mb:open(ip, [port = 502]) 
  TCP mode - prepares connection to the specified IP and port (optional) 
 
mb:connect() 
  opens serial or network connection 
 
mb:close() 
  closes an open connection 
 
mb:flush() 
  flushes any unsent data 

 
 
Slave functions: 
 
mb:receive() 
  receives data from master with 1 minute timeout 
  returns data as a binary string on success and nil, error description on error 
 
mb:setmapping(coils, inputs, holding_regs, input_regs) 
  creates memory mapping for the registers with size specified for each type 
 
mb:handleslave() 
  waits for an incoming indication from master and sends a reply when necessary   
 
mb:getcoils(start, count) 
mb:getdiscreteinputs(start, count) 
mb:getinputregisters(start, count) 
mb:getregisters(start, count) 
  gets one or many register/coil values from mapping from the start address 
  returns all values on success and nil, error description on error, exception code if 
applicable 
 
mb:setcoils(start, v1, [v2, [v3, ...]]) 
mb:setdiscreteinputs(start, v1, [v2, [v3, ...]]) 
mb:setinputregisters(start, v1, [v2, [v3, ...]]) 
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mb:setregisters(start, v1, [v2, [v3, ...]]) 
  sets values to register/coil mapping from the start address 
  returns true on success and nil, error description on error, exception code if applicable 
 
mb:setwritecoilcb(fn) 
mb:setwriteregistercb(fn) 
  sets a callback function for coil/register write event 
  callback should accept two parameters - coil/register address and value (boolean or number) 
  for multiple writes callback is executed for each coil/register separately 
  use nil to remove a callback 
 
 
 

Master functions: 
 
mb:setslave(slaveid) 
  sets slave id to read/write data from/to 
 
mb:readcoils(start, count) [01] 
mb:readdiscreteinputs(start, count) [02] 
mb:readregisters(start, count) [03] 
mb:readinputregisters(start, count) [04] 
  reads one or many registers/coils from the start address 
  returns all values on success and nil, error description on error 
 
mb:writebits(start, v1, [v2, [v3, ...]]) [05] 
mb:writeregisters(start, v1, [v2, [v3, ...]]) [06] 
  writes values to registers/coils from the start address 
  single write will be used when only one value is supplied, multiple write otherwise 
  returns all of values written on success and nil, error description on error 
 
mb:readregistervalue(address, datatype, [reverse]) 
mb:readinputregistervalue(address, datatype, [reverse]) 
  reads encoded register(s) value based on the specified datatype: 
    "int16" - signed 2-byte (1 register) integer 
    "float16" - 2-byte floating point (KNX format, used in some HVAC units) 
    "int32" - signed 4-byte (2 registers) integer 
    "uint32" - unsigned 4-byte (2 registers) integer 
    "float32" - 4-byte (2 registers) floating point (IEEE 754) 
    "int64" - signed 8-byte (4 registers) integer 
    "uint64" - unsigned 8-byte (4 registers) integer 
  optionally, it's possible to reverse register order by setting "reverse" to true 
  returns decoded value on success and nil, error description on error 
   
mb:reportslaveid() 
  reads slave internal data 
  returns values on success and nil, error description on error 
 
 
Timeout interval between two consecutive bytes of the same message 
 
mb:getbytetimeout() 
mb:setbytetimeout(timeout) 
 
Timeout interval used to wait for a response: 
 
mb:getresponsetimeout() 
mb:setresponsetimeout(timeout) 
 
Timeout interval used to for an incoming indication from master (slave mode only): 
 
mb:getreceivetimeout() 
mb:setreceivetimeout(timeout) 

 
 
Misc functions: 
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mb:setrecovery(recovery) 
  enables / disables auto reconnect on error 
 
mb:setdebug(debug) 
  enables / disables protocol debug output 
 
mb:getheaderlength() 
  returns header length for the protocol in use  
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13. BACnet IP interconnection with LM 

 

13.1. BACnet server mode: transparent data transfer to BACnet network 
 

BACnet server specific configuration can be done in Sys Config  Network BACnet Settings. 
 
List all BACnet Interoperability Building Blocks (BIBBs) Supported  

 

Data Sharing 

ReadProperty-B  DS-RP-B  

ReadPropertyMultiple-B  DS-RPM-B  

WriteProperty-B  DS-WP-B  

COV-B  DS-COV-B  

Device and Network 
Management 

 Dynamic Device Binding-B  DM-DDB-B  

Dynamic Object Binding-B  DM-DOB-B  

DeviceCommunicationsContro
l-B  

DM-DCC-B  

TimeSynchronization-B  DM-TS-B  

UTCTimeSynchronization-B  DM-UTC-B  

ReinitializeDevice-B  DM-RD-B  

 
 

BACnet Object Types Supported 
 

• Device 
• Analog Value 
• Binary Value 
 

Data Link Layer Options 
 

• Media: BACnet IP 
• Option: Register as a Foreign Device 
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 Server enabled – specify if BACnet server is enabled or not 
 Device ID – device ID in BACnet network 
 Password – device password 
 Object priority – object priority 
 Port – port number 
 BBMD IP – BACnet router IP. When router IP and port are set, LM will act as a 

foreign device and will attempt to register with BACnet router. 
 BBMD port – BACnet router port. When router IP and port are set, LM will act as a 

foreign device and will attempt to register with BACnett router 
 BBMD lease time (seconds) – registration resend interval 

 
 
To make KNX/EIB objects BACnet readable/writable, mark necessary objects in LogicMachine as 
“Export object”. Binary objects will appear as Binary Values, other numeric values will appear as 
Analog Values. Other types are not currently supported. KNX bus write changes priority array 
value at configured object priority index  
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In System Configuration  Network BACnet objects you can see marked objects on 
LogicMachine which are sent to BACnet network. 
 
 

 
 

13.2. BACnet client mode 

 
Normally this mode is used to interconnect LogicMachine, for example, with VRV systems over 
BACnet IP protocol. The settings are available in BACnet tab. 
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By clicking on Scan Network button you can see a list of BACnet server devices on the network. 
With Scan Selected you can rescan specific BACnet server for respective objects. 
 
 
Mapping to KNX objects currently is done over scripting.  
 
Before using any BACnet function, you must include the library:  
  require('bacnet')  
 
Read current value of binary or analog object:  
  bacnet.readvalue(device_id, object_type, object_id)  
 
Read binary object:  
  value = bacnet.readvalue(127001, 'binary value', 2305)  
 
Read analog object:  
  value = bacnet.readvalue(127001, 'analog value', 2306)  
 
Write new value to binary or analog object priority array:  
  bacnet.write = function(device_id, object_type, object_id, value, priority)  
  Value can be nil, boolean, number or a numeric string  
  Priority parameter is optional, lowest priority is used by default  
 
Set binary object value:  
  bacnet.write(127001, 'binary value', 2305, true)  
 
Set analog object value:  
  bacnet.write(127001, 'analog value', 2306, 22.5)  
 
Set binary object value at priority 12:  
  bacnet.write(127001, 'binary value', 2305, true, 12)  
 
Set analog object value at priority 10:  
  bacnet.write(127001, 'analog value', 2306, 22.5, 10)  
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Clear binary object value at priority 12:  
  bacnet.write(127001, 'binary value', 2305, nil, 12)  
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14. DALI configuration 

 
LogicMachine5 Reactor GSM support DALI over RS485 gateway. We recommend to connect no 
more than 32 ballasts to one DALI line.  
 
 

 
 Scan gateways - scans for currently connected gateways, address mapping for missing 

devices is deleted automatically 
 Write ID - allows setting a unique address for each gateway 
 Scan devices - scans for currently connected DALI devices to the selected gateway. 

There is one of 4 options to choose from. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Full scan, set short addresses - scans for currently connected DALI devices to the 

selected gateway, assigns short address automatically starting from 0,1,2,... 

Full scan, clear device mapping - scans for currently connected DALI devices to the 

selected gateway without assigning short addresses, clear KNX grp address mapping to 

devices 

Full scan, keep device mapping - scans for currently connected DALI devices to the 

selected gateway without assigning short addresses, keeps device mapping to KNX grp 

addresses 
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Partial scan, only add new devices - scans for newly added DALI devices to the selected 

gateway without assigning short addresses. Missing devices are not removed from the list 
 

 Port settings – serial port name if there are external DALI-RS-485 interfaces connected 
 
 

 
 
Note! Make sure Modbus RTU is not enabled for the same RS-485 if you are using external DALI 
RS485 gateways connected to LM’s RS-485 port. 
 
Note! Make sure you have series connection for all DALI gateways. 
 
Note! In case you have long RS-485 lines between LM and DALI gateway, make sure to use 120 
Ohm termination resistors on LM and on the farthest DALI gateway. 
 
Note! Make sure GND are connected (if you use separate power supplies for LM and DALI gw) 
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Make sure you define Port name in Port settings when using RS485 DALI gateway. If you use 
Reactor with 1 x RS485, the port name will be ‘/dev/RS485’. If you use LM4, the port name is 
either ‘/dev/RS485-1’, ‘/dev/RS485-2’ or ‘/dev/RS485-3’. 
 
Then write for each external RS-485/DALI gateway its unique ID. This is done by pressing 
programming button on RS485/DALI gateway and pushing Write ID on LM. 
 
Then you should press Scan gateways button on LM. Your programmed gateway should 
appear. 
 
For each DALI device, you can set a custom name and map to binary on/off and scale object. 
This allows communication with DALI devices from KNX bus and visualization without any 
additional scripts. 
 

14.1. DALI object mapping 

 
Once DALI objects are scanned, you can click on corresponding object and perform the 
configuration. 
 

 
 Device name – name of the DALI device 
 Binary (ON/OFF) object – map to KNX binary object 
 Preset for binary ON – preset on binary ON 
 Scale (0-100%) object – map to KNX scale object 

 

You can set up specific value by clicking on this icon  
 

14.2. Access DALI bus from scripts 

 
If you want to access DALI devices from other scripts, you can use dalicmd function. 
 
res, err = dalicmd(gwid, cmd, params) 
  
Parameters 
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 gwid  (number/string) gateway id: gateway number or internal  or  internal2   when 

internal DALI exists 

 cmd  (string) command to send, refer to command table for possible values 

 params  (table) command parameters 

 
Params (Lua table): 

 addrtype  (string) address type, only required for addressable commands, possible 

values: short  group  broadcast  

 address  (number) short or group address 

 value  (number) additional value to send 

 
3 addressing modes are supported 

 broadcast  all slaves should react: { addrtype = 'broadcast' }  

 short  only one slave having a unique short address should react: { addrtype = 'short',  

address = SLAVE_ID }  

 group  several slaves belonging to a group should react: { addrtype = 'group', address =  

GROUP_ID }  

Command types 

If command is addressable, it's possible to provide address type and address in params  table. 

If command expects a reply it must be addressed so only one slave can reply, otherwise a 
collision will happen. In case of success, reply is a binary string, usually consisting of a single 
byte. You can convert it to number like this: 

-- query status of slave with short address 5 on the internal DALI bus 

res, err = dalicmd('internal', 'querystatus', { addrtype = 'short', address = 5 }) 

-- read ok 

if res then 

  status = res:byte() 

end 

 

If command has a value range, params table must have a value field which is an integer in the 

specified range. For example, arc  command accepts a value from 0 to 254: 

-- set level to 42 for all slave on the internal DALI bus 
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dalicmd('internal', 'arc', { addrtype = 'broadcast', value = 42 }) 

 
Setting DTR 
 

For commands where DTR is needed prior to executing command, use setdtr  command to set 

the value: 
 

-- set dtr for ballast 5 to 200 

dalicmd('internal', 'setdtr', { addrtype = 'short', address = 5, value = 200 }) 

 

 
Example 
 
Change address of DALI ballast with current address 5. 1byte object need to be added, event-
based script looks as follows: 
 

value = event.getvalue()  

value=value*2+1  

 

require('user.dali')  

dalicmd('internal', 'setdtr', { addrtype = 'short', address = 5, value = value })  

dalicmd('internal', 'storeshortaddress', { addrtype = 'short', address = 5}) 

 
 
 
Example (use gateway with id 1, switch all ballasts off, set ballast with short address 5 to full 
on) 
 

require('user.dali') 

 

dalicmd(1, 'arc', { addrtype = 'broadcast', value = 0 }) 

dalicmd(1, 'arc', { addrtype = 'short', address = 5, value = 254 }) 

 
Example (set maximum value for ballast 5 to value 200; the ballast is connected on internal 
DALi gateway on LogicMachine ) 
 

require('user.dali') 

 

dalicmd('internal', 'setdtr', { addrtype = 'short', address = 5, value = 200 }) 

dalicmd('internal', 'storemax', { addrtype = 'short', address = 5 }) 
 
 
Example (log all ballast short addresses which are connected to internal DALI gateway) 
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require('user.dali') 

res, err = dalicmd('internal', 'queryshortaddr', { addrtype = 'broadcast' }) 

if res then 

   log(res:byte()) 

else 

   log(err) 

end 

 
Example (add 4 DALI short addressed to one group with nr. 7) 
 

require('user.dali') 

dalicmd('internal', 'addtogroup', { addrtype = 'short', address = 1, value = 7 }) 

dalicmd('internal', 'addtogroup', { addrtype = 'short', address = 2, value = 7 }) 

dalicmd('internal', 'addtogroup', { addrtype = 'short', address = 3, value = 7 }) 

dalicmd('internal', 'addtogroup', { addrtype = 'short', address = 4, value = 7 }) 

Setting group 7 to a certain value (event-based script, object type 1 byte 0..100%): 
 

require('user.dali') 

value = event.getvalue() 

value = math.floor(value * 2.54) 

dalicmd('internal', 'arc', { addrtype = 'group', address = 7, value = value }) 

 
Example (functions for calling and saving scenes, can be used not only for DALI) 
 
First, you have to define each scene via a Lua table where each item is a table with two items: 
group address and value. Each scene has a unique id which can be a number or a string.  
 
callscene(id) sets all objects in given scene to their specified value. First it looks for a saved 
scene in storage and uses default values if storage is empty.  
 
savescene(id) gets current values of all objects from given scene and saves the whole scene in 
storage. 
 

scenes = {} 

scenes[1] = { 

   { '15/1/1', 50 }, 

   { '15/1/2', 75 }, 
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   { '15/1/3', 90 }, 

} 

function callscene(id) 

  local key, scene 

  key = 'scene_' .. id 

  scene = storage.get(key, scenes[ id ])   

  if type(scene) ~= 'table' then 

    alert('Scene ' .. id .. ' not found') 

    return 

  end 

  for _, item in ipairs(scene) do 

    grp.write(item[ 1 ], item[ 2 ]) 

  end 

end 

 

function savescene(id) 

  local key, scene 

  scene = scenes[ id ] 

  if type(scene) ~= 'table' then 

    alert('Scene ' .. id .. ' not found') 

    return 

  end 

  for i, item in ipairs(scene) do 

    scene[ i ][ 2 ] = grp.getvalue(item[ 1 ]) 

  end 

  key = 'scene_' .. id 

  storage.set(key, scene) 

end 

 
Example (Binary dimmer for DALI lamps to be able dim DALI lamp from physical pushbutton) 
 

1) Add bindimmer function to Common functions 
 

function bindimmer(up, down, out, event) 
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  local main, rev, step, val, new, delay 

  step = 10 -- in % 

  delay = 0.5 -- in seconds 

  -- ignore "stop" command 

  val = tonumber(event.datahex, 16) 

  if val == 0 then 

    return 

  end 

  -- up, normal mode 

  if event.dst == up then 

    main, rev = up, down 

  -- down, reverse step 

  elseif event.dst == down then 

    main, rev = down, up 

    step = -step 

  -- invalid object 

  else 

    return 

  end 

  -- current output object value 

  val = grp.getvalue(out) or 0 

  while true do 

    -- main object in "stop" state 

    if not grp.getvalue(main) then 

      return 

    end 

    -- reverse object in "start" state 

    if grp.getvalue(rev) then 

      return 

    end 

    -- get new value 

    new = math.min(100, val + step) 
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    new = math.max(0, new) 

    -- no change, stop 

    if new == val then 

      return 

    end 

    -- write new value 

    val = new 

    grp.write(out, new, dt.scale) 

    -- wait for next run 

    os.sleep(delay) 

  end 

end 

   

2) Create 3 objects: 
 1/1/1 - binary (dim up) 

  1/1/2 - binary (dim down) 
1/1/3 - 1-byte scale (output) 
 

3) Create an event script for each binary object: 
 

bindimmer('1/1/1', '1/1/2', '1/1/3', event) 

4) You can tune step and delay variables in bindimmer function to adjust dimming 
speed. 

 
DALI commands 

 

Command Description Addressable Reply Value 

arc direct arc power control  + 
 

0..254 

off turn off + 
  

up turn on + 
  

down down + 
  

stepup step up + 
  

stepdown step down + 
  

recallmin recall max level  + 
  

recallmax recall min level  + 
  

stepdownoff step down and off  + 
  

stepupon on and step up  + 
  

gotoscene go to scene 
  

0..15 

reset reset + 
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storeactual store actual level in the dtr  + 
  

storemax store the dtr as max level  + 
  

storemin store the dtr as min level  + 
  

storesystemfailure store the dtr as system failure level + 
  

storepoweron store the dtr as power on level + 
  

storefadetime store the dtr as fade time  + 
  

storefaderate store the dtr as fade rate  + 
  

storescene store the dtr as scene  + 
 

0..15 

removescene remove from scene  + 
 

0..15 

addtogroup add to group + 
 

0..15 

removefromgroup remove from group  + 
 

0..15 

storeshortaddress store dtr as short address  + 
  

querystatus query status  + + 
 

queryballast query ballast  + + 
 

querylampfailure query lamp failure  + + 
 

querylamppoweron query lamp power on  + + 
 

querylimiterror query limit error + + 
 

queryresetstate query reset state  + + 
 

querymissingshort query missing short address  + + 
 

queryversion query version number  + + 
 

querydtr query content dtr  + + 
 

querydevicetype query device type  + + 
 

queryphysicalmin query physical minimum level  + + 
 

querypowerfailure query power failure  + + 
 

queryactual query actual level  + + 
 

querymax query max level  + + 
 

querymin query min level  + + 
 

querypoweron query power on level  + + 
 

querysystemfailure query system failure level  + + 
 

queryfadetimerate query fade time / fade rate  + + 
 

queryscene query scene level (scenes 0-15) + + 0..15 

querygroupslow query groups 0-7 + + 
 

querygroupshigh query groups 8-15  + + 
 

queryrandomaddrh query random address (h)  + + 
 

queryrandomaddrm query random address (m)  + + 
 

queryrandomaddrl query random address (l)  + + 
 

terminate terminate 
   

setdtr set data transfer register (dtr)  
  

0..255 

initialise initialise 
   

randomise randomise 
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compare compare 
 

+ 
 

withdraw withdraw 
   

searchaddrh set search address (h) 
  

0..255 

searchaddrm set search address (m) 
  

0..255 

searchaddrl set search address (l) 
  

0..255 

programshortaddr program short address  
  

0..63 

verifyshortaddr verify short address  
 

+ 0..63 

queryshortaddr query short address  
 

+ 
 

physicalselection physical selection  
   

enabledevicetype enable device type x  
  

0..255 
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15. 1-Wire configuration 
 
LM5 Power (LM5p-DW1) has two 1-wire interfaces built-in. 1-wire is a bus technology which is 
built based on client-server topology and allowing to connect up to 100 devices to one 
controller. It is either 2-wire or 3-wire bus installation. In case of 2-wire system, a parasitic 
powering is used directly from the bus, normally up to 20 devices can work in this way. In case 
of bigger amount of 1-wire sensors, you can use LogicMachine 5V DC output to power 1-wire 
devices. 
 
Advantages of 1-wire over KNX: 
 

 No need in ETS 

 Very cost-effective 

 You can use the same wiring as KNX does and connect all standard sensors 
 
Advantages of 1-wire over resistive sensors: 
 

 Substantial savings on equipment 

 Easier connection diagram allows to reduce the complexity of laying wiring 

 Extension possibility: connection of additional sensors without changing basic wiring 

 Ability of remote monitoring of sensors (open circuit, short circuit etc.) 

 No need to take into account the resistance of conductors like in the circuit with 
resistive sensors  
 

1-wire connection diagrams: 
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Once 1-wire sensors are connected to the 1-wire interface of LogicMachine5 
 

 
 Name – name of the 1wire device 
 Linked to object – mapped KNX object 
 Sensor status object – mapped KNX status object 
 Write to bus – define either to write telegram in KNX bus on read value 
 Send delta – define either to send delta of temperature sensor 
 Send timer (seconds) – define interval in which send the measurement 
 Value compensation – compensate value of the reading of temperature 

 
 
1-wire PUZZLE - 2 Universal Digital Inputs / Outputs 

 
With PUZZLE you can interconnect regular binary sensors with 1-wire 
fieldbus or use the device as digital output to control relays/contactors. 
By pairing the PUZZLE with LogicMachine Ambient, you can finish the installation in very cost-
effective way. Up to 64 PUZZLE can be connected to one 1-wire port of LogicMachine and all 
objects can be then managed from any of KNX, Modbus, BACnet etc. devices.  
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Note! Max 1-wire network length is 100 m, you need 3-wires: +5V, 1-Wire, GND. It can take up 
to 0.5 seconds for each sensor reading. We recommend to connect up to 30 sensors. 
 
Further, in the latest firmware of LogicMachine there are features like increased polling time of 
1-wire objects, implemented keepalive object which indicates of error if there was lost 
connection with at least one of 1-wire device. Also in the configuration menu on LogicMachine 
you can see pre-configured 1-wire devices and newly found ones in separate lists. 
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16. DMX interconnection with LM 
 
DMX protocol support is realized upon RS485 serial port. 
 
DMX function 
 
Add the following user library in Scripting  User libraries. 
 

local luadmx = 

require('luadmx') 

 module('DMX', package.seeall) 

 local DMX = {} 

 -- default params 

 local defaults = { 

   -- storage key 

   skey = 'dmx_line_1', 

   -- RS-485 port 

   port = '/dev/RS485', 

   -- number of calls per second 

   resolution = 20, 

   -- total number of channels to use 

   channels = 3, 

   -- transition time in seconds, does not include DMX transfer time 

   transition = 2, 

 } 

 -- value setter 

 function set(chan, val, key) 

   key = key or defaults.skey 

   chan = tonumber(chan) or 0 

   val = tonumber(val) or -1 

   -- validate channel number and value 

   if chan >= 1 and chan <= 512 and val >= 0 and val <= 255 then 

     storage.exec('lset', key, chan - 1, val) 

   end 

 end 

 -- value getter 

 function get(chan, key) 

   local res, val 

   key = key or defaults.skey 

   chan = tonumber(chan) or 0 

   -- validate channel number and value 

   if chan >= 1 and chan <= 512 then 

     res = storage.exec('lrange', key, chan - 1, chan - 1) 

     if type(res) == 'table' then 

       val = tonumber(res[ 1 ]) 

     end 

   end 
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   return val 

 end 

 -- DMX init, returns new DMX object 

 function init(params) 

   local n, k, v, _ 

   -- create metatable and set user parameters 

   n = setmetatable({}, { __index = DMX }) 

   n.params = params or {} 

   _, n.conn = pcall(require('redis').connect) 

   -- merge parameters that are set by user 

   for k, v in pairs(defaults) do 

     if n.params[ k ] == nil then 

       n.params[ k ] = v 

     end 

   end 

   n:reset() 

   return n 

 end 

 function DMX:reset() 

   local err, chan, params 

   params = self.params 

   self.dm, err = luadmx.open(params.port) 

   -- error while opening 

   if err then 

     os.sleep(1) 

     error(err) 

   end 

   -- set channel count 

   self.dm:setcount(params.channels) 

   -- number of transaction ticks 

   self.ticks = math.max(1, params.transition * params.resolution) 

   -- calculate sleep time 

   self.sleep = 1 / params.resolution 

   -- reset channel map 

   self.channels = {} 

   -- empty channel value map 

   self.conn:ltrim(params.skey, 1, 0) 

   -- fill channel map 

   for chan = 1, params.channels do 

     self.channels[ chan ] = { current = 0, target = 0, ticks = 0 } 

     -- turn off by default 

     self.conn:lpush(params.skey, 0) 

     self.dm:setchannel(chan, 0) 

   end 

 end 

 -- get new values 

 function DMX:getvalues() 

   local max, channels, ticks, values, val 
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   max = self.params.channels 

   channels = self.channels 

   ticks = self.ticks 

   values = self.conn:lrange(self.params.skey, 0, max - 1) or {} 

   -- check for new values for each channel 

   for chan = 1, max do 

     val = tonumber(values[ chan ]) or 0 

     -- target value differs, set transcation 

     if val ~= channels[ chan ].target then 

       channels[ chan ].target = val 

       channels[ chan ].delta = (channels[ chan ].target - channels[ chan 

].current) / ticks 

       channels[ chan ].ticks = ticks 

     end 

   end 

 end 

 -- main loop handler 

 function DMX:run() 

   self:getvalues() 

   -- transition loop 

   for i = 1, self.params.resolution do 

     self:step() 

     self.dm:send() 

     os.sleep(self.sleep) 

   end 

 end 

 -- single transition step 

 function DMX:step() 

   local chan, channels, t 

   channels = self.channels 

   -- transition for each channel 

   for chan = 1, self.params.channels do 

     t = channels[ chan ].ticks 

     -- transition is active 

     if t > 0 then 

       t = t - 1 

       channels[ chan ].current = channels[ chan ].target - channels[ chan 

].delta * t 

       channels[ chan ].ticks = t 

       self.dm:setchannel(chan, channels[ chan ].current) 

     end 

   end 

 end 
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DMX handler script 
 
Add the following resident script with sleep interval = 0, adjust port and channel as needed 
 

1. if not dmxhandler then 

2.   require('user.dmx') 

3.   dmxhandler = DMX.init({ 

4.     port = '/dev/RS485', -- RS-485 port name 

5.     channels = 8, -- number of DMX channels to use 

6.     transition = 2, -- soft transition time in seconds 

7.   }) 

8. end 

9.   

10. dmxhandler:run() 

 

Setter (used in other scripts) 
 
DMX.set(channel, value) 

 

 

Mark DMX objects 
 
Create objects with DMX tag, where last part of group address is DMX address (starting from 1). 
Create event script mapped to DMX tag. 
 

1. require('user.dmx') 

2. -- get ID as group address last part (x/y/ID) 

3. id = tonumber(event.dst:split('/')[3]) 

4. -- get event value (1 byte scaling) 

5. value = event.getvalue() 

6. -- convert from [0..100] to [0..255] 

7. value = math.floor(value * 2.55) 

8. -- set channel ID value 

9. DMX.set(id, value) 

 

Predefined scene example 
 
The following example should be placed inside a resident script. Sleep time defines scene keep 
time (at least 1 second). 
 

1. if not scenes then 

2.   -- 3 channel scene 

3.   scenes = { 

4.     { 255, 0, 0 }, 

5.     { 0, 255, 0 }, 

6.     { 0, 0, 255 }, 

7.     { 255, 255, 0 }, 

8.     { 0, 255, 255 }, 

9.     { 255, 0, 255 }, 

10.     { 255, 255, 255 }, 
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11.   } 

12.   

13.   current = 1 

14. end 

15.   

16. -- set current scene values 

17. scene = scenes[ current ] 

18. for i, v in ipairs(scene) do 

19.   DMX.set(i, v) 

20. end 

21.   

22. -- switch to next scene 

23. current = current + 1 

24. if current > #scenes then 

25.   current = 1 

26. end 

 

Random scene example 
 
The following example should be placed inside a resident script. Sleep time defines scene keep 
time (at least 1 second). 
 

1. -- number of steps to use, e.g. 3 steps = { 0, 127, 255 } 

2. steps = 5 

3. -- number of channels to set 

4. channels = 3 

5. -- first channel number 

6. offset = 1 

7.   

8. for i = offset, channels do 

9.   v = math.random(0, (steps - 1)) * 255 / (steps - 1) 

10.   DMX.set(i, math.floor(v)) 

11. end 
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17. EnOcean transmitter configuration 
 

LogicMachine5 Reactor GSM supports EnOcean through USB gateway which is based on 
product USB 300 (OEM), delivered by EnOcean organization as OEM product to 3rd parties. 
Note that different frequencies are used for EnOcean (based on geographical region). Be 
careful and select the proper USB gateway for your location. 
EnOcean frequencies: 
 
• 868 MHz – Europe 
• 902 MHz – USA / Canada 
• 928 MHz – Japan 
• 2.4 GHz – Worldwide usage 
 
USB gateway is a small USB stick which connects PC’s, consumer devices, DSL boxes and other 
USB master devices to EnOcean based radio products. It is equipped with a TCM 310 
transceiver gateway module. It provides bidirectional EnOcean radio and bidirectional serial 
interface via USB. Radio messages are sent and received via an externally connected USB host. 

17.1. EnOcean interfaces 

 
EnOcean interface Base address can be found in EnoceanInterfaces tab. 
 

 
 
 

17.2. EnOcean to KNX mapping 

 
All telegrams received from EnOcean devices appears in EnoceanKNX section. 
 

 
 
Once some specific device has to be mapped to KNX, the corresponding row has to be clicked 
and profile has to be chosen. There are all main profiles predefined in the list. 
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Once the device profile is set, you can map functionality of the specific device to KNX group 
addresses by clicking on Mapping icon. 
 

 
 
 
When EnOcean gateway received telegram from specific device, the respective row gets light 
green. 
 

 
 
Respective KNX group addresses get updated with the new values. 
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17.3. KNX to EnOcean mapping 

 
You should click on Add new device button to add EnOcean device which will be communicated 
from specific KNX object. 
 

 
 
Once the device is added, you should pair it with specific device in EnOcean network, press 
Tech-in button. 
 
Note! EnOcean device should be set in learning mode in order to pair it successfully. 
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Further this device can be mapped with specific KNX addresses.  
When KNX object value will be updated, the telegram will be sent to respective EnOcean 
device. 
 

 
 

17.4. Mapping to EnOcean profiles out of the supported list 

 
In case you don’t find a profile of your EnOcean device in the list of profiles, you can use RAW 
format. For example here below is step by step guide for Eltako FUD61NPN-230V wireless 
switch integration. 
 

a) First of all turn on confirmation signal on the actuator: top rotary switch to CLR, LED 
flashes, during 10 seconds turn bottom rotary switch all the way to the left 3 times, LED 
light is on for 2 seconds. 
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b) create one object with 4-byte unsigned integer data type and another with 1-byte 
scaled. 4-byte object should be mapped to KNX  EnOcean object with 4-byte RAW 
profile. 

c) Add the following script to the 1-byte scaled object (just for initial teach command) 
 
b3 = 0xE0 
b2 = 0x47 
b1 = 0xFF 
b0 = 0x00 
 
a3 = bit.lshift(b3, 24) 
a2 = bit.lshift(b2, 16) 
a1 = bit.lshift(b1, 8) 
 
res = bit.bor(a3,a2,a1,b0) 
 
grp.update('1/1/5', res, dt.uint32) 

 

d) Put the actuator into learning mode: turn bottom rotary to EC1, upper rotary to LRN 
e) Set an object value for 1-byte scaled object (0-100) to teach in. (The actuator should 

stop flashing) 
f) Turn back actuator to desired functionality 
g) Add the following script to 1-byte scaled object (to be able to control the actuator) 

-- dimming 
b3 = 0x02 
-- dimmer value [0..100] 
b2 = event.getvalue() 
-- ramp time in seconds 
b1 = 1 
-- data telegram, absolute value, store final 
b0 = 9 
 
a3 = bit.lshift(b3, 24) 
a2 = bit.lshift(b2, 16) 
a1 = bit.lshift(b1, 8) 
 
res = bit.bor(a3,a2,a1,b0) 
 
grp.update('1/1/5', res, dt.uint32) 

 

h) The dimmer can now be controlled through the 1-byte scaled object 

 
 

If you need to read the values from the actuator as a 1-byte scaled object: 
 

a) In EnOcean >> KNX tab find the actuator (that should send confirmation signals if step 1 
above was followed) 

b) Set profile as "RAW 4-bytes, split" 

c) Map Data Byte 2 to an object. 

d) Create a new object as "5.001 scale" (in the example 1/1/6) 

e) Add the following script to the Data Byte 2 object created in point 3: 
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value = event.getvalue() 

res = (value/100)*255 

grp.write('1/1/6', res, dt.uint8) 
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17.5. Supported EnOcean profiles 

 
ID Profile name ID Profile name 

00-00-00 RAW 4-bytes A5-04-01 Temperature & Humidity Sensor (0C..40C, 0%..100%) 

00-00-01 RAW 4-bytes, split A5-04-02 Temperature & Humidity Sensor (-20C..60C, 0%..100%, Battery) 

F6-01-01 Rocker Switch, 1 Rocker A5-06-01 Light Sensor (300lx..60000lx) 

F6-01-02 Rocker Switch, 1 Rocker (inverted) A5-06-02 Light Sensor (0lx..1024lx) 

F6-01-03 Rocker Switch, 1 Rocker (separate) A5-06-03 Light Sensor (0lx..100lx, 300lx..30000lx) 

F6-02-01 Rocker Switch, 2 Rocker A5-07-01 Occupancy Sensor 

F6-02-02 Rocker Switch, 2 Rocker (inverted) A5-08-01 
Light Sensor 0lx to 510lx, Temperature 0°C to +51°C and 
Occupancy 

F6-03-01 Rocker Switch, 4 Buttons A5-08-02 
Light Sensor 0lx to 1020lx, Temperature 0°C to +51°C and 
Occupancy 

F6-04-01 Key Card Activated Switch A5-08-03 
Light Sensor 0lx to 1530lx, Temperature -30°C to +50°C and 
Occupancy 

F6-10-00 Window Handle A5-09-04 Humidity, CO2, Temperature Sensor 

D5-00-01 Single Input Contact A5-10-01 Temperature Sensor; Set Point, Fan Speed and Occupancy Control 

A5-02-01 Temperature Sensor (-40C..0C) A5-10-02 Temperature Sensor; Set Point, Fan Speed and Day/Night Control 

A5-02-02 Temperature Sensor (-30C..10C) A5-10-03 Temperature Sensor; Set Point Control 

A5-02-03 Temperature Sensor (-20C..20C) A5-10-04 Temperature Sensor; Set Point and Fan Speed Control 

A5-02-04 Temperature Sensor (-10C..30C) A5-10-05 Temperature Sensor; Set Point and Occupancy Control 

A5-02-05 Temperature Sensor (0C..40C) A5-10-06 Temperature Sensor; Set Point and Day/Night Control 

A5-02-06 Temperature Sensor (10C..50C) A5-10-07 Temperature Sensor; Set Point and Fan Speed Control 

A5-02-07 Temperature Sensor (20C..60C) A5-10-08 Temperature Sensor; Fan Speed Control 

A5-02-08 Temperature Sensor (30C..70C) A5-10-09 Temperature Sensor; Fan Speed and Day/Night Control 

A5-02-09 Temperature Sensor (40C..80C) A5-10-0A Temperature Sensor; Set Point and Single Input Contact 

A5-02-0A Temperature Sensor (50C..90C) A5-10-0B Temperature Sensor and Single Input Contact 

A5-02-0B Temperature Sensor (60C..100C) A5-10-0C Temperature Sensor and Occupancy Control 

A5-02-10 Temperature Sensor (-60C..20C) A5-10-0D Temperature Sensor and Day/Night Control 

A5-02-11 Temperature Sensor (-50C..30C) A5-10-10 
Temperature and Humidity Sensor; Set Point and Occupancy 
Control 

A5-02-12 Temperature Sensor (-40C..40C) A5-10-11 
Temperature and Humidity Sensor; Set Point and Day/Night 
Control 

A5-02-13 Temperature Sensor (-30C..50C) A5-10-12 Temperature and Humidity Sensor; Set Point Control 

A5-02-14 Temperature Sensor (-20C..60C) A5-10-13 Temperature and Humidity Sensor; Occupancy Control 

A5-02-15 Temperature Sensor (-10C..70C) A5-10-14 Temperature and Humidity Sensor; Day/Night Control 

A5-02-16 Temperature Sensor (0C..80C) A5-20-10 Generic HVAC interface 

A5-02-17 Temperature Sensor (10C..90C) A5-30-01 Single Input Contact, Battery Monitor 

A5-02-18 Temperature Sensor (20C..100C) A5-30-02 Single Input Contact 

A5-02-19 Temperature Sensor (30C..110C) A5-38-08-02 Dimmer 

A5-02-1A Temperature Sensor (40C..120C)     

A5-02-1B Temperature Sensor (50C..130C)     
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18. 3G/GSM configuration  
 

LogicMachine5 Reactor GSM has built in 3G modem. LogicMachine has also a regular 3G 
modem driver built-in (Huawei and other vendor supported). 
 
In System configuration go to Network  3G/PPP connection. 
Fill required fields depending on your 3G operator settings, apply settings. 
 

 
 

Current IP – current IP address receive from APN 
Service status – enable or disable 3G modem 
APN (access point) – access point address 
PIN code –PIN code of the SIM card 
Dial number – dialing number if any 
Username – username if any 
Password - password 
DNS server 1 – DNS server address 1 
DNS server 2 – DNS server address 2 

 
 
If you want to use 3G modem for sending/ receiving SMS, you need to add SMS handler 
program – a resident script with sleep interval 0. 
 
Note! Change white list telephone numbers and SIM card’s PIN code in the below script. 
 

1. -- init 

2. ifnot modem then 

3. -- allowed numbers, SMS message from other number will be ignored 

4.   numbers ={'1234567890', '0123456789'} 

5. -- replace 0000 with SIM pin number, or remove the line below if PIN check is disabled 

6. pincode='0000' 

7. -- modem communication port, ttyUSB2 for Huawei E173 
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8.   comport ='ttyUSB2' 

9. -- open serial port 

10.   modem =AT:init('/dev/' .. comport) 

11. -- command parser 

12.   parser =function(cmd, sender) 

13. local find, pos, name, mode, offset, value, jvalue, obj 

14. cmd=cmd:trim() 

15.     mode =cmd:sub(1, 1):upper() 

16. if mode =='W'or mode =='R'then 

17. cmd=cmd:sub(3):trim() 

18. -- parse object name/address 

19.       find =cmd:sub(1, 1)=='"'and'"'or' ' 

20.       offset = find =='"'and 1 or0 

21. -- pad with space when in read mode 

22. if mode =='R'and find ==' 'then 

23. cmd=cmd .. ' ' 

24. end 

25. -- find name 

26. pos=cmd:find(find, 1 + offset, true) 

27. -- name end not found, stop 

28. ifnotposthen 

29. returnfalse 

30. end 

31. -- get name part 

32.       name =cmd:sub(1 + offset, pos - offset):trim() 

33. if mode =='W'then 

34.         value =cmd:sub(pos + offset):trim() 

35. ifnot value then 

36. returnfalse 

37. end 

38. -- try decoding value 

39. jvalue=json.pdecode(value) 

40.         value =jvalue ~=nilandjvalueor value 

41. -- send to bus 

42. grp.write(name, value) 

43. -- read request 

44. else 

45. obj=grp.find(name) 

46. -- send read request and wait for update 

47. ifobjthen 

48. obj:read() 

49. os.sleep(1) 

50. -- read new value 

51.           value =grp.getvalue(name) 

52. -- got value, send response 

53. if value ~=nilthen 

54. jvalue=json.pencode(value) 

55. if obj.name then 

56.               name =string.format('%s (%s)', obj.name, obj.address) 

57. end 
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58. cmd=string.format('Value of %s is %s', name, jvalue) 

59. modem:sendsms(sender, cmd) 

60. end 

61. end 

62. end 

63. end 

64. end 

65. -- incoming sms handler 

66.   handler =function(sms) 

67.     alert('incoming sms from %s (%s)', sms.sender, sms.data) 

68. -- sms from known number, call parser 

69. iftable.contains(numbers, sms.sender)then 

70.       parser(sms.data, sms.sender) 

71. end 

72. end 

73. -- set sms handler 

74. modem:setsmshandler(handler) 

75. -- send pin if set 

76. ifpincodethen 

77. modem:send('AT+CPIN=' .. pincode) 

78. end 

79. -- set to pdu mode 

80. modem:send('AT+CMGF=0') 

81. -- enable sms notifications 

82. modem:send('AT+CNMI=1,1,0,0,0') 

83.   alert('SMS handler started') 

84. end 

85. modem:run() 

 

 

Command syntax: 
  a. Write to bus: 
    W ALIAS VALUE 
  b. Read from bus: 
    R ALIAS 
 
On read request, script will reply with SMS message containing current value of selected object. 
 
ALIAS can be: 
  a. Group address (e.g. 1/1/1) 
  b. Name (e.g. Obj1). If name contains spaces then it must be escaped usign double quotes (e.g. 
"Room Temperature") 
 
NOTE: 
  a. Object data type and name must be set in Objects tab. Otherwise script won't be able to 
read and write to object. 
  b. Only ASCII symbols are accepted in the message. 
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18.1. Examples 

 
Binary write (send the following SMS to switch kitchen lights on): 
 

W 1/1/1 true 

 

Scaling write (send the following SMS to set value 67% for red LED): 

 
W LED1Red 67 

 

Temperature (floating point) write (send the following SMS to make setpoint in the living room 
to 22.5 degrees): 
 

W “Room Setpoint” 22.5 

 

Read (send the following SMS to read the security panel value: 
R 2/1/1 

 

18.2. Send SMS messages to specific SIM numbers after group-read or group-
write is triggered 

 
Task: Assume we have an Event-based script which triggers a program once group-read or 
group-write is triggered for address 1/1/1. We want to send SMS to numbers 23335555 and 
23335556 with 1/1/1 actual status. 
 

1. require('socket') 

2.   

3. client =socket.udp() 

4.   

5. -- in the message field the number where SMS has to be send should be specified at the 

beginning 

6. localmsg='23335555 1/1/1 changes its value to: ' .. tonumber(event.datahex) 

7. client:sendto(msg, '127.0.0.1', 12535) 

8.   

9. msg='23335556 1/1/1 changes its value to: ' .. tonumber(event.datahex) 

10. client:sendto(msg, '127.0.0.1', 12535) 

 

18.3. Send SMS messages without 3G modem 

 
How to send event SMS to mobile phone from LogicMachine through Twilio service, without 
external 3G adapter? 
 
You can use Twilio service which offers free of charge SMS in the test period and messaging at 
$0.01 for regular usage. The only disadvantage is it will use your standard Internet connection 
to send messages to Twilio servers (not via GSM as with 3G adapters). 
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Twilio account 
 
You can get ID and Token needed for the below example by registering on Twilio. Make sure 
you enter a verified SIM number list / recipients in your account. Or please contact us for ready 
example with our account data. 
 
Function 
 
Add the following function in Scripting –> Common functions 
 

1. function sms(id, token, from, to, body) 

2.    local escape = require('socket.url').escape 

3.    local request = require('ssl.https').request 

4.    local url = string.format('https://%s:%s@api.twilio.com/2010-04-

01/Accounts/%s/Messages.json', id, token, id) 

5.    local body = string.format('From=%s&To=%s&Body=%s', escape(from), 

escape(to), escape(body)) 

6.   

7.    return request(url, body) 

8. end 

 

Event-based script 
 
Add event-based program for specific object, like 1/1/2 in this example 
 

1. value = event.getvalue() 

2.   

3. from_nr = '+37112345679' -- put sender SIM nr here 

4. to_nr = '+37112345678' -- put recepient SIM nr here 

5. id_nr = 'ACe56f5' -- put your ID here 

6. token_nr = '598c6ff' -- put your token here 

7.   

8. sms(id_nr, token_nr, from_nr, to_nr, 'The value for 1/1/2 has changed 

to'..tostring(value)) 
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19. Communication with RS232/RS485 serial ports 
 
The following are the naming of Serial ports for different versions of Logic Machine. 
 

LM4 
  

Reactor, 
LM5 

  
Reactor V2 

 GND 
  

GND 
  

GND 
 RS485 A 

RS485-1  
RS485 A 

RS485-1  
RS485 A 

RS485 
RS485 B 

 
RS485 B 

 
RS485 B 

GND   
 

GND   
 

  RS485 A 
RS485-2  

RS485 A 
RS485-2  

 

 
RS485 B 

 
RS485 B 

 
 GND   

 
     RS485 A 

RS485-3  
 

 

  

 
RS485 B 

 
    

Reactor 
V3 

 GND 
 RS485 A 

RS485 
RS485 B 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Note! LM5 series devices have 1 definitive serial port RS-485 and other one can work either as 
RS-485 or RS-232.  The one will work which is most recently opened.  
 
If the following command is used, you activate RS-485 second port: 
 

port = serial.open('/dev/RS485-2', { baudrate = 115200, parity = 'even', duplex = 'ha

lf' }) 

If the following command is used, you activate RS-232 port: 
 

port = serial.open('/dev/RS232', { baudrate = 9600, parity = 'even', duplex = 'full' 

}) 

 
 
 

LM5L, LM5-RIO,  
LM5-RIOE, LM5-

RD, LM5-RDE, LM5-
GSM 

RS485 A 

RS485-1 RS485 B 

GND 

RS485 A 

RS485-2 RS485 B 

GND 

TX 

RS232 RX 

GND 
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Functions 
 
Include library before calling serial functions: 
require('serial') 

 
Opens given port, returns: port handle, or, in case of error, nil plus error message 
port, err = serial.open(device, params) 

 
Parameters: 

 device port device name, required 

 params parameters table, optional, (defaults are in bold): 
o baudrate 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, 115200, 

230400 
o parity "none", "even", "odd" 
o databits 5, 6, 7, 8 
o stopbits 1, 2 
o duplex "full", "half" (Note: "half" is required for RS-485) 

 
 

Reads the specified number of bytes, execution is blocked until read is complete 
res, err = port:read(bytes) 
 

Parameters: 

 bytes number of bytes to read 
 

 

Reads until timeout occurs or the specified number of bytes is received, whichever happens 
first. 
Returns data plus number of bytes read, or, in case of error, nil plus error message. 
res, err = port:read(bytes, timeout) 
 

Parameters: 

 bytes number of bytes to read 

 timeout maximum time to wait for read to complete, minimum value and timer 
resolution is 0.1 seconds 

 

 

Flushes any read/unsent bytes 
port:flush() 

 
Closes serial port, no other port functions may be called afterwards 
port:close() 
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Examples 
 
 
Write to port 

 

port:write('test data') 

 

Blocking read (script will block until 10 characters are read) 
 

data=port:read(10) 

 

Timeout read (script will wait for 10 characters for 20 seconds) 
 

data=port:read(10, 20) 

 

Close serial port 

port:close() 

 

Resident script, RS-485 echo test 
 

-- open port on first call 
if not port then 
require('serial') 
port = serial.open('/dev/RS485-1', { baudrate = 9600, parity = 'even', duplex = 'half' }) 
port:flush() 
end 
 
-- port ready 
if port then 
  -- read one byte 
char = port:read(1, 1) 
  -- send back if read succeeded 
if char then 
port:write(char) 
end 
end 

HEX to RS-485 example 
 
require('serial') 
port = serial.open('/dev/RS485-1', { 
baudrate = 4800, 
parity = 'none', 
duplex = 'half' 
}) 
 
cmd = string.char(0xAB, 0xF1, 0xFF, 0xFF, 0xFF, 0xFF, 0xBE, 0xD1, 0x01, 0xFE, 0xFF, 0xFF, 
0x0A, 0x24) 
cmd = 'ABF1FFFFFFFFBED101FEFFFF0A24' 
 
port:write(cmd) 

 
Check which cmd works for you, as it can be either hex-encoded readable data or hex 
representation of binary data. You might also need to change the parity config 
http://openrb.com/docs/serial.htm  
  

http://openrb.com/docs/serial.htm
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20. Bluetooth 4.0 integration 
 
Bluetooth can be integrated over USB-Bluetooth adapter. 
Some of supported Bluetooth 4.0 USB adapters: 
 

 Broadcom BCM20702A0 

 Trust 18187 

 Belkin F8T065bf 

 Plugable USB Bluetooth 4.0 

 Laird BT820 
 
Configuration of Bluetooth is located in LogicMachine  BLE tab.  
 
A support for any BLE device can be added if a communication protocol will be provided and 
will not change in the future software release of BLE device.  
 
 
Profiles 
 
List of supported BLE devices can be found by clicking Profiles button. To add a new profile, you 
have to upload *.lua profile file by clicking on Add profile button.  
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Mapping functionality to KNX group addresses 
 
Once BLE device is seen by LogicMachine Ambient, it will automatically appear in the list.  

 
By clicking on specific device, you can map its functionality to KNX group addresses. 
For AWOX AromLight Color BLE lamp, you can map LED color object to KNX.  
 
 

 
 
There are following mapping objects for Xiaomi Mi Band wearable – device present object, 
steps counter, battery level, vibrate the band.  
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Example 
 
Alpha MIO BLE watch has heart-rate as one of objects. This event-based script will switch on 
ventilation if the heart-rate is >80 and switch off if its lower 
 

21. value = event.getvalue() 

22. if value > 80 then 

23.   grp.write('2/2/2', true) 

24. else 

25.   grp.write('2/2/2', false) 

26. end  
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21. SIP server on LogicMachine 
 
Task:  How to pair SIP door entry systems with building automation project? In LogicMachine 
we have built SIP registrar which can send SIP requests to final SIP clients. For example, one can 
install Linphone SIP client app on touch devices which are used for visualization control. Upon 
SIP request from door entry system, LogicMachine will forward the request to the respective 
SIP client / recipient. On this client’s device a new window will appear with options to answer 
or reject the call. When the call is answered, you will see video and audio from the door entry 
system. When the call is finished, Linphone app will go to the background. 
 
SIP package installation on LM: 
 
Add the following Resident script, 60 sec sleep time, run once: 
 
os.execute('opkg --force-depends install http://dl.openrb.com/pkg/kamailio/terminfo_5.7-
5_mxs.ipk') 
os.execute('opkg --force-depends install http://dl.openrb.com/pkg/kamailio/libncurses_5.7-
5_mxs.ipk') 
os.execute('opkg --force-depends install http://dl.openrb.com/pkg/kamailio/libreadline_5.2-
2_mxs.ipk') 
os.execute('opkg --force-depends install http://dl.openrb.com/pkg/kamailio/kamailio3_3.3.7-
1_mxs.ipk') 
os.execute('opkg --force-depends install http://dl.openrb.com/pkg/kamailio/kamailio3-mod-
maxfwd_3.3.7-1_mxs.ipk') 
os.execute('opkg --force-depends install http://dl.openrb.com/pkg/kamailio/kamailio3-mod-
registrar_3.3.7-1_mxs.ipk') 
os.execute('opkg --force-depends install http://dl.openrb.com/pkg/kamailio/kamailio3-mod-
rr_3.3.7-1_mxs.ipk') 
os.execute('opkg --force-depends install http://dl.openrb.com/pkg/kamailio/kamailio3-mod-
sl_3.3.7-1_mxs.ipk') 
os.execute('opkg --force-depends install http://dl.openrb.com/pkg/kamailio/kamailio3-mod-
tm_3.3.7-1_mxs.ipk') 
os.execute('opkg --force-depends install http://dl.openrb.com/pkg/kamailio/kamailio3-mod-
usrloc_3.3.7-1_mxs.ipk') 
 
os.execute('/etc/init.d/kamailio enable') 
os.execute('/etc/init.d/kamailio start') 

 

 

Check if LM has Internet access 
 
Check that IP, gateway, subnet, DNS are set correctly set. 
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SIP client application 
 
You can use for example Linphone as your SIP client. You have to enter IP of LogicMachine in its 
settings. 
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22. Object value export via XML 
 

Make KNX objects XML readable 
 
In the Objects tab click on the objects which you want to receive the current value by XML 
request. Check the Export object 
 

 
 
 

XML request from external PC 

 

The XML request looks like this: 

http://remote:remote@192.168.1.211/cgi-bin/scada-remote/request.cgi?m=xml&r=objects 

 

Parameters: 

 address – object address (e.g. “1/1/1″) 

 name – object name (e.g. “My object”) 

 data – decoded object value (e.g 42 or “01.01.2012″) 

 datatype – object datatype (e.g. 1 or 5.001) – standard KNX data types 

 time – object update time (UNIX timestamp) 

 date – object update time (RFC date) 

 comment – object comment (e.g. “Second floor entry lights”) 

 tags – optional array of object tags (e.g. “Light”, “Second floor”) 
 
Note! To get list of objects that have been updated after specific time you can pass an optional 
“updatetime” parameter (UNIX timestamp format) 
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Login, Password for remote XML request 
 
Login and password can be changed in Network Configuration  System  GUI Login 
Admin/Remote tab. 
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23. Alerts, Errors values 
 
In similar way also Alerts and Errors can be read by XML requests. 
 
Alerts XML request:  
http://remote:remote@192.168.0.10/cgi-bin/scada-remote/request.cgi?m=xml&r=alerts 
 
Errors XML request:  
http://remote:remote@192.168.0.10/cgi-bin/scada-remote/request.cgi?m=xml&r=errors 
  

http://remote:remote@192.168.0.10/cgi-bin/scada-remote/request.cgi?m=xml&r=errors
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24. Read Alerts RSS feeds from LogicMachine 
 
It is possible to read Alerts and Errors messages by remote RSS readers.  
 

 
 
 

Add new RSS feed in the RSS reader 
 

 Use the following URL: 

 http://remote:remote@192.168.1.211/cgi-bin/scada-remote/request.cgi?m=rss&r=alerts 

 50 latest alerts will be shown 

 alert time will be shown in UNIX timestamp, alert date will be shown as RFC date 

 
 

 
 
Error tab content by RSS 
 
RSS can be used to read Error tab content as well. In this case the URL would look like: 
 
http://remote:remote@192.168.1.211/cgi-bin/scada-remote/request.cgi?m=rss&r=errors 
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Login, Password for remote RSS requests 
 
Login and password can be changed in System Configuration  System User 
accessAdmin/Remote tab. 
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25. Cloud solution 
 

This example shows how to control/monitor specific objects (KNX, ModBus, BACnet, EnOcean, 
DALI, DMX512, BLE, etc.) on LogicMachine from Android device located anywhere on the 
internet.  
  
Some notes: 
 

 LM can be located in LAN with local IP, no public IP is required, no VPNs, no NAT is 
required on the router 

 You can specify which specific objects can be controlled from the cloud (not the whole 
installation with sensitive objects e.g. security). These objects are synced with cloud 
server via secure MQTT connection, almost in real-time 

 This solution uses a native Android app to access cloud 
 

 
1) Install the latest firmware in LogicMachine: http://openrb.com/firmwares/ 
2) On LM’s main screen click on Admin icon, login with admin password 

 
3) Click on + icon to access app store 

 
4) Click on Menu -> Install from file and choose mcloud.ipk (unarchived from mcloud.zip: 

http://openrb.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/mcloud.zip). Note! In the future this 
cloud solution will be included in preinstalled version of Mosaic. 

 
5) Reboot LM in System config -> System -> Reboot 

http://openrb.com/firmwares/
http://openrb.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/mcloud.zip
http://openrb.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/mcloud.zip
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6) In LM mains screen you might see several versions of Mosaic (v1, v2, Cloud). After cloud 
app tests are finished, we will add cloud functionality in the regular Mosaic app which is 
located in app store. 

7) Click on the newly installed Mosaic editor icon 

 
8) Click on the Cloud in the menu 

 
9) You will see the following screen. Click on Register New User, use email address as 

username and password minimum 8 symbols. Save 

 
10) Then click on Sign In, and login with registered user. You can set LM name which you 

will use to find the device on the cloud dashboard (there is possibility to assign several 
devices to one user account. You will be able to choose the LM to control from cloud 
dashboard) 

 
11) Sync Cloud button will synchronize with cloud all Mosaic elements including objects, 

widgets etc. After each change in Mosaic configuration (grp addresses, new widgets 
etc.), you need to click Sync Cloud button. 
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12) Create cloud visualization by adding widgets and defining group addresses. You can 
create several Rooms and when in room, you click on Add New Widget button. After this is 
done, click Sync. Cloud button 

 
13) Unarchive android-debug.zip (http://openrb.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/02/android-debug.zip) and transfer the android-debug.apk to your 
mobile Android device, install (later will be for iOS too) 
14) Open installed LogicMachine app on mobile device 

 
15) You can find all LMs which are in your network, choose any and you are connecting 
directly to it (regular local way). If you click on the cloud you will get to the cloud main 
screen with Mosaic visualization which you created for cloud usage 

 

http://openrb.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/android-debug.zip
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16) Then authorize with your login/password 

 
17) Cloud first screen looks like this. In the future we will add some more cloud specific 
applications. Click on Mosaic icon which will bring you to your created LogicMachine Mosaic 
interface 
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18) Cloud interface of your LogicMachine 

 

 
19) You can switch to other LogicMachine mapped to your account by choosing it in drop-
down list on the top 

 
20) You can also login to cloud from web browser in 
link: https://cloud.logicmachine.net and access your LogicMachine from any place in the 
world. 

 
21) We are working also on IP camera stream possibility through Cloud 
22) You can check Mosaic20_custom-widgets_instructions.ZIP (http://openrb.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/02/Mosaic20_custom-widgets_instructions.zip) file which contains 
manual how to install widget extensions and several Widget 

https://cloud.logicmachine.net/
http://openrb.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Mosaic20_custom-widgets_instructions.zip
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examples. Mosaic_widgets_eng.PDF (http://openrb.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/02/Mosaic_widgets_eng.pdf) contains manual on how to create 
your own Widgets. 
23. Please see instructions for adding custom themes / CSS (http://openrb.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/03/Mosaic_custom_theme_CSS.pdf) for your Mosaic visualization. 
Download sample theme here (http://openrb.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/03/theme.tar.gz). 

  

http://openrb.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Mosaic_widgets_eng.pdf
http://openrb.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Mosaic_widgets_eng.pdf
http://openrb.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Mosaic_widgets_eng.pdf
http://openrb.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Mosaic_custom_theme_CSS.pdf
http://openrb.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Mosaic_custom_theme_CSS.pdf
http://openrb.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Mosaic_custom_theme_CSS.pdf
http://openrb.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/theme.tar.gz
http://openrb.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/theme.tar.gz
http://openrb.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/theme.tar.gz
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26.  USB2.0 port specification 

 
USB 2.0 characteristics: 
 
• USB 2.0 provides a bandwidth of 480 Mbit/s, corresponding to an effective image data rate of 
40 MB/s.  
• Integrated voltage supply (5 VDC) for devices in the 4-pole cable. Devices complying with the 
USB specification may consume a total of 500 mA from the bus. Devices with a power of up to 
2.5 W can therefore be supplied via the bus.  
• USB cable must only be 4.5 m long at the maximum 
• Data transmission is possible in both directions 
 
Application Example: 
USB interface can be used for extending memory capacity via attaching USB flash drive.  
 
Configuration Commands 
 
io.readfile (file) 
Read whole file at once. Returns file contents as a string on success or nil on error. 
 
io.writefile (file, data) 
Writes given data to a file. Data can be either a value convertible to string or a table of such 
values. When data is a table, then each table item is terminated by a new line character. Return 
Boolean as write result when file can be open for writing or nil when file cannot be accessed. 
 
USB flash drive supports FAT, FAT32 and NTFS file system. Maximum size of Flash drive is 32GB 
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27. canX configuration 

 
canX app on LogicMachine allows to configure, monitor canX protocol based devices. canX app 
is available in LogicMachine application store.  
 

 
 

27.1. Scanning CAN FT line 

 
 
If there are already devices connected in online mode, go to Line Scan tab, specify Line range 
(or leave default) and click on magnifier icon 

 
Once devices are found, the scanning process can be cancelled with icon.  
 

Address – physical address of the device 
Name – name of the device. Can be changed in Devices tab. 
Type – type of the device (profile) 
HW-SW ID – hardware ID and software ID 
State – Defines either the device is in Programming state or not (the 
programming button is pressed) 
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 Flash LED on the device 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

27.2. Device scan 

 
Device scan shows all objects of the specific device.  
 

 
 

ID – ID number of the object 
State – internal state of the device, defines is there are not mistakes with the 
device 
Type / Name – Name of the object 
Data type – data type of the object 
Value – current value of the object 
Mode – mode of the object 
 Relay / Output modes: 
  Disabled   

 

add the device to Devices for further project 
configuration 
 

 

Scan and show device configuration (Device scan) 

 

Flash device LED 
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  Normal, off after power-up  
  Inverse, off after power-up 
  Normal, on after power-up 
  Inverse, on after power-ups  
 Relay status modes: 
  Disabled 
  Normal  
  Inverse  
 Input modes: 
  Switch on/off  
  Switch off/on (inverse)  
  Switch Toggle  
  Button Toggle (optional long press) 
  Button On (optional long press) 
  Button Off (optional long press)  
  Button Start/Stop  
  Button Stop/Start (inverse)  
 Input Long Press modes: 
  Long press Toggle  
  Long press On  
  Long press Off  
 
Flags  
 F – Filter. Defines if the device can filter telegrams (for CAN-CAN Routers) 
 T – Transmit. Defines if the device can initiate communication 
 R – Read. Defines if the read command is allowed to the device  
 W – Write. Defines if the write command is allowed to the device 
Groups – number of groups associated with a particular object 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Once some change is done  button gets active. By finishing all changes and 
clicking on this button, all updated configuration is written to a respective device. 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Configure device object mode, flags and group 

addresses 

 
Set device object value 
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27.3. Group address configuration 

 
Group addresses can be configured either in object configuration settings or directly in 
Groups tab.  
 
 
 

 
 

Address – group address 
Name – group name 
Datatype – group data type 
Tags – tags for a specific group 
Properties – properties of group 
 L – Log each group change 
 E – Export. Used to map this group 
automatically  

      to KNX group (Objects tab in  
LogicMachine) 
 P – Post process. Execute a script on group 
address change 
 R – Read on initialization (device start) 
Location – location of the object/group 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
List devices that use this group address 

 
Read/write group address value 

 
Edit group address 

 
Delete group address 
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Importing group addresses from ETS project file 
 

 button allows to import KNX project file. 
 

 
 
Prior to importing, ETS project file need to be converted to JSON file using this online 
utility 
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27.4. Device configuration 

 
Devices section is used to configure canX devices. The configuration can be done even if 
the device is not yet physically connected to the line (offline mode). 

 
 

Address – physical address of the device 
Name – name of the device 
Device type – device type / profile 
Tags – tags associated with the device 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

 
Check if device is online on the bus 

 
Duplicate device configuration 

 
 Scan and show device configuration 

 
Write configuration to the device 

 
Configure device parameters 

 
Edit device base configuration 

 
Delete device 
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When clicking on a specific entry, device settings appear. 
 
Line [0..15] – Line ID 
Node [1..255] – Node ID 
Name – Name of the device 
Device type – automatically detected device type 
Profile mode – software profile mode for the device. There 
are several profiles possible for one type e.g. for UIO16 – 
Binary input/outputs, binary outputs, binary inputs. This 
makes easier ad faster configuration by limiting count of 
objects 
Tags – associated tags with this device 
Location – location of the device 
Block write – skip device during full project write 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

When clicking on Parameters icon , objects settings appear. Depending on the software 
profile chosen, you see respective control option for each channel. 
 
8R 8 channel relay module: 
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UIO16 16 channel universal input/output module: 
 

 
 
 
When the changes are done for the device, it is marked in yellow. 
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Press this button to upload new settings to all modified / all devices. 
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27.5. Locations 

 
Project structure can be defined in Locations tab. 

 

 
Name – name of the location 
Devices – devices associated with a particular location. First number indicates count of 
specific device in a particular room. Second - total count of devices. 
Groups – group addresses associated with a particular location. First number indicates 
count of specific groups in a particular room. Second - total count of groups. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

By clicking on  button, you will add a new location 
 

 
Parent location – choose parent location 

Name – name of the new location  

 

 

 

 
Add new sub-location 

 
Duplicate location, including devices and 

group addresses 

 
Edit location 

 
 Delete location and all sub-locations 
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27.6. Reports 

 
Reports section lists all devices in the project indicating which devices are located in 
which line, how many group addresses are associated with a particular device, how 
much space it is required in the cabinet. 

 
 
 

 

27.7. Monitoring the fieldbus line 

 
In Monitor tab you can see the activity on the bus line, send read/write requests to specific 
device / group /object. 
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Time – time of telegram received 
Type (RX/TX; Object/Device/Group/Control) – type of telegram 
Address – group or physical device address the telegram was received to/from 
Name – name of the device 
Command – command received 
Data – data received 

 
Start monitor to see real-time messages 
Stop monitoring 

Export monitoring results to CSV file 
Clear the list 

Fill the search fields with a respective data from a selected entry 
 
Send a command to a bus line 
Choose command type and other parameters and click on green arrow to send request 
 

 
 
Command types 

 

Object 

ObjectValueRead - Request of Value for Object 

ObjectValueResponse (1..8 bytes) – Response for ObjectValueRead command, return Value 

for given Object 

ObjectValueWrite (1..8 bytes) – Write Value to given Object 
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ObjectInfoRead - Read request for EEPROM address, with address as parameter for 

command 

ObjectInfoResponse (1 byte) - Response for ReadEEprom, return Value for given EEPROM 

address 

ObjectConfigWrite (1 byte) - Write EEPROM addr. = object id (response with 

ResponseObjectEpromConfig msg. if success) 

GAListAdd (4 bytes) – Add the group address to list for given object 

GAListDel (4 bytes) - Delete given GA from list for Object, GA as parameter for delete 

command 

GAListClear - Delete full list of group addresses connected to the given object 

ObjectCmdResponse - ..  

GAListRead (1 byte) - Counter of batch GA as parameter (1 for first 2 addr., 2 for second 2 

addr. ..) 

GAListResponse (8 bytes) - Response for GetListGA command, return 2 group adr. 

connected to object ( 2 x 4bytes ) 

Device 

DeviceInfoRead – Read Hardware ID and Software ID for given device, device status and 

device Objects Quantity 

DeviceInfoResponse (8 bytes) – Response for …, return ObjQty (byte), status (byte), 5 

bytes for HW id and 1 byte for SW id 

DeviceAddrRequest (8 bytes) - Request for address for this device (current Line ID and 

Node ID ) with HW+SFT id as message DATA 

DeviceAddrWrite - Return: Line ID ( d[1] ), Node ID ( d[0] ) and Master Code for device 6 

bytes ( d[2] - d[7] ) 

DeviceConfigRead (2 bytes) – EEPROM read command for given Address ( 2 bytes DATA 

) 

DeviceConfigResponse (8 bytes) – Return 8 byte of data from EEPROM for given start 

address 

DeviceConfigWrite (8 bytes) – Write 6 bytes of data with 2 bytes address 

DeviceConfigWriteResponse (1 byte) – 1 if write is successful of 0 if failed 

DeviceModeSet  – set device mode 

DeviceModeResponse  – ... 

DeviceLedOn – Switch the device green LED to ON state 

DeviceLedOff – Switch the device green LED to OFF state 

DevicePing – Ping request to device with given Line ID and Node ID 

DevicePong – Response on Ping request with CAN FT bus TX and RX errors and maximum 

q-ty of GAs per Object 

 

 

Group 

GroupValueRead – Request of Value for given Group address 

GroupValueResponse  (1..8 bytes) – Response for GroupValueResponse command, return 

Value for given Group address 

GroupValueWrite (1..8 bytes) – Write Value to given Group address 

 

Control  

DirectMsgOn (8 bytes) – Switch on direct communication with code ( master_code = 

Fx(code) ) 

DirectMsgOff (8 bytes) – Switch off direct communication with code ( master_code = 

Fx(code) ) 

SecureGAOn (8 bytes) – Switch to Secure GA mode with code ( master_code = Fx(code) ) 

SecureGAOff (8 bytes) – Switch Off Secure GA mode with code ( master_code = Fx(code) ) 
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27.8. Write device / physical address 

 
 

To write device another physical address, go to Tools  Write device address. Choose Line and 
Node number and click Write. Then click and release programming button on the device. The 
Write window will close once the new address is written.  
 

 
 

 
 

 

27.9. See current physical address of the device 

 
To see currently flashed physical address, go to Monitor tab, start monitor. Then shortly press 
programming button on the device, you will see current physical Address. 
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27.10.  Project configuration 

 
General project settings are available in Tools  Project configuration.  
 

 
 

Project name – name of the project 
 
Master code – master code is written to devices together with physical address. It must 
be set only once per project. Changing master code requires physical device reset via 
programming button. Master code is a protection for the installer from possibility to 
read or program canX devices by other parties. If it is necessary to block full access to 
the canX device, it is necessary to disable direct communication / messages in Tools  
Disable direct communication or through Monitor. 
 
Semantic dictionary support – define either tag dictionary is used from Project Haystack: 
https://project-haystack.org/ Project Haystack is an open source initiative to streamline 
working with data from the Internet of Things. Haystack standardize semantic data 
models and web services with the goal of making it easier to unlock value from the vast 
quantity of data being generated by the smart devices that permeate our homes, 
buildings, factories, and cities. 

 
 

27.11. New device profiles 

 
To add new canX device profiles to your canX app, go to Tools  Upload device profile 
 

https://project-haystack.org/
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27.12. Find device if you have several of them in the line 

 
In Line Scan when scanning, you can click on programming button of the device and the 
respective field will be set to green color 

 

27.13. Connection helper 

 
Connection helper allows easing making connection between unused input and output objects. 

 

 
Once the Save Conneciton button is clicked, a new group address window 
is opened 
 
 
 
Address – group address 
Name – group name 
Datatype – group data type 
Tags – tags for a specific group 
Properties – properties of group 
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 L – Log each group change 
 E – Export. Used to map this group automatically  

      to KNX group (Objects tab in  LogicMachine) 
 P – Post process. Execute a script on group address change 
 R – Read on initialization (device start) 
Location – location of the object/group 

 
 
 
 
 
 

27.14. Reset the device 

 

Press programming button for ~3 sec and release when the device blinks red twice. Wait 
while green LED will blink once. Preferably is to restart the power as well after this is 
done. 
 
 

27.15. Accessing canX objects from LogicMachine scripts 

 
To use canX configuration from LogicMachine scripts use scripting 
 

 

Control via script via grp address: 

can = require('canx') 

can.sendrequest({ 

  data = event.getvalue(), 

  command = can.cmds.group.valuewrite, 

  groupaddress = 1, 

}) 

 

Control via physicall address: 

Change lineid / nodeid to match your relay device settings.  

 

can.sendrequest({  

  lineid = 0,  

  nodeid = 1,  

  objectid = 1,  

  command = can.cmds.object.valuewrite,  
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  data = grp.getvalue(),  

}) 

 

28. Other examples 
 
Different examples, 3rd party protocol integration and other useful applications can be found 
here: 
http://openrb.com/all-examples/ 
http://forum.logicmachine.net/  

http://openrb.com/all-examples/
http://forum.logicmachine.net/

